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Abstract
The simple definition of the DNA as a repository of genetic information belies the 

complex systems necessary for it to achieve this function. As the storage medium 

of the genome, DNA must be both accessible to processes such as transcription 

and replication, and robust in its preservation of the information it contains. As 

such, sophisticated mechanisms have evolved to both manage the physical 

properties of the molecule as the information encoded by its sequence is stored 

and accessed, and to detect and repair any changes to this information. This thesis

describes novel functions for heterogeneous ribonucleoprotein-U-like protein two

(hnRNPUL2) in each of these processes, and suggests that the protein has a unique

role at the interface of these two systems. 

hnRNPUL2 is a poorly characterised protein, and its functions had not been

extensively studied prior to this project. The protein was first identified as a 

binding partner of Myeloid leukaemia factor one (Mlf1), able to recruit Mlf1 from 

the cytoplasm into the nucleus, where Mlf1 functions in regulating haemopoietic 

lineage commitment, transcription, and the cell cycle. Additionally, earlier 

unpublished work performed in this laboratory identified putative interactions of 

hnRNPUL2 with several proteins, including topoisomerase II. This interaction was

interesting because topoisomerase II is a key regulator of DNA topology as well as 

a chemotherapeutic drug target. Moreover, recent reports have identified 

hnRNPUL2 as promoting end resection during homology mediated DNA repair.

The goals of this thesis were to investigate the biological significance of the 

interaction between hnRNPUL2 and topoisomerase II, to discern the involvement 

of hnRNPUL2 in the DNA damage response, and to explore how these two 

functions relate to each other.

In order to predict and better explain the properties of hnRNPUL2, its 

protein sequence was extensively analysed. This led to the prediction and 

subsequent experimental validation of a chromatin binding function for the 

protein. Furthermore, immunofluorescence analysis revealed that hnRNPUL2 

dynamically co-localises both with chromatin and with topoisomerase II over the 

course of the cell cycle, and that its morphology is altered by the inhibition of 

transcription. 
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            The biological roles of hnRNPUL2 were investigated by perturbation of its 

expression, using both transient overexpression and stable knockdown cell lines. 

This was seen to have two effects, with its expression being positively correlated 

both with topoisomerase II activity and with resistance to DNA double-stranded 

breakages. Subsequent experiments revealed that hnRNPUL2 overexpression 

enhances the rate of DNA double-stranded breakage repair.

            In the course of this work significant quantities of immunofluorescence 

microscopy data was acquired. The desire to make statistically robust 

interpretations of this data motivated the development of an automated software 

method for quantitatively describing 3D immunofluorescence microscopy images 

of cell nuclei. This allowed for population statistics to be estimated for a variety of 

parameters including colocalisation and staining intensity. The use of this 

software indicated that hnRNPUL2 is partially recruited to sites of DNA damage, 

but more significantly, it revealed that hnRNPUL2 levels in the nucleus quickly 

begin to increase following DNA damage, at a rate proportional to the severity of 

the genotoxic insult.

            The work described in this thesis therefore identifies hnRNPUL2 as both a 

regulator of topoisomerase II activity and as a participant in, and regulatory target

of, the DNA damage response. As such, this thesis suggests a novel biological role 

for hnRNPUL2 that potentially links the management of DNA topology with the 

preservation of genomic integrity.
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Chapter One: Literature Review
hnRNPUL2 had previously been associated with two distinct biological systems. 

The first role defined for hnRNPUL2 was as a co-regulator of the localisation of 

another molecule, named Myeloid Leukemia Factor-One (Mlf1). In fact, hnRNPUL2

was originally named Mlf1-associated nuclear protein (Manp) (Winteringham et 

al., 2006). The second role identified for hnRNPUL2 was in promoting the end-

resection of DNA by the Bloom helicase during homology-mediated DNA repair 

(Polo et al., 2012).  In addition to these articles, unpublished work performed in 

this laboratory identified putative interactions between hnRNPUL2 and 

topoisomerase II, Xeroderma Pigmentosum group C protein (XPC), Thymine DNA 

Glycosylase (TDG), and Ribosomal Protein L41 (RPL41) (Allen, 2008). 

These reports therefore indicated likely roles for hnRNPUL2 in the DNA 

damage response and the modulation of Mlf1 function, as well as a possible role in

regulating DNA topology through topoisomerase II.

 

1.1 DNA damage and repair
Preservation of the information contained within the DNA is essential for 

the health and propagation of an organism.  Complex mechanisms have evolved to

prevent and reverse damage to the DNA, and these operate constantly in order to 

prevent damage accumulating.  Understanding these mechanisms and their 

regulation is an important goal, because their failure can cause significant 

morbidity and mortality, due to diseases such as cancer and neurodegeneration 

(Madabhushi, Pan, & Tsai, 2014). Furthermore, their derangement in cancer 

makes them both an obstacle and a potential target of cancer treatment strategies 
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(Dietlein, Thelen, & Reinhardt, 2014).

 

1.1.1 Causes of DNA damage
DNA damage can be defined as any modification that alters the information

stored within the molecule (i.e. a mutation) and/or interferes with DNA 

metabolism. DNA damage can result from intrinsic instabilities within the 

molecule, as a consequence of errors made in DNA metabolism, and also as a 

result of extrinsic insults, which can arise both from normal processes within the 

organism as well as from external origins.

The nucleobase region of DNA is vulnerable to a diverse array of 

modifications. It has a number of double covalent and hydrogen bonds that can be 

modified by free radicals. The majority of free radical mediated damage in vivo is 

caused by reactive oxygen species, which are produced under normal 

physiological conditions. (Cooke, Evans, Dizdaroglu, & Lunec, 2003). Nucleobases 

can also be modified by alkylation, which is the attachment of hydrocarbon chains 

to the molecule. Alkylating agents can be produced in vivo (De Bont, 2004), can be 

absorbed from the environment, and are also used as antineoplastic drugs (Fu, 

Calvo, & Samson, 2012). Modification of nucleobases by free radicals or alklyating 

agents alters their properties, resulting in altered base pairing, interference with 

DNA metabolism, and potential mutagenesis (Drablos et al., 2004; Cooke et al., 

2003).

            The nucleobase region of DNA can also be modified by UV radiation. In most

cases, the energy imparted to DNA by UV photon absorption is converted to 

harmless heat energy (Pecourt, Peon, & Kohler, 2001). However, in some 
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instances, chemical modification can occur. Pyrimidine dimers are DNA lesions 

resulting from UV mediated formation of covalent bonds between adjacent 

pyrimidine nucleotides (Kuluncsics, Perdiz, Brulay, Muel, & Sage, 1999). These 

type of lesions can be mutagenic if not quickly recognised and repaired (Choi, 

Besaratinia, Lee, Lee, & Pfeifer, 2006). Indirect damage to DNA can also occur if a 

UV photon is absorbed by a third party molecule, which leads to production of a 

free radical that in turn damages the DNA (Kingma, Corbett, Burcham, Marnett, & 

Osheroff, 1995;Cline, Jones, Stone, & Osheroff, 1999).

            Mismatches are inappropriately incorporated nucleotides, in which the 

nucleotides on the two strands of DNA do not match each other. Mismatches can 

arise when DNA polymerase incorporates an incorrect nucleotide during 

synthesis. This occurs approximately once in 100,000 incorporated nucleotides 

(Johnson, 2000). Mismatches can also be created via deamination. Deamination is 

a form of DNA damage resulting from the tendency of cytosine to occasionally 

spontaneously undergo hydrolysis. Deamination of cytosine produces uracil, and 

deamination of 5-methylcytosine produces thymine (Neddermann et al., 1996). 

DNA lacks a 2’-OH on the backbone sugar, which increases the stability of 

the backbone phosphodiester bond. However, this also decreases the stability of 

the DNA N-glycosylic bond (Lindahl, 1993). In fact, when fully hydrated, as is the 

case in vivo, the purine containing nucleotides adenine and guanine can undergo 

spontaneous hydrolytic cleavage at the glycosylic bond. This releases the 

nucleobase region while leaving the phosphodiester backbone intact, producing a 

type of lesion known as an abasic, apurinic (AP), site. Interestingly, this process, 

known as depurination, is influenced by the formation of DNA secondary 
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structures, meaning that the rate of depurination of a purine nucleobase is 

dependent on the sequence of the surrounding DNA (Amosova, Coulter, & Fresco, 

2006). Additionally, depurination can result from reactions with free radicals 

(Lhomme, Constant, & Demeunynck, 1999). The overall rate of depurination in 

humans is estimated at 5,000 events per day per cell (Lindahl, 1993).

            As mentioned previously, the lack of a sugar 2’-OH group increases the 

stability of the DNA backbone phosphodiester bond (Lindahl, 1993), meaning that 

it is stable under physiological conditions over biologically relevant timeframes. 

However its hydrolysis is still energetically favourable (Schroeder, Lad, Wyman, 

Williams, & Wolfenden, 2006). Strand cleavage can be induced by enzymes or 

metal ions, which catalyse this reaction. Strand cleavage can also be caused by 

abstraction of hydrogen atoms from the backbone sugar by free radicals 

(Balasubramanian, Pogozelski, & Tullius, 1998; Pogozelski & Tullius, 1998), or by 

the reaction of alkylating agents (Schulz, Nieman, & Skibo, 1995). Cleavage of both

strands can also be induced by some therapeutic compounds, such as the drug 

bleomycin (Chow, Liu, & Solomon, 2008).                        

            Ionising radiation can damage DNA via two mechanisms. Direct absorption 

by DNA can cause immediate chemical modifications. These can range from base 

modification to double stranded cleavage. Alternatively, absorption by other 

molecules can produce radicals that in turn damage the DNA (Sagstuen & Hole, 

2009). Ionising radiation also has the ability to produce clustered lesions, in which

a short region of DNA is damaged at multiple sites (Yang, Galick, & Wallace, 2004).

Encounters between the DNA replication fork and various single stranded 

lesions can also result in premature termination of replication, producing a single 
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sided double-strand break (Arnaudeau, Lundin, & Helleday, 2001). 

             To summarise; DNA is a labile storage medium for genetic information. 

Hydrated DNA is in and of itself intrinsically unstable, but the physiological 

environment exposes the DNA to a number of extrinsic damage inducing agents 

and processes, originating from both within the cell and from the wider 

environment, thereby compromising the information storage function of the 

molecule. Ongoing mechanisms to manage and reverse this damage and maintain 

genomic integrity are therefore required. This process is confounded by the huge 

diversity observed in the forms of DNA damage. The DNA repair process must 

therefore be efficient but also robust and flexible.
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Figure 1.1.1.1: Summary of the different categories of 
DNA damage. 



1.1.2 Underlying principles of DNA damage repair
There are many DNA damage repair pathways, but the activities they 

undertake fall into a relatively small number of categories. Firstly, the lesion must 

be detected and the damage response initiated. Secondly, in case of double 

stranded breaks, the termini produced by the breakage must be aligned, in a 

process referred to as synapsis. Thirdly, any inappropriate or damaged 

nucleotides can be removed via nucleolytic resection, and if necessary modified to 

produce functional 3’-OH and 5’-PO4 termini. Next, missing nucleotides can be 

replaced using a DNA polymerase. Finally, gaps in the DNA phosphodiester 

backbone must be repaired using a ligase. 

The damage repair pathways have often been described as a sequence of 

tightly coordinated and regulated recruitments of repair factors, with the 

damaged DNA proceeding through a defined sequence of states separated by 

enzyme-mediated transitions leading to repair. However, the repair of DNA 

damage is in fact non-deterministic, with product variation observed even with 

identical starting substrates (Bennardo, Cheng, Huang, & Stark, 2008; Gauss & 

Lieber, 1996; Lieber, 2010) reflecting an underlying stochastic process.

The advent of live cell imaging and photobleaching recovery techniques 

revealed the rapid exchange of repair factors between bound and diffusive states 

at DNA damage sites (Luijsterburg et al., 2010). While the overall accumulation of 

repair factors to sites of DNA damage follows a predictable pattern of time-

dependent accumulation and dispersal over the repair process, individual 

proteins are seen to exchange over time scales of seconds to minutes 

(Luijsterburg et al., 2010; Verbruggen et al., 2014). 
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Repair factor binding is therefore reversible at the level of individual 

molecules. This, together with the stochastic nature of protein binding results in a 

trial-and-error mechanism, in which the assembly of an ineffectual complex does 

not represent an obstacle to DNA repair. Rather, complexes will randomly 

assemble and disassemble at the lesion site until a set of proteins capable of 

modifying the substrate is collected (Luijsterburg et al., 2010). This mechanistic 

flexibility allows repair systems to process the diverse substrates produced by 

DNA damage events, and also provides tolerance towards variations or 

disruptions in the repair complex assembly process.

It is important to note that repair processes differ in their abilities to 

preserve sequence information, with some pathways restoring the original 

sequence and others being more error prone (Schipler & Iliakis, 2013). Repair 

pathways also vary in their efficiency in terms of cellular resources consumed and

time required for completion (Mao, Bozzella, Seluanov, & Gorbunova, 2008). This 

means that, while multiple pathways might be capable of repairing a particular 

lesion, there is a benefit for the cell in using one pathway versus another.

Despite the stochastic nature of repair factor recruitment and activation, 

mechanisms to selectively enhance and inhibit specific repair outcomes do exist, 

and can alter the activity of enzymes to favor a specific sequence of processing 

steps. Some pathways promote a specific order of processing steps by using 

interactions between repair enzymes to regulate their activity (Budman, Kim, & 

Chu, 2007).  Post-translational modifications have also been observed to modify 

the dwell time of repair factors, often with profound consequences for the 

efficiency of damage repair (Mortusewicz, Ame, Schreiber, & Leonhardt, 2007; 
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Polo & Jackson, 2011; Uematsu et al., 2007). 

These mechanisms enhance both the efficiency of repair processes as well 

as minimizing the risk of information loss, and combined with the underlying 

stochastic and reversible binding mechanism, ensure that DNA repair is efficient 

and conservative, while retaining flexibility and robustness. Dysfunctional damage

repair, with the repair pathways operating with low fidelity leading to high rates 

of mutation, has been described as one of the hallmarks of cancer, and been 

proposed as a target for cancer treatment (Dietlein et al., 2014; Negrini, Gorgoulis,

& Halazonetis, 2010). 

 

1.1.3 Damage detection and signalling
The DNA damage response is initiated by the detection of a DNA lesion. 

This initial detection step often precedes a signal amplification step that facilitates

both local repair factor recruitment and global changes within the cell, including 

cell cycle arrest, changes in gene expression, and apoptosis. There are two main 

signaling processes involved in the DNA damage response; poly (ADP)-ribose 

conjugation and  Histone H2AX (H2AX) phosphorylation.

 

Poly (ADP)-ribose damage signalling

The poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) enzyme family has 17 members,

which catalyse the attachment of polymerised ADP-Ribose (pADR) to proteins as a

post-translational modification (Vyas et al., 2014). The enzyme PARP1 is one of 

the first responders to both single and double stranded breakages, binding within 

500ms of damage occurring (Haince et al., 2008). The enzyme possesses N-
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terminal zinc fingers, which bind to the phosphodiester backbone at both single 

and double stranded breakage sites (Langelier, Planck, Roy, & Pascal, 2011).

The knockout of PARP1 in mice significantly increased sensitivity to DNA 

damage both in living animals and in derived cell lines (de Murcia et al., 1997; 

Trucco, 1998). However, repair still occurred in its absence (Strom et al., 2011; 

Vodenicharov, 2000).

PARP1 is activated upon DNA binding (Pion et al., 2005), causing it to 

pADRylate the chromatin associated proteins in its vicinity, as well as itself 

(Langelier, Planck, Roy, & Pascal, 2012). The attachment of pADR to histones H1 

and H2B results in the recruitment of chromatin remodeling enzymes leading to 

local chromatin decondensation (D. Ahel et al., 2009; Polo, Kaidi, Baskcomb, 

Galanty, & Jackson, 2010).             

A large number of nuclear proteins, including the DNA repair factors X-ray 

cross-complementing gene one (XRCC1), DNA-dependent-protein-kinase catalytic 

subunit (DNA-PKcs), Ku70, DNA polymerase epsilon, and DNA ligase III have the 

ability to bind to pADR(Pleschke, Kleczkowska, Strohm, & Althaus, 2000). The 

pADRylation of the chromatin in response to DNA strand breakage causes an 

accumulation of these proteins within the local area. Additionally, PARP1 itself has

the ability to bind pADR, and this results in a second wave of PARP1 recruitment 

to the repair foci following its activation (Mortusewicz et al., 2007). PARP1 also 

interacts directly with, and pADRylates, ATM kinase (Aguilar-Quesada et al., 

2007), while Mre11 also binds directly to PARP1, as well as binding to pADR 

(Haince et al., 2008).

The pADRylation of PARP1 results in a reduction of the DNA binding ability
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of its zinc finger domain causing dissociation from the DNA and loss of its 

enzymatic function (Mortusewicz et al., 2007). This release of PARP1 from 

damage sites is crucial for effective DNA repair. Inhibition of PARP activity results 

in an increased level of PARP1 accumulation at damage sites (Godon et al., 2008). 

This inhibition of PARP1, which also prevents its dissociation from the damage 

site, caused greater impairment of DNA damage repair than complete knockout of 

the PARP1 gene (Godon et al., 2008), and actually results in the accumulation of 

double strand breaks in the absence of genotoxic insult (Aguilar-Quesada et al., 

2007). This suggests that following its roles in lesion detection, chromatin 

remodeling, and repair factor recruitment, PARP1 must dissociate to provide 

access to the lesion site by subsequent repair processes.

Prolonged PARP activity can cause cell death via two mechanisms. Firstly, 

the enzyme uses NAD+ as a substrate in the polymerisation reaction. Sustained 

PARP activity can deplete NAD+ from the cell, leading in turn to a depletion of 

ADP. This results in necrotic cell death (S. W. Yu et al., 2006). The pADR polymer 

can also translocate from the nucleus to the mitochondria, where it triggers the 

release of Apoptosis-inducing factor leading to apoptotic cell death via a caspase-

independent mechanism (S. W. Yu et al., 2006). It has been suggested that the 

production of apoptosis-inducing pADR fragments results from changes in pADR 

polymer degradation triggered by elevated pADR levels (Barkauskaite et al., 

2013).

H2AX damage signalling

Signaling by H2AX in response to DNA damage differs from PARP mediated

signaling in that H2AX itself does not function as a damage sensor, and is instead 
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an integral part of the chromatin (Redon et al., 2002). Damage-induced 

phosphorylation of H2AX can be achieved by several kinases, the best-known 

examples of which are three members of the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase-

related kinase family; DNA-dependent-Protein-Kinase (DNA-PK), Ataxia 

Telangiectasia Mutated (ATM) kinase, and Ataxia Telangiectasia and Rad3-related 

(ATR) kinase. Phosphorylated H2AX is referred to as γH2AX.

Activation of the Ku DSB sensor by its binding to DNA termini results in the

recruitment of DNA-dependent-Protein-Kinase catalytic subunit (DNA-PKcs) to 

the damage site (Dvir, Peterson, Knuth, Lu, & Dynan, 1992). DNA-PK then 

proceeds to phosphorylate H2AX (An et al., 2010; Stiff, Rief, & Iwabuchi, 2004)

Initiation of H2AX phosphorylation by ATM kinase involves the Mre11-Rad50-

Nbs1 (MRN) complex. The MRN complex detects and binds to double strand 

breakages, with the chromatin binding protein Rad17 promoting this and allowing

the complex to be retained at these sites (Q. Wang et al., 2014). This binding by 

MRN to the DNA results in the recruitment and activation of ATM (Uziel et al., 

2003) (You, Chahwan, Bailis, Hunter, & Russell, 2005) via an interaction with the 

Nbs1 C-terminus (You et al., 2005), which proceeds to phosphorylate H2AX (Stiff 

et al., 2004). ATM also phosphorylates Rad17, strengthening the binding of the 

MRN complex and the recruitment of ATM at the damage site in a feedback loop 

(Q. Wang et al., 2014).  

A third mechanism for H2AX phosphorylation initiation is the activation of 

ATR kinase, which occurs in response to exposed lengths of Replication Protein A 

(RPA) -coated ssDNA (Namiki & Zou, 2006). ATR activation can sometimes occur 

as a result of single stranded DNA repair intermediates (Shiotani & Zou, 2009), 
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but is primarily caused by stalled or collapsed DNA replication forks during S 

phase (Lupardus, Byun, Yee, Hekmat-Nejad, & Cimprich, 2002). Once activated, 

ATR phosphorylates H2AX (Ward & Chen, 2001).

Double stranded DNA damage induces rapid phosphorylation of H2AX, 

with half maximal amounts of phosphorylation being reached within one minute, 

and maximal amounts being reached within 10 minutes (Rogakou, Pilch, Orr, 

Ivanova, & Bonner, 1998).

Once phosphorylation of H2AX has been initiated, it induces a feedback 

loop that enhances the γH2AX signal. The phosphorylation of H2AX results in the 

binding of the protein Mediator of damage checkpoint one (Mdc1)(Stucki et al., 

2005), via the Mdc1 BRCA-C-Terminus (BRCT) domain. Mdc1 is subject to 

phosphorylation by casein kinase 2 (CK2), and phosphorylated Mdc1 binds to 

Nbs1, recruiting the MRN complex to regions of H2AX phosphorylated chromatin 

(Chapman & Jackson, 2008; Melander et al., 2008; Spycher et al., 2008). As with 

MRN that is bound directly to DSBs, MRN that is bound to H2AX has the ability to 

recruit and activate ATM. This results in further phosphorylation, leading to the 

formation of large γH2AX foci on the chromatin surrounding sites of DNA damage.

Phosphorylation of H2AX therefore amplifies signals initiated by DNA-PK, ATM 

and ATR by increasing ATM activation.

A parallel pathway to ATM-mediated H2AX feedback activation involves 

the protein p53 Binding Protein One (53BP1). 53BP1 is recruited to sites of DNA 

damage by a CK2 dependent process (Guerra, Iwabuchi, & Issinger, 2014), where 

it is subsequently retained by γH2AX (Celeste et al., 2003). 53BP1 activates ATM, 

and is in turn phosphorylated, leading to sustained activation of ATM (Mochan, 
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Venere, DiTullio, & Halazonetis, 2004) (DiTullio et al., 2002), along with p53 

activation and G2/M arrest (B. Wang, Matsuoka, Carpenter, & Elledge, 2002).

Feedback activation of ATM also occurs via an interaction with single stranded 

DNA binding protein one (SSB1). SSB1 is subject to proteasomal degradation that 

prevents its accumulation in the absence of damage. SSB1 accumulates in 

response to DSB formation, due to activation of ATM kinase resulting in SSB1 

phosphorylation, which prevents its degradation (Richard et al., 2008). 

Phosphorylated SSB1 stimulates ATM kinase activity, with the depletion of SSB1 

or the mutation of its phosphorylation site resulting in significant impairment of 

ATM activation, with a consequential loss of ATM-signaling mediated events 

including cell cycle arrest (Richard et al., 2008).

In addition to their role in H2AX phosphorylation, the ATM and ATR 

kinases are responsible for cell cycle arrest in response to DNA damage. In 

addition to phosphorylating H2AX, ATR phosphorylates the checkpoint kinase 

Chk1, inducing arrest at the DNA damage checkpoint (Liu et al., 2000).  ATM 

activation results in the phosphorylation of the checkpoint kinase Chk2, also 

leading to cell cycle arrest (Matsuoka, 1998). DNA-PK, ATR, and ATM can each 

phosphorylate p53 (Lees-Miller, Sakaguchi, Ullrich, Appella, & Anderson, 1992; 

Tibbetts et al., 1999), resulting in its activation. These proteins also phosphorylate

Mdm2, resulting in the accumulation of p53 (Khosravi et al., 1999; Mayo, Turchi, &

Berberich, 1997; Shinozaki, Nota, Taya, & Okamoto, 2003). The resulting p53 

activation initiates a multifaceted response involving the expression of hundreds 

of genes, cell cycle arrest, and apoptosis. One of the main effectors of p53-induced 

cell cycle arrest is the protein p21 (Di Leonardo, Linke, Clarkin, & Wahl, 1994; el-
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Deiry et al., 1993), which causes cell cycle arrest, with the ability to inhibit each 

member of the cyclin/ cyclin-dependent-kinease (CDK) family (Xiong et al., 1993).

Elevated or sustained activation of p53 results in the induction of cell 

death. Activation of p53 negatively regulates Bcl-2 expression, and positively 

regulates Bax expression (Miyashita et al., 1994)(Chipuk et al., 2004). Bcl-2 and 

Bax respectively inhibit and activate a mitochondrial apoptosis signaling pathway 

(Hockenbery, Nunez, Milliman, Schreiber, & Korsmeyer, 1990). Direct interaction 

between p53 and Bax can also occur, resulting in the induction of apoptosis 

independently of transcriptional regulation by p53 (Chipuk et al., 2004).

1.1.4 Canonical DNA Repair Pathways
As mentioned previously, the stochastic processes underlying DNA repair 

factor recruitment and activation are subject to various regulatory mechanisms. 

This means that while there are many possible combinations of processing steps, 

giving rise to numerous possible repair pathways, some pathways are 

substantially more common than others. The most common repair pathways are 

nucleotide excision repair (NER), base excision repair (BER), classical non-

homologous end joining (c-NHEJ), homology repair (HR), and single strand 

breakage repair. However, these pathways are not the only routes available to 

achieve DNA repair. Inhibition or mutation of key components of canonical repair 

pathways often results in repair proceeding via alternative pathways, usually with

impaired efficiency and fidelity (Mansour, Borgmann, Petersen, Dikomey, & 

Dahm-Daphi, 2013) (Grabarz et al., 2013; Rass et al., 2009). This is yet another 

example of the flexibility of DNA damage repair processes.
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Single strand breakage repair

As described in Section 1.1.3, PARP1 recognises single and double stranded

breakages, and promotes the recruitment of repair factors including XRCC1 to the 

damage site. Single stranded breakages are subsequently repaired by the XRCC1-

mediated recruitment of processing enzymes. The bifunctional enzyme 

polynucleotide kinase phosphatase (PNKP) has 5’ kinase and 3’phosphatase 

activity towards DNA termini (Chappell, Hanakahi, Karimi-Busheri, Weinfeld, & 

West, 2002). PNKP is recruited by XRCC1, and this recruitment is enhanced by 

CK2 mediated phosphorylation of XRCC1 (Ali, Jukes, Pearl, & Oliver, 2009). XRCC1 

also mediates the recruitment of DNA polymerases (Kubota et al., 1996) DNA 

ligases, proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) (Fan, Otterlei, Wong, Tomkinson,

& Wilson, 2004), and Flap structure endonuclease one (FEN1) (Hanssen-Bauer et 

al., 2011) to single stranded breakages (Katyal & McKinnon, 2011). 

This complex can repair single stranded breaks by two distinct pathways, 

long patch repair and short patch repair. Short patch repair is mediated by DNA 

polymerase β, which attaches a new nucleotide to the 3’-OH group, and removes 

the 5’-dRP via its AP lyase activity (Y. Matsumoto & Kim, 1995). The remaining 

nick in the backbone is then repaired by a DNA ligase, probably DNA ligase I 

(Katyal & McKinnon, 2011). Long patch repair occurs in situations where 

polymerase b is unable to cleave the terminal sugar phosphate group from the 

DNA, typically due to chemical modifications, and involves strand displacement, 

which can be undertaken by various DNA polymerases (Asagoshi et al., 2010)

(Stucki et al., 1998). PCNA acts as a scaffold for this strand displacement operation

(Fan et al., 2004), and promotes the activity of the structure specific nuclease 

FEN1 (Gary, 1999), which acts to suppress hairpin formation during this process, 
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before cleaving the backbone of the displaced strand. DNA ligase I then seals the 

backbone to incorporate the synthesised patch (Levin, McKenna, Motycka, 

Matsumoto, & Tomkinson, 2000).

PARP1 also has the ability to recruit these enzymes to double stranded 

breakages, and can in fact induce synapsis and religation of double stranded 

breaks under certain conditions (Audebert, Salles, & Calsou, 2004; M. Wang et al., 

2006).

Base excision repair

Base excision repair (BER) is a pathway used for the repair of specific 

lesions within the nucleobase region of DNA. BER is initiated by one of eleven 

members in a family of damage-sensing DNA glycosylases, each of which 

recognises specific types of base modification (Jacobs & Schar, 2012).  For 

example, thymine DNA glycosylase (TDG) recognises thymine and uracil in 

mismatches, meaning it plays a key role in resolving lesions produced by 

spontaneous deamination (Neddermann et al., 1996). Lesion recognition activates

the DNA glycosylases, causing cleavage of the glycosylic bond between the 

nucleobase and the DNA backbone (Lindahl, 1974), 

Following cleavage, DNA glycosylases remain bound to the abasic site until 

displaced by Apurinic endonuclease one (APE1)(Waters, Gallinari, Jiricny, & 

Swann, 1999) (Pope, Porello, & David, 2002). This is most likely a mechanism to 

protect the labile abasic site from reacting to produce a strand breakage (Lhomme

et al., 1999).

Cleavage of the abasic site by APE1 produces a single stranded breakage, 

which is processed using the XRCC1-mediated single stranded breakage repair 
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mechanism described in Section 1.1.4. However, the recruitment of XRCC1 in this 

instance is not dependent on PARP mediated recruitment (Campalans et al., 2013)

(Strom et al., 2011). Instead, XRCC1 recruitment appears to be due to the bound 

glycosylase (Campalans et al., 2013).  It has been shown that XRCC1 interacts with

and stimulates the activity of APE1 (Vidal, Boiteux, Hickson, & Radicella, 2001). 

Direct interactions have also been identified between XRCC1 and several DNA 

glycosylase family members, which apparently facilitate its recruitment to BER 

sites (Campalans et al., 2005).

Taken together, these reports together suggest a mechanism in which the 

glycosylase recognises a lesion and cleaves the glycosylic bond. The glycosylase 

then sequesters the abasic site until XRCC1 assembles a complete processing 

complex containing APE1 and the single-strand break repair proteins, which then 

proceed to restore the DNA.

Nucleotide excision repair

Unlike base excision repair, which recognises specific nucleobase 

modifications, nucleotide excision repair (NER) detects lesions by recognising the 

distortions they cause in the DNA backbone (Batty, Rapic'-Otrin, Levine, & Wood, 

2000), or by their ability to obstruct transcription by RNA polymerase II. This 

allows recognition of a variety of damage types. Nucleotide excision repair is 

classified into two subtypes: global nucleotide excision repair and transcription-

coupled nucleotide excision repair. 

Global repair is initiated by Xeroderma Pigmentosum group C protein 

(XPC) and the dimeric complex of damaged DNA binding protein One and Two 

(DDB1/DDB2), which recognise DNA lesions by detecting distortions in the helix 
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(Masutani et al., 1994; Sugasawa et al., 1998). The DDB1/DDB2 complex binds UV 

damaged DNA with high affinity, and appears to facilitate the recruitment of XPC 

to these sites in a process involving ubiquitination (Fitch, Nakajima, Yasui, & Ford, 

2003; Sugasawa et al., 2005), and dependent on the modification of both proteins 

by PARP1 (Robu et al., 2013). However, XPC is also capable of initiating NER in the

absence of DDB1/DDB2, albeit with significantly reduced efficiency (Araujo et al., 

2000).

Transcription coupled DNA repair is triggered when RNA polymerase II is 

delayed in its progress along the DNA molecule by a lesion (Fousteri, Vermeulen, 

van Zeeland, & Mullenders, 2006). This results in the recruitment of Xeroderma 

Pigmentosum group G protein (XPG) and DNA excision repair protein (ERCC) to 

the stalled transcription fork (Iyer, Reagan, Wu, Canagarajah, & Friedberg, 1996).

Both nucleotide excision repair subtypes result in the assembly of a complex 

incorporating XPG, XPA (Tanaka et al., 1990), XPF/ERCC, and the TFIIH complex 

to the lesion. TFIIH uses its helicase activity to unwind the DNA and RPA binds to 

and stabilises the single stranded DNA (Kim, Snyder, & Wold, 1992). RPA binding 

appears to be restricted to the undamaged DNA strand, and directs cleavage by 

XPG and XPF/ERCC1, causing them to cleave the DNA backbone either side of the 

lesion on the damaged strand (He, Henricksen, Wold, & Ingles, 1995; Matsunaga, 

Mu, Park, Reardon, & Sancar, 1995; O'Donovan, Davies, Moggs, West, & Wood, 

1994; Sijbers et al., 1996). Binding by XRCC1 then directs a polymerase to fill the 

resulting gap, and the backbone is sealed by a ligase. The particular polymerases 

and ligases recruited vary between quiescent and proliferating cells (Moser et al., 

2007).
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While XPC and TDG are known to initiate the discrete repair pathways of 

NER and BER respectively, it has also been shown that XPC binds to TDG, and 

enhances its activity (Shimizu, Iwai, Hanaoka, & Sugasawa, 2003). Putative 

interactions between hnRNPUL2 and both XPC and TDG were identified by yeast 

two hybrid screening (Allen, 2008).

Classical non-homologous end joining

Classical non-homologous end joining (c-NHEJ) is one of the primary 

pathways for the repair of double stranded breakages. It repairs DSBs via direct 

religation of the strand termini, and may also involve limited resection of the DNA 

ends. C-NHEJ is initiated by the binding of the Ku70-Ku80 heterodimer to the DNA

ends. The Ku heterodimer forms a ring-like structure, encircling the DNA adjacent 

to the breakage site (Walker, Corpina, & Goldberg, 2001).

The behaviours of processing enzymes downstream of the Ku-DNA 

complex are an example of the directed reversible stochastic mechanisms 

described in section 1.1.2.  The processing enzymes are able to bind the Ku-DNA 

complex in any order, and can independently modify each individual strand 

terminal, as well as ligate each strand of the DSB separately (Y. Ma et al., 2004). 

Ligation in c-NHEJ is facilitated by DNA Ligase IV (Lig4), recruited and 

regulated as part of a complex with X-ray cross-complementing gene 4 (XRCC4) 

and XRCC4-like-factor (XLF). In vivo, XRCC4 exists in a 3:1 molar ratio with Lig4 

(Mani et al., 2010), there is a strong interaction between the two proteins 

(Critchlow, Bowater, & Jackson, 1997), and together with XLF, XRCC4 enhances 

Lig4 activity (Riballo et al., 2009).

XRCC4 and XLF1 have coiled-coil domains that facilitate their 
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oligomerisation into helical filaments that shroud the DNA (Mahaney, Hammel, 

Meek, Tainer, & Lees-Miller, 2013). These structures also serve as a scaffold that 

functions to position Lig4 at the cleavage site (Recuero-Checa et al., 2009)

The complex of XRCC4, XLF1, and Lig4 has significant versatility in its ligation 

activities, with the ability to tolerate significant substrate diversity (Gu et al., 

2007). 

The functionality of the XRCC4-XLF1-Lig4 complex is extended by the 

XRCC4-mediated recruitment of various DNA modifying enzymes, which can 

facilitate the conversion of DNA termini into ligatable forms. Like XRCC1, XRCC4 

can recruit PNKP, which has been shown to enhance NHEJ-mediated ligation of 

DSBs both in vivo and in vitro (Chappell et al., 2002). XRCC4 can also recruit the 

Aprataxin protein, which removes adenylate groups attached to 5’ phosphate 

termini by failed ligation attempts (Ahel et al., 2006). The phosphorylation of 

XRCC4 by protein kinase CK2 promotes the recruitment of Aprataxin and PNKP, 

but also inhibits PNKP activity and promotes its turnover, suggesting that CK2 

phosphorylation of XRCC4 plays a role in regulating NHEJ (Clements et al., 2004; 

Mani et al., 2010).

DNA-PKcs interacts directly with the Artemis nuclease, and this complex 

undertakes several nuclease activities, including 3’ and 5’ endonuclease, hairpin 

opening, and flap nuclease activities, that allow it to process most DNA ends 

regardless of their configuration (Yunmei Ma, Pannicke, Schwarz, & Lieber, 2002; 

Y. Ma, Schwarz, & Lieber, 2005; Povirk, Zhou, Zhou, Cowan, & Yannone, 2007; 

Yannone et al., 2008).

In some cases, DSBs will have modifications that cannot be removed by the 
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DNA-PKcs-Artemis nuclease complex. An example of this is the covalent 

attachment of DNA topoisomerase II to the 5’ termini of DSBs produced by the 

topoisomerase II poison etoposide. The repair of these lesions by the NHEJ 

pathways requires the recruitment of the Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1 (MRN) – CtIP 

complex (Quennet, Beucher, Barton, Takeda, & Lobrich, 2011). This complex is 

usually involved in end resection in homologous recombination, but it also 

functions to remove this unusual lesion, allowing repair to proceed by NHEJ (Rass 

et al., 2009). This is a classic example of the biased stochastic recruitment 

paradigm described in section 1.1.2, with the inability of favoured repair 

pathways to resolve this lesion resulting in the opportunity for MRN to bind.

DNA polymerase μ and DNA polymerase l both possess BRCT domains 

conferring the ability to bind the Ku-DNA complex (Y. Ma et al., 2004). Polymerase

μ is recruited by the Ku-DNA complex, and also interacts directly with the XRCC4-

Lig4 complex, increasing the affinity of the XRCC4-Lig4 complex for the Ku-DNA 

complex(Mahajan, Nick McElhinny, Mitchell, & Ramsden, 2002).

Although the processing of DSB termini in NHEJ is a random process, it is 

biased towards certain outcomes. For example, nuclease and polymerase activity 

at the NHEJ site is severely limited in the absence of the XRCC4-Lig4 complex 

(Budman et al., 2007). This means that DSBs are likely to be directly religated 

wherever possible, thereby minimizing the chance of deleterious alterations to the

DNA sequence and maximizing the efficiency of the repair process.
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Figure 1.1.3.1:  NHEJ provides flexible DSB repair mechanisms. Following the 
recruitment of the Ku heterodimer, NHEJ can proceed via many different routes 
according to the precise nature of the DNA lesion and based on the configuration of 
the repair complex at any given moment. As can be seen in the hypothetical examples
above, the pathway is biased towards producing the most favourable repair outcome. 
In the above example, the reduction in nuclease and polymerase activities in the 
absence of the ligase complex biases the system towards direct religation of 
compatible ends. In situations where ligation is not possible, such as the depicted 
DSB with damaged termini, the bound but inactive ligase complex instead functions 
to enhance resection and extension activities leading to ligation becoming feasible.



Homology repair

Homology repair (HR) utilises a sister chromatid as a template to 

reconstruct damaged DNA via homologous recombination. The requirement for a 

sister chromatid template means that HR only function during S and G2 phases. 

Briefly, it involves resection of one strand of the damaged DNA, forming a single 

stranded 3’ DNA tail which then invades the sister chromatid, using it as a 

template to resynthesise the damaged region.

The Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1 complex is a sensor of double strand DNA breaks, 

and is essential for mammalian cell viability (R. S. Williams et al., 2008). The MRN 

complex binds to DNA termini via Mre11, which contacts the sugar phosphate 

backbone via the minor groove, and forms dimers that serve to align the two DNA 

ends, ultimately producing a heterohexameric complex at the breakage site (R. S. 

Williams et al., 2008). 

The Nbs1 protein is thought to function as a scaffold, mediating protein-

protein interactions with other repair factors via its forkhead-associated (FHA) 

and BRCT domains (Kobayashi, Antoccia, Tauchi, Matsuura, & Komatsu, 2004). 

The Rad50 protein has a globular N-Terminal domain, which mediates its 

interaction with Nbs1 and Mre11, and also contains an ATPase. It also contains an 

internal coiled-coil region, and a C-terminal zinc hook. It is thought that the 

flexible coiled-coil region and zinc-hook provides a mechanism to assist in 

tethering DNA ends together (de Jager et al., 2001).

Mre11 has 3’ to 5’ exonuclease and ssDNA endonuclease activities (Paull & 

Gellert, 1998), and performs resection of the DNA ends, both in HR and c-NHEJ 

(Quennet, Beucher, Barton, Takeda, & Lobrich, 2011). The end resection activity of
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the MRN complex actually involves a second nuclease protein, CtIP (Sartori et al., 

2007). CtIP forms a complex with MRN at damage sites, and the activity of both 

proteins is required for the initial resection step to occur (Sartori et al., 2007).

A key protein in the end resection process is Replication Protein A (RPA) 

which binds to single stranded DNA (Wobbe et al., 1987) to prevent uncontrolled 

annealing and secondary structure formation (Sugiyama, New, & Kowalczykowski,

1998).

As mentioned, the MRN-CtIP complex has an intrinsic nuclease function. 

However this function is not sufficient for HR, and is instead thought to be utilised 

in the removal of esoteric DNA lesions such as covalently bound proteins (Lewis et

al., 2004) (Hartsuiker, Neale, & Carr, 2009), as well as for enhancing the 

recruitment of the Bloom protein helicase (BLM), to promote additional resection 

steps (Truong et al., 2013). 

Two different complexes, both centered on MRN, and both involving BLM, 

can perform the extended end resection stage of HR. BLM is a 3’-5’ DNA helicase 

(Karow, Chakraverty, & Hickson, 1997). 

The complex comprising MRN, BLM, and the combined helicase/nuclease 

protein DNA2 (Budd, Choe, & Campbell, 2000) possesses an exonuclease activity, 

with the presence of RPA enforcing 5’-3’ directionality, and the interaction 

between BLM and DNA2 stimulating DNA2 activity (Nimonkar et al., 2011). 

End resection is also be achieved by a complex comprising MRN, BLM, and 

Exonuclease One (EXO1). In this complex, EXO1 undertakes end resection, 

stimulated by MRN and BLM (Nimonkar et al., 2011). The product of this resection

step is extended 3’ overhangs on each side of the breakage site.
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Following resection, the single-stranded DNA bound by proteins including 

RPA, and Rad52, forms a nucleoprotein filament which is capable of invading 

homologous stretches of DNA, with Rad52 overcoming the inhibition of annealing 

by RPA (Chen et al., 1999; Marmorstein, Ouchi, & Aaronson, 1998; Yu et al., 2003). 

This strand is directed to invade the sister chromatid by the binding of Rad51 

(Manthey & Bailis, 2010). The recruitment of Rad51 to DSB sites is mediated by 

the BRCA1 and BRCA2 proteins (Davies et al., 2001), as well as by the 

phosphorylation of Rad51 by Polo-like kinase, and CK2 kinase, which causes it to 

bind to Nbs1 (Yata et al., 2012). 

The resulting nucleoprotein filament invades the sister chromatid, 

resulting in annealing at a homologous, but not necessarily identical, sequence, 

forming a displacement loop. A DNA polymerase then proceeds to extend the 

invading strand, using the sister chromatid as a template. At this point, HR can 

proceed via two separate mechanisms, known as Double Stranded Break Repair 

and Synthesis-Dependent Strand Displacement.

Double Stranded Break Repair proceeds by the annealing of the previously 

uninvolved strands of the invading and template helices to each other. Subsequent

gap-filling strand extension and ligation of the DNA backbones results in four 

interconnected strands of DNA in a structure known as a Holliday Junction 

(Szostak, Orr-Weaver, Rothstein, & Stahl, 1983) (Holliday, 1964). The resolution 

of this structure into two separate helices is mediated by nicking endonucleases, 

which cleave individual strands. This resolution has the potential to induce cross 

over, with the exchange of genetic information between the two chromatids 

(Szostak et al., 1983).
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Synthesis-Dependent Strand Displacement proceeds with the displacement

loop structure dissociating and the invading strand reannealing to the overhang 

on the other break end. Subsequent gap filling strand extension uses the newly 

extended invading strand as a template, before ligation of the backbone completes

the repair process. The result of this pathway is identical stretches of the 

unmodified template DNA on the sister and repaired chromatids (Ferguson & 

Holloman, 1996).

Homology repair is significantly slower than c-NHEJ, with HR taking at 

least seven hours, whereas NHEJ could be completed within as little as 30 minutes

(Mao et al., 2008). In actively dividing cells, c-NHEJ is used approximately 18 times

more often than HR (Mao et al., 2008). However, certain lesions, such as the single 

sided double-strand breakage caused by replicaton fork collapse, can only be 

repaired by HR (Arnaudeau, Lundin, & Helleday, 2001) (Bruhn, Zhou, Ai, & Wang, 

2014).

hnRNPUL 1 & 2 are involved in end resection during homology repair

As described, end resection during HR is facilitated by the BLM helicase. 

Recruitment of BLM has been demonstrated to be mediated by hnRNPUL2 and its 

paralogue and apparent binding partner hnRNPUL1 (Polo et al., 2012). hnRNPUL1

and hnRNPUL2 bind to the MRN-CtIP complex via an interaction mediated by 

hnRNPUL1 and Nbs1, and both proteins co-immunoprecipitate with BLM (Polo et 

al., 2012). 

Depletion of hnRNPUL1 or 2, or mutation of the hnRNPUL1 Nbs1 binding 

site, caused an increased sensitivity to DSB induction, with impaired end resection

as measured by RPA accumulation and ATR activation (Polo et al., 2012). 
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However, the additional depletion of EXO1 caused a further increase in DSB 

sensitivity, suggesting that the hnRNPUL proteins promote end resection via the 

BLM-DNA2 pathway, or that EXO1 is able to operate to some extent without BLM 

(Polo et al., 2012).

Live-cell imaging experiments revealed that, within the first 30 minutes 

following DNA damage, GFP-hnRNPUL1 and GFP-hnRNPUL2 were excluded from 

sites of DNA damage in actively transcribing cells, but that in cells treated with 

RNA polymerase inhibitors both proteins were recruited to damage sites within 

one minute (Polo et al., 2012). Knockdown experiments found that hnRNPUL1 

recruitment to damage sites was eliminated in the absence of hnRNPUL2, whereas

some residual recruitment of hnRNPUL2 was observed in the absence of 

hnRNPUL1 (Polo et al., 2012). 
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Figure 1.1.3.2: The repair of double stranded breakages by homology repair. HR 
is initiated by the recruitment of the MRN complex to the DSB site. Subsequent short 
range resection facilitated by CtIP removes any damaged nucleotides. The BLM 
helicase then facilitates extended 5'-3' end resection via various nucleases, and this 
activity is enhanced by hnRNPUL1 and hnRNPUL2. Following extended resection, 
the single-stranded DNA filament invades the sister chromatid leading to formation of 
a D-loop and the utilisation of the sister chromatid as a template for repair.



1.2 Topoisomerase II
            Topoisomerase II is an essential enzyme in DNA metabolism. It has the 

ability to alter DNA topology, which allows for both the release of accumulated 

tension from the molecule, as well as for the disentanglement of the DNA. This 

activity is critical for processes such as replication, in which topoisomerase II 

prevents the accumulation of tension in the DNA that would otherwise inhibit the 

progress of the replication fork (Kegel et al., 2011). Topoisomerase II also plays a 

key role in separating sister chromatids during mitosis (Cortes, Pastor, Mateos, & 

Dominguez, 2003).

The topoisomerase II enzyme has the ability to transiently break both 

strands of a DNA molecule, forming a covalently bound intermediate between the 

DNA backbone and the protein. The enzyme then passes a second section of DNA 

through the resulting gap before resealing the backbone (Berger, Gamblin, 

Harrison, & Wang, 1996). 

The topoisomerase II enzyme has two isoforms, α and β, and both isoforms 

are catalytically active. The α-isoform is most active within proliferating cells, 

whereas the β-isoform is more active in post-mitotic tissue, with some evidence of

increased expression in tissues that are more metabolically active (Capranico, 

Tinelli, Austin, Fisher, & Zunino, 1992; Tsutsui, Tsutsui, Sano, Kikuchi, & 

Tokunaga, 2001).

Transcription by RNA polymerase II on chromatin templates requires 

Topoisomerase II (Mondal & Parvin, 2001). Since transcription in vivo will 

necessarily involve chromatin templates, this means that Topoisomerase IIα is 

required for the expression of protein coding genes. 
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Topoisomerase IIα is known to be associated with the late replicating 

heterochromatin (Agostinho et al., 2004), and also plays a key role in separating 

sister chromatids prior to mitosis (Cortes et al., 2003).

Topoisomerase II is also known to preferentially associate with the 

chromatin regions associated with the nuclear matrix, known as matrix 

attachment regions (MARs), binding, and also cleaving these regions 

preferentially (Adachi, Kas, & Laemmli, 1989; Masliah, Rene, Zargarian, 

Fermandjian, & Mauffret, 2008). 

A putative interaction between hnRNPUL2 and topoisomerase II was 

identified by yeast two hybrid screening (Allen, 2008).

1.2.1 Topoisomerase II  β     is involved in DNA damage repair
Both PARP1 and Ku70 interact with topoisomerase IIβ, and its knockdown 

results in increased sensitivity to DNA damage inducing agents (Mandraju et al., 

2011). Treatment of cells with hydrogen peroxide, a DNA damaging agent, 

resulted in increased levels of topoisomerase IIβ, Ku70, and PARP1 in the 

surviving cells (Mandraju et al., 2011). Co-immunoprecipitation experiments 

revealed increased interactions between topoisomerase IIβ and the two repair 

proteins following DNA damage (Mandraju et al., 2011).

Cultured granular neurons demonstrate decreasing BER efficiency as they 

age (Gupta, Swain, Rao, & Kondapi, 2012). It was found that knockdown of 

topoisomerase IIβ expression exacerbated this reduction in BER efficiency, 

however inhibition of topoisomerase IIβ catalytic activity had no effect on BER 

(Gupta et al., 2012). It was found that this loss of BER activity was due to impaired

function in Uracil DNA glycosylase, a DNA glycosylase and BER initiator (Gupta et 
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al., 2012).

1.3 Ribosomal protein L41
Ribosomal protein L41 (RPL41) was identified by yeast two hybrid 

screening as a possible binding partner of hnRNPUL2 (Allen, 2008).

Antisense RPL41 was detected in a screen for genes able to transform NIH3T3 

cells (S. Wang et al., 2010). A subsequent screen of 12 human breast cancers 

revealed that nine had downregulated RPL41 expression (S. Wang et al., 2010).

RPL41 was found to interact with several microtubule components, 

including tubulin α, β, and γ, as well as myosin IIA (S. Wang et al., 2010). RPL41 

was shown to increase the acetylation of a tubulin, which enhances microtubule 

stability (S. Wang et al., 2010). Observation of mitosis in RPL41 deficient cells 

revealed abnormal mitotic spindle formation (S. Wang et al., 2010).

RPL41 has been shown to enhance the activity of Casein Kinase Two (CK2) 

towards topoisomerase IIα , enhancing topoisomerase II enzyme activity (Lee et 

al., 1997) (Cardenas, Walter, Hanna, & Gasser, 1993). As described earlier, CK2 

also plays key roles in several DNA damage response pathways.

1.4 hnRNPUL2 promotes the nuclear localisation of Myeloid 
leukemia factor one

hnRNPUL2 was first identified as an interaction partner of Myeloid 

leukaemia factor one (Mlf1), and was in fact originally known as Mlf1 associated 

nuclear protein (Manp) (Winteringham et al., 2006). Yeast two-hybrid screening 

against Mlf1 and subsequent co-immunoprecipitation experiments revealed that 

the two proteins interact (Winteringham et al., 2006). Subsequent functional 

studies revealed that hnRNPUL2 induces Mlf1 to transition from a predominantly 

cytoplasmic to a predominantly nuclear pattern of localisation (Winteringham et 
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al., 2006).

Mlf1 is a haemopoietic transcription factor and regulator of the cell cycle 

and p53 (Winteringham et al., 2004, Yoneda-Kato et al., 2005). Mlf1 was 

independently identified both as a component in an oncogenic fusion protein 

(Yoneda-Kato et al., 1996), and as a haemopoietic lineage commitment regulator 

(J. H. Williams et al., 1999).

Mlf1 was identified as a trigger behind spontaneous erythroid to myeloid 

lineage switching events in haemopoietic progenitor cell lines. Subsequently it 

was demonstrated that Mlf1 expression drives myeloid lineage commitment and 

opposes erythroid lineage commitment (J. H. Williams et al., 1999).  It appears that

Mlf1 inhibits the cell cycle arrest required for terminal erythroid differentiation to

occur. Ectopic Mlf1 expression preserves the proteasomal degradation of the cell 

cycle regulator p27, which is normally impaired following erythropoietin 

treatment (Winteringham, Kobelke, Williams, Ingley, & Klinken, 2004). 

In contrast to its effect in inhibiting cell cycle arrest within haemopoietic 

cells, the overexpression of Mlf1 was shown to have antiproliferative effects in the

NIH3T3 mouse fibroblast cell line, as well as in murine embryonic fibroblasts, 

causing G1 arrest (Yoneda-Kato, Tomoda, Umehara, Arata, & Kato, 2005). This 

effect was mediated by an interaction with CSN3, a component of the COP9 

signalling complex, which impaired COP9 mediated ubiquitination of p53, 

subsequently causing p53 levels to rise (Yoneda-Kato et al., 2005). 

Mlf1 is capable of binding to DNA, and has been shown by luciferase 

reporter assays to directly regulate transcription. Microarray experiments have 

revealed that Mlf1 can regulate the expression of genes involved in the cell cycle 
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as well as genes that act as transcriptional regulators (Winteringham et al., 2006).

The oncogenic t(3;5)(q25.1;q34) chromosomal translocation is associated 

with myelodysplastic syndrome, in which haemopoietic lineage commitment is 

disrupted, and which can lead to acute myeloid leukaemia (Yoneda-Kato et al., 

1996). This translocation creates a fusion protein consisting of the N-terminal 

portion of Nucleophosmin fused with almost the entirety of Mlf1. It has also been 

shown that Mlf1 is commonly upregulated during tumorigenesis (N. Matsumoto et

al., 2000).

Mlf1 dynamically shuttles between the nucleus and the cytoplasm, and 

changes in its subcellular distribution significantly alter its activity (Yoneda-Kato 

& Kato, 2008). Mlf1 is typically observed with a predominantly cytoplasmic 

distribution, with a small amount of the protein present in discrete nuclear bodies 

(Winteringham et al., 2006). However, variation in the subcellular localisation of 

Mlf1 is observed over the course of haemopoiesis, with a predominantly nuclear 

localisation in immature cells giving way to a predominantly cytoplasmic 

distribution as differentiation proceeds (Winteringham et al., 2006).

Mlf1 has a functional nuclear export signal (Winteringham et al., 2006), 

and disruption of nuclear export with leptomycin B caused Mlf1 to redistribute 

from the nucleus into the cytoplasm, while mutation of the nuclear export signal 

enhanced its antiproliferative effects when overexpressed (Yoneda-Kato & Kato, 

2008). Mlf1 therefore exerts its antiproliferative effects from within the nucleus. 

However, its subnuclear localisation is crucial in determining its activity. The 

nucleophosmin-Mlf1 fusion protein described earlier localises to the nucleolus, 

and it lacks the ability to promote p53 accumulation (Yoneda-Kato & Kato, 2008).
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The mechanisms controlling the localisation of Mlf1 have been partially 

determined. A protein named Mlf1 adaptor molecule (Madm) induces the 

phosphorylation of the Mlf1 14-3-3 binding motif, causing it to bind 14-3-3z, 

which sequesters it in the cytoplasm. Mutation of the Mlf1 14-3-3 binding motif 

causes a dramatic redistribution of Mfl1 into the nucleus (Lim et al., 2002).

Overexpression of hnRNPUL2, which localises exclusively within the 

nucleus, induced a dramatic redistribution of Mlf1 into the nucleus, where it 

adopted a diffuse staining pattern (J. H. Williams et al., 1999; Winteringham et al., 

2006). The current working model for the regulation of Mlf1 localisation is 

depicted in figure 1.1 (Winteringham et al., 2006).

hnRNPUL2 has also been shown to alter the ability of Mlf1 to modulate 

gene expression. Luciferase reporter assays conducted with the Mdr1 promoter 

showed no change in expression upon the addition of Mlf1 alone. However, the 

addition of hnRNPUL2 together with Mlf1 resulted in a significant increase in 

reporter transcription (Winteringham et al., 2006).
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Figure 1.4.1: The current model for the regulation of Mlf1 localisation
(Winteringham et al., 2006). Mlf1 is phosphorylated in the cytoplasm by an
unknown kinase, however this phosphorylation is facilitated by an adaptor
protein known as Madm. Once phosphorylated Mlf1 is sequestered in the
cytoplasm by 14-3-3ζ. Unphosphorylated Mlf1 can enter the nucleus, where it is
sequestered by hnRNPUL2. The mechanism for the dephosphorylation of Mlf1 is
unknown. 
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1.5 Discussion
In this chapter we have seen that hnRNPUL2 has an established role in 

homology mediated DNA damage repair, as well as the potential to regulate the 

cell cycle and transcription via its effect on Mlf1. Additionally, possible roles in the

NER and BER DNA repair pathways have been identified via putative interactions 

with XPC and TDG. Based on this, it was hypothesised that hnRNPUL2 might be 

involved in multiple DNA damage repair pathways. Furthermore, the putative 

interactions of hnRNPUL2 with topoisomerase II and RPL41 raised the possibility 

of the protein having a role in regulating topoisomerase II enzyme activity. This 

was interesting because, while there is some evidence in the literature connecting 

topoisomerase II to the DNA damage repair process, this relationship has never 

been investigated in detail. 

The work described in this thesis therefore set out to investigate the role of

hnRNPUL2 in regulating the DNA damage response and the activity of 

topoisomerase II, and to consider how these activities could relate to each other. 

In addition, the possibility of interactions between hnRNPUL2 and the DNA and 

RNA were investigated.
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Chapter Two: Materials and Methods
2.1 Reagents and Materials
Unless otherwise stated reagents were obtained from the following providers: All 

chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St Louis, USA). All culture media 

and reagents were purchased from Gibco or Life Technologies (Carlsbad, USA). All 

molecular biological enzymes were purchased from Life Technologies, New 

England Biolabs (Ipswich, USA), or Promega (Madison, USA). Oligonucleotides 

were purchased from GeneWorks (Hindmarsh, Australia).

Kinetoplast DNA was purchased from Topogen (Port Orange, USA).

Complete protease inhibitor cocktail was purchased from Roche Australia 

(Castle Hill, Australia).

The pcDNA3-hnRNPUL2, and pEGFP-hnRNPUL2 plasmids were originally 

generated as described in (Winteringham et al., 2006) (Figure 2.1A & B).

The pT104 plasmid was generously provided by the laboratory of William 

T. Beck (Mo, Ameiss, & Beck, 1998) (Figure 2.1C).

Polyclonal anti-hnRNPUL2 was of the same batch described in 

(Winteringham et al., 2006). AK5 mouse anti-Topoisomerase II monoclonal 

antibody was purchased from Topogen. Mouse anti-γH2AX, Rabbit anti-H2AX 

monoclonal, and Ab290 anti-GFP rabbit polyclonal antibodies were purchased 

from Abcam (Cambridge, UK). CF-dye labeled antibodies were purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich. Horseradish peroxidase (HPO) conjugated anti-mouse and anti-

rabbit IgG antibodies were purchased from GE Life Sciences (Pittsburgh, USA).
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2.1.1 Commonly Used Reagents
Grade One deionised (DI) H2O was produced using a Merck Direct-Q 

system (Merck-Millipore, Billerica, USA).

Lysogeny Broth (LB) media was prepared by adding 10 g of typtone, 5g of 

yeast extract, and 10 g of NaCl to 1 L of DI water,  and was sterilised by 

autoclaving at 121 °C  for 20 minutes.

Super Optimal Broth (SOB) media was prepared by adding 20 g of 

tryptone, 5 g of yeast extract, 0.5 g of NaCl, 0.186 g of KCl, and 0.952 g of 

anhydrous MgCl2 to 1 L of DI water. Super Optimal Broth with Catabolite 

repression (SOC) media was prepared as for SOB, but with the extra addition of 

3.6 g of glucose.

Tris-acetate-EDTA DNA running buffer was prepared as a 50x stock 

consisting of 2 M Tris acetate, 0.05 M EDTA pH 8.2. This stock solution was diluted

to give a working concentration of 40mM Tris acetate and 1mM EDTA prior to use.

Tris-Buffered-Saline with Tween (TBST) was prepared as a solution 

comprising 150mM NaCl, 50mM Tris-HCl pH 7.6, and 0.05% Tween-20.
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Figure 2.1: Maps of pre-existing plasmids. pcDNA3-hnRNPUL2 (A), pEGFP-
hnRNPUL2 (B), and pT104 (C) 
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 A 5x DNA loading buffer stock was prepared by combining 7.5 mL of 

glycerol, 100mg of Orange G dye, and DI H2O to a final volume of 50 mL. The 

buffer was stored at room temperature indefinitely prior to use.

Protein running buffer comprised 25mM Tris, 192mM glycine, and 3.5mM 

SDS prepared in DI water.

A 5x protein sample buffer stock was prepared 80mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 

0.125% SDS, 29.2 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, and 7.5% glycerol

Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) was prepared as a solution comprising 

137mM NaCl, 2.7mM KCl, 10mM Na2HPO4, and 1.8mM KH2PO4, with the pH 

adjusted to 7.4 with 10N HCl. Once prepared the solution was sterilised in an 

autoclave.

A stock solution of 37% paraformaldehyde was prepared by combining 

1.85g of paraformaldehyde and 3.5  mL of DI H2O with 5 µL of 10M KOH, and 

heating the mixture until the paraformaldehyde powder dissolved to produce a 

colourless solution. This stock solution was used to prepare the various 

paraformaldehyde solutions as described. This stock solution was always 

prepared fresh, but the diluted paraformaldehyde containing solutions were kept 

at -20°C for up to two weeks.

Mowiol mounting media was prepared by combining 2.4g of Mowiol 4-88 

with 6g of glycerol, mixing thoroughly, and then adding 6 mL of DI water. The 

mixture was then incubated at room temperature with agitation for 3 hours, 

before being combined with 12 mL of 0.2M Tris-HCl (pH 8.5). The mixture was 

then heated to 50°C for 10 minutes. The resulting resin was clarified by 
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centrifugation at 5000 rcf for 15 minutes, and the supernatant retained. 1,4-

diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane was then added to a concentration of 2.5% (w/v). The 

media was then aliquoted and stored at -20°C.

 

2.1.2 Organisms 
The Escherichia coli (E. coli) strains used in this project are described in 

table 2.1. XL2 blue was used for cloning and plasmid propagation, and C41(DE3) 

was used for recombinant protein expression. The mammalian cell lines used in 

this project are described in table 2.2.

Table 2.1: E. coli strains used in this project. 
 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.2: Mammalian cell lines used in this project.
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Strain Genotype

XL2 Blue (Stratagene, La 
Jolla USA)

endA1 gyrA96(nalR) thi-1 recA1 
relA1 lac glnV44 F'[ ::Tn10 
proAB+ lacIq Δ(lacZ)M15 Amy CmR]
hsdR17(rK

- mK
+)

 

C41(DE3) (Lucigen, 
Middleton USA)

F– ompT gal dcm hsdSB(rB
- mB

-)

(DE3)
 

Cell Line Cell Type Reference

Human 
Embyonic 
Kidney 293T 
(HEK-293T)

Human embryonic progenitor 
of unknown lineage. 
Expressing SV40 T-antigen.

(Graham, Smiley, 
Russell, & Nairn, 1977)

NIH-3T3 Mouse Thymus (Todaro & Green, 1963)

PA317 3T3 cells stably transfected 
with pPAM3 and pBR322

(Miller & Buttimore, 
1986)



2.2 Molecular Biology
Microbiological and molecular biological techniques were generally 

performed as described in Molecular Cloning: A laboratory manual (Sambrook & 

Russell, 2001).

 

2.2.1 Preparation and transformation of chemically competent   E. 
coli

A single colony of the desired E. coli strain was picked from a lysogeny 

broth (LB)-agar plate and used to inoculate 250 mL of SOB media with 

appropriate strain-selective antibiotics (Bertani, 1951). The culture was incubated

at 21°C until the Optical Density (OD)600 was 0.6, at which point the cells were 

collected by centrifugation at 10,000 times relative centrifugal force (rcf) at 4°C 

for 10 minutes. The cell pellet was resuspended in 80 mL of 4°C transformation 

buffer (100mM piperazine-1,4-bis(2-ethanesulfonic acid), 50mM MnCl2, 15mM 

CaCl2, and 250mM KCl), before the cells were again collected by centrifugation. 

The cell pellet was then resuspended in 80 mL of 4°C transformation buffer, and 

5.6mL of dimethyl-sulfoxide (DMSO) was added drop-wise to the mixture. The 

resulting cell suspension was aliquoted and snap frozen on dry ice before storage 

at -80°C.

Transformation of these chemically competent cells was performed by 

thawing a cell aliquot on ice, and combining 50 μL of the cell suspension with up 

to 5 µL of plasmid solution. The resulting mixture was incubated on ice for 30 

minutes, before a heat shock treatment of 42°C for 30 seconds. The cells were 

then returned to ice for 2 minutes before being combined with 450 μL of  SOC 
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media (Hanahan, 1983), and incubated at 37°C with shaking for 30 minutes. A 100

μL aliquot of the transformation mixture was then plated onto LB-agar containing 

plasmid-selective antibiotics.

 

2.2.2 Agarose gel electrophoresis
The DNA sample was used to dilute 5x DNA loading buffer to a 1x final 

concentration. Invitrogen 1Kb+ DNA molecular weight markers (Life 

Technologies) were used as a size standard. Samples were loaded onto TAE-

agarose gels (agarose was varied between 1% and 2% depending on DNA 

fragment size), containing 0.5  µg/ mL ethidium bromide. Gels were run at 100V 

using TAE buffer.

 

2.2.3 Nucleic acid quantification by spectrophotometry

A NanoDrop ND1000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop, Wilmington USA) 

was used to measure the quality and quantity of nucleic acid preparations, by 

absorption across the spectrum between 220 nm and 240 nm, with absorbance at 

260nm being used to determine nucleic acid concentrations and the 260/280 nm 

and 260/230 nm ratios being used to evaluate purity. The instrument was 

operated according to the instructions provided by the integrated software, and 

was blanked using the same buffer as that which contained the sample to be 

measured.

2.2.4 DNA purification
Invitrogen Purelink Gel Extraction kits (Life Technologies) were used to purify 

DNA during molecular cloning operations.  DNA was resolved by agarose gel 
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electrophoresis and the desired band excised using a clean scalpel. The 

manufacturers instructions were then followed to purify the DNA. 

The Invitrogen Purelink PCR Cleanup kit (Life Technologies) was also used for the 

purification of DNA during molecular cloning, according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions.

 

2.2.5 Restriction digestion
Restriction digestion reactions were performed according to the protocol 

provided by the manufacturer. For cloning purposes, 3 μg of DNA was combined 

with sterile DI water, the appropriate buffer, and 20U of each enzyme, to give a 

total volume of 30 μL. The reaction was then incubated for 4 hours at the 

appropriate temperature as specified by the manufacturer. For construct 

validation purposes, only 500ng of DNA and 10U of enzyme activity were used. 

When digesting plasmids for transfection into cells, 10  µg of DNA was digested 

with 50U of enzyme activity for 4 hours, with a total reaction volume of 100 μL.

 

2.2.6 Ligation

Ligations were performed using 100ng of digested plasmid backbone and a

3-molar equivalent of digested insert DNA. A 20 µL reaction volume was used with

10U of total ligase activity. The reactions were incubated for two hours at 37°C, 

before 5 μL of the ligation mixture was transformed into 50 μL of chemically 

competent XL2 Blue bacteria, which were then grown overnight on LB-agar with 

the appropriate antibiotics (100 µg/ mL ampicillin or 50 µg/ mL kanamycin, 

according to the resistance gene within the plasmid). Individual colonies were 
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then picked for plasmid isolation and verification.

 

2.2.7 Plasmid purification
For the purpose of isolating DNA for sequence verification or bacterial 

transformation, Invitrogen Purelink HiPure Plasmid Miniprep kits (Life 

Technologies) were used according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

When purifying DNA for the purpose of transfecting mammalian cells, 

Qiagen Plasmid Maxi kits (Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands) were used according the 

manufacturer’s instructions.

 

2.2.8 DNA sequencing

Sequencing was performed using BigDye Terminator v.3.1 (Life 

Technologies), with the reaction being performed and then precipitated according

to the manufacturer’s instructions. Primers used included the T7 promoter 

primer, the SP6 reverse primer (Table 2.3), and the forward and reverse primers 

used during the cloning PCR amplifications. The sequencing products were sent to

the Australian Genome Research Facility (AGRF) in Perth for capillary 

electrophoresis.

Table 2.3: Sequencing specific primers.
Primer Sequence

T7 Promoter TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG

SP6 Reverse ATTTAGGTGACACTATAG
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2.2.9 Preparation of the pETM30-hnRNPUL2-SPRY-KTI12 
construct

Primers were designed to amplify the region spanning nucleotides 823 to 

1065 of the hnRNPUL2 coding DNA sequence CDS, with the forward and reverse 

primers incorporating NcoI and EcoRI restriction sites respectively (Table 2.4). 

Pfu polymerase was used to amplify the insert using these primers according to 

the protocol and thermal program described in tables 2.5 and 2.6 respectively. 

The template used for the reaction was pcDNA3-hnRNPUL2. The PCR product was

then purified by gel extraction (Section 2.2.4)

The resulting PCR product and pETM30 DNA were each restriction 

digested using NcoI and EcoRI, before being ligated together. The completed 

plasmid is shown in figure 2.2.

Table 2.4: Primers used for the amplification of hnRNPUL2-SPRY-KTI12
Primer Sequence

SPRY-KTI12_F GCTTCCATGGCCCGCTCAAAGTCCCCACCAC

SPRY-KTI12_R CCGGAATTCTCACACATAGCCTTGGCCTCGGC
 

Table 2.5: Reaction composition for the PCR amplification of hnRNPUL2-
SPRY-KTI12

Component Concentration

Pfu Polymerase Buffer 
(Promega)

1x

dNTPs 0.2 mM

SPRY-KTI12_F Primer 0.5 μM

SPRY_KTI12_R Primer 0.5 μM

MgSO4 1 mM

Template DNA 0.5 nM

Pfu Polymerase (Promega) 3 U per 40 μL reaction
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Table 2.6: Thermal program used for amplification of hnRNPUL2-SPRY-
KTI12

Cycles Duration Temperature

1 10 minutes 94°C

40 30 seconds 95°C

30 seconds 58°C

45 seconds 72°C

1 10 minutes 72°C

1 Hold 4°C
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Figure 2.2: The assembled pETM30-hnRNPUL2-SPRY-KTI12 plasmid 

Figure 2.3: The assembled LMP shRNAmir plasmid. 
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2.2.10 Preparation of LMP-hnRNPUL2 shRNAmir constructs.
An online tool (which is no longer available) provided by OpenBiosystems 

(now owned by GE Healthcare) was used to design shRNAmir sequences directed 

against hnRNPUL2, producing the oligonucleotides described in table 2.7. This 

sequence was purchased as an oligonucleotide (GeneWorks), and used as a 

template in a PCR reaction, as described in tables 2.8 and 2.9.

Following PCR synthesis, the DNA fragment was gel purified before 

digestion with XhoI and EcoRI. The MSCV-LTRmir30-PIG (LMP) vector 

(OpenBiosystems) was also digested with EcoRI and XhoI, and the fragment and 

vector were then ligated together. The assembled plasmid is depicted in figure 2.3.

Table 2.7: Oligonucleotides used in the synthesis of shRNAmir sequence
inserts.

Oligonucleotide Sequence

XhoI Forward Primer CAGAAGGCTCGAGAAGGTATATTGCTGTTGACAGTGAG
CG

EcoRI Reverse Primer CTAAAGTAGCCCCTTGAATTCCGAGGCAGTAGGCA
 

hnRNPUL2 1086 
shRNAmir Template 
Oligonucleotide

TGCTGTTGACAGTGAGCGCACCCAGAATCTCCCAATGAA
ATAGTGAAGCCACAGATGTATTTCATTGGGAGATTCTG
GGTTTGCCTACTGCCTCGGA

hnRNPUL2 1647 
shRNAmir Template 
Oligonucleotide

TGCTGTTGACAGTGAGCGCGCTGAGACTGTGCTCAATCA
ATAGTGAAGCCACAGATGTATTGATTGAGCACAGTCTC
AGCTTGCCTACTGCCTCGGA

hnRNPUL2 1649 
shRNAmir Template 
Oligonucleotide

TGCTGTTGACAGTGAGCGATGAGACTGTGCTCAATCAA
ATTAGTGAAGCCACAGATGTAATTTGATTGAGCACAGT
CTCAGTGCCTACTGCCTCGGA

hnRNPUL2 3005 
shRNAmir Template 
Oligonucleotide

TGCTGTTGACAGTGAGCCCACAGAGACTATTACAGACA
ATTAGTGAAGCCACAGATGTAATTGTCTGTAATAGTCT
CTGTATGCCTACTGCCTCGGA
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Table 2.8: Reaction composition for the PCR synthesis of   hnRNPUL2
shRNAmir inserts.

Component Concentration

Thermo Pol Buffer (New England Biolabs) 1x

dNTPs 0.2 mM

XhoI Forward Primer 0.5 μM

EcoRI Reverse Primer 0.5 μM

DMSO 5% (v/v)

Template DNA 0.5 nM

Vent Polymerase (New England Biolabs) 2U per 30μL reaction

Table 2.9: Thermal program used for the PCR synthesis of hnRNPUL2
shRNAmir inserts

Cycles Duration Temperature

1 10 minutes 95°C

25 30 seconds 95°C

30 seconds 54°C

30 seconds 75°C

1 10 minutes 75°C

1 Hold 4°C
 

2.3 Recombinant protein expression and purification

2.3.1 Recombinant protein expression in   E. coli  .

The expression plasmid was transformed into chemically competent 

C41(DE3) cells, which were then plated onto LB-agar with 50  µg/ mL kanamycin 

before incubation overnight at 37°C. A single colony was picked and inoculated 

into 20 mL LB media with 50  µg/ mL kanamycin in a 50 mL tube, and incubated 

overnight with shaking at 37°C.

This culture was diluted into 1L of LB media in a conical flask with 50ug/ 

mL kanamycin, and the OD600 measured using an Eppendorff Biophotometer. The 
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culture was incubated at 37°C until the OD600 was above 0.8, then isopropyl β-D-

1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added to a concentration of 1mM. The culture

was then incubated at 18°C for 8.5 hours with shaking.

The culture was then divided into ten 100 mL aliquots, which were 

harvested by centrifugation at 2,800rcf at 4°C in a Beckman-Coulter Allegra 

centrifuge. The supernatants were poured off, and the pellets stored frozen at 

-20°C.

 

2.3.2 Immobilised metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) 
purification of recombinant protein

Cell pellets were suspended in the appropriate lysis buffer at a ratio of 1 

mL buffer per 5 mL of original culture volume. The resulting mixture was passed 

through an Avestin EmulsiFlex C5 high-pressure homogeniser (Avestin Inc, 

Ontario Canada) repeatedly, using an operating pressure of 13MPa, until it was 

completely homogenous and without viscosity. The resulting mixture was 

centrifuged at 24,000rcf at 4°C for 40 minutes. 

The resulting supernatant was filtered using a 0.22µm syringe filter, and 

then loaded onto a 1 mL GE HiTrap chelating column, that had been prepared by 

flushing with 5 mL DI water, then 3 mL 0.1M NiCl2, then rinsing with 5 mL elution 

buffer, then finally washing with 10 mL of binding buffer. The column was 

connected to a BioRad DuoFlow fast protein liquid chromatography (FPLC) 

system, and the system was controlled using BioRad DuoFlow software. 

Purification was performed with the system at room temperature. Elution 

fractions were collected using the attached fraction collector device before being 
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stored at 4°C. Unless otherwise stated, the binding and wash buffer contained 

150mM NaCl, 50mM Tris-HCl pH 8.2, and 20mM imidazole with 1x Complete 

protease inhibitor cocktail and 1mM dithiothreitol (DTT) added immediately prior

to use. The elution buffer had the same composition as the binding buffer, except 

for imadazole, which it contained at a concentration of 400mM. The concentration 

of protein in the FPLC eluates was estimated from the absorption at 280 nm 

measured by the UV spectrophotometer integrated within the instrument.

 

2.3.3 TEV cleavage protocol
Purified protein was desalted using a PD-10 desalting column (GE Life 

Sciences), following the manufacturers instructions. The final buffer composition 

was 100mM NaCl, 50mM Tris-HCl pH 8.1, and 25mM Imadizole. Following 

desalting, b-mercaptoethanol was added to a concentration of 0.5mM. To the 

resulting protein mixture was added an in-house TEV preparation, the activity of 

which had been previously established. 

 

2.3.4 Protein refolding

Cell pellets produced as per section 2.2.2 were thawed in 4°C denaturing 

lysis buffer. The final buffer composition was 100mM NaCl, 50mM Tris-HCl pH 8.1,

25mM imadizole, 0.01% (v/v) Triton X-100, and 8M urea, with the resuspension 

volume one fifth of the culture volume. The resulting slurry was lysed and loaded 

onto a GE HiTrap Chelating column as described in section 2.3.2, with the nickel-

charged column being equilibrated with the denaturing lysis buffer. Refolding was

performed using a gradient to a concentration of 0M Urea using a BioRad 
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DuoFlow fast protein liquid chromatography system.

 

2.3.5 Dynamic light scattering analysis of recombinant protein
Protein fractions containing hnRNPUL2 were combined with concentrated 

buffer solutions to give the desired final buffer composition (final buffer 

compositions are described in section 3.4), ensuring the final protein 

concentration remained consistent across all samples. Samples (0.5 mL) were 

loaded into a cuvette, and analysed in a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS instrument, 

which was pre-cooled to 4°C.

 

2.4 Mammalian cell culture

Cell culture was performed in a class two biosafety cabinet using aseptic 

technique. Cell lines were routinely maintained in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle 

Medium (DMEM), with 10% foetal bovine serum (FBS), supplemented with 100U/

mL penicillin and 100ug/ mL  streptomycin. When cells were >75% confluent, 

they were passaged using 0.5% trypsin with 0.53mM EDTA. All work was 

performed in accordance with OGTR regulations. For work involving 

amphotrophic viral materials, additional precautions were taken; all materials 

were decontaminated with Vircon S (DuPont Australia) prior to autoclaving and 

incineration, and the hood was subject to UV irradiation for 30 minutes following 

use.

 

2.4.1 Transfection using Lipofectamine-2000
Transfection of plasmid DNA was performed using Lipofectamine 2000 
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(Life Technologies), according to the manufacturers instructions. Cells were 

grown under normal culture conditions until reaching approximately 90% 

confluency. For each square centimetre of culture vessel surface area, a 

lipofectamine mixture (1.09 μL of Lipofectamine 2000 dissolved in 25 µL of 

DMEM), and a DNA mixture (285ng of DNA dissolved in DMEM) were prepared. 

The two mixtures were then incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes before 

being combined, mixed briefly using a vortex agitator, and then incubated at room

temperature for an additional 20 minutes. Additional DMEM was then added to 

the transfection mixture at a rate of 61 µL per cm2 of culture vessel surface area.

The DMEM containing FBS and antibiotics was then removed from the cells

to be transfected, which were then rinsed once with DMEM before the 

transfection mixture was added to the culture vessel. The cells were incubated for 

six hours, and then the transfection mixture was removed and replaced with 

DMEM containing 10% FBS and normal concentrations of antibiotics.

 

2.4.2 Preparation of stable shRNAmir knockdown cells

A puromycin kill curve was performed for 293T cells, and it was found that 

0.4  µg/ mL of puromycin was sufficient to cause total cell death after two weeks 

of treatment.

LMP-hnRNPUL2-shRNAmir and LMP empty vector control plasmids were 

linearised using ApaI digestion, and transfected into PA317 cells using 

lipofectamine. Viral supernatants were then collected, filtered through a 0.45 μm 

filter, and used to infect 293T cells, which were then grown in DMEM containing 

0.4 µg/ mL of puromycin. 
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After three weeks of selection, the surviving 293T cells were collected, and 

aliquots were frozen for storage. Samples were also taken for RNA isolation. These

cells were subsequently maintained in 0.4 µg/ mL of puromycin at all times.

 

2.4.3 Isolation and purification of RNA
Trizol reagent (Life Technologies) was used to purify RNA from cell pellets 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Following purification, the yield and 

purity of the RNA was evaluated by spectrophotometry as described in 2.2.1.3.
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2.4.4 Measurement of cell proliferation using the MTT and WST-1
assays

Cells were seeded into 96-well plates, and treated according to the 

experimental design. Following treatment, proliferation was measured with either

the Cell Proliferation Kit I (Roche) or the Cell Proliferation Reagent WST-1 

(Roche), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, either 10 µL of MTT

labeling reagent or WST-1 labelling reagent was added to the cells, which were 

returned to the incubator for one hour. If the MTT labeling reagent was used, 100 

µL of the solubilisation reagent was then added. The plates were then placed on a 

rotary shaker at room temperature for 1 minute (WST-1) or 15 minutes (MTT). 

Plates were measured using a Fluostar Optima plate reader (BMG Labtech). When 

using WST1, absorbance was measured at 460nm, with a reference wavelength of 

620nm. When using MTT, absorbance was measured at 590nm, with a reference 

wavelength of 620nm. 

2.4.5 Cell synchronisation 

Cell synchronisation of NIH3T3 cells was performed by a combination of 

contact inhibition and serum withdrawal (Jackman & O'Connor, 2001). Cells were 

allowed to reach confluency, and then the growth media was exchanged to reduce 

the serum concentration to 2 %. Cells were left in this condition for 31 hours, and 

then released from growth arrest by trypsinisation and seeding at 0.3x106 cells 

per well of a 6-well plate, with DMEM containing 10 % FCS. All subsequent time 

points were described in terms of time elapsed since this point.

2.5 Quantitative PCR
RNA prepared as described in section 2.4.3 was used to synthesise cDNA 

using Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Life Technologies). The manufacturer’s
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instructions were followed using poly-adenine oligonucleotide primers.

The universal probe library (UPL) system, including Rox master mix 

(Roche) was used to perform real-time PCR reactions. The reaction composition is

described in table 2.10, and the thermal program in table 2.11. Table 2.12 details 

the primers and UPL probes used.  Reactions were performed in a Rotorgene RG-

3000 machine (Qiagen).

The delta-delta-cT method (Pfaffl, 2001) was used for quantifying gene 

expression. Efficiency curves were prepared for the amplification of hnRNPUL2 

and beta-actin, which were then used to calculate the relative levels of each 

transcript across samples. Beta-actin was used as a reference to compensate for 

possible differences in sample concentrations.
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Table 2.10: Composition of UPL Fast-Start qPCR reactions
Component Volume

2 x Fast Start Mixture (Rox) 10 μL

UPL Probe 0.2 μL

Forward Primer (10 μM) 0.4 μL

Reverse Primer (10μM) 0.4 μL

 Sterile Deionised Water (Baxter Healthcare, 
Toongabbie Australia)

7 μL

cDNA/Sterile deionised water control 2 μL

Table 2.11: Thermal program used for qPCR reactions
Cycles Duration Temperature

1 10 minutes 95°C

40 15 seconds 95°C

1 minute 60°C
 

Table 2.12: Primers and probes used for qPCR detection of hnRNPUL2 and β-
Actin.

Gene Forward Primer Reverse Primer UPL 
Probe

beta-Actin GACCTACTTCCCTCACTTT
G

CAAAGACCAAGAGGTACAGGT
GC

64

hnRNPUL2 GGGAGATGATGTGCCTGA
AT

TTTCAGGCAAAGAGAAGTTG
G

67

 

2.6 Protein quantification using the Biorad DC assay

The Biorad DC protein concentration assay kit, which implements a variant

of the Lowry method (Lowry, Rosebrough, Farr, & Randall, 1951), was used to 

measure protein concentrations. The manufacturers instructions were followed, 

and a standard curve prepared by diluting BSA in the sample buffer. The 

standards and the samples were prepared and loaded in triplicate onto a 96-well 

microtitre plate, and the absorbance at 750nm was read in a Fluostar Optima 

plate reader (BMG Labtech, Ortenberg Germany).
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2.7 SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 
Gels for SDS-PAGE were prepared using an acrylamide stock solution 

containing 29.2% acrylamide and 0.8% bis acrylamide. Stacking gels contained 

5% total acrylamide, 125mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate 

(SDS), 0.1% ammonium persulfate (APS), and 0.1% tetramethylethylenediamine 

(TEMED). Resolving gels contained 7% total acrylamide, 375mM Tris-HCl pH 8.8, 

0.1% SDS, 0.1% APS, and 0.05% TEMED. Samples were combined with loading 

buffer and heated to 95°C for 5 minutes, and then loaded onto the gel. Gels were 

run in protein electrophoresis buffer at 150V.

2.8 Western Blotting

For western blotting, proteins were transferred from acrylamide gels onto 

Hybond P polyvinylidence difluoride membranes (Amersham Biosciences, UK), 

using wet transfer in a buffer comprising 25mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.3), 190mM glycine,

and 20% methanol, at 300mA for 90 minutes at room temperature, without 

cooling.

Following transfer, the membrane was blocked in 5% skim milk in TBST 

for one hour at 4°C. Primary antibodies were then applied according to their own 

optimal incubation conditions (Table 2.13). The membrane was then rinsed twice 

in TBST, and then washed twice in TBST for 15 minutes each. Secondary 

antibodies were applied as described in table 2.13 , and the membrane was 

subsequently washed as described previously. Amersham ECL prime western 

blotting detection reagent (GE Healthcare) was prepared and applied to the 

membrance according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The membrane was 

then used to expose Amersham Hyperfilm ECL (GE Healthcare), which was 

subsequently developed in an Agfa CP1000 automatic film processor (Agfa-
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Gevaert, Mortsel Belgium).

Table 2.13: Antibodies used for western blotting
Antibody Dilution Incubation conditions

Rabbit anti-hnRNPUL2 
polyclonal antibody

1/1000 in TBST 
with 5% skim milk

One hour at 4°C 
(overexpressed 
protein).
Overnight at 4°C
(endogenous protein)

Mouse AK5  anti-
topoisomerase IIa/b 
monoclonal antibody

1/1000 in TBST 
with 5% skim milk

Overnight at 4°C

Ab290 Rabbit anti-GFP 
polyclonal antibody

1/2000 in TBST 
with 5% skim milk

Overnight at 4°C

Goat anti-rabbit HRP 
conjugated IgG

1/20,000 in TBST One hour at 21°C

Donkey anti-mouse 
HRP conjugated IgG

1/20,000 in TBST One hour at 21°C

2.9 Co-immunoprecipitation experiments

HEK-293T cells (2x106 per experimental condition) were transfected, 

according to the protocol in 2.4.1. Cells were then harvested, rinsed with PBS, and 

resuspended in 4°C lysis buffer comprising 250mM NaCl, 1% (v/v)NP-40, 1%

(w/v) deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 100mM Tris-HCl (pH 8), 2mM EDTA, with freshly 

added 1x Complete protease inhibitor and 5U total of benzonase nuclease (Merck-

Millipore).

The lysis mixture was incubated at 4°C for 30 minutes with agitation. For 

each experimental condition, 10 µL of a 50 % protein A-agarose slurry was 

washed twice with lysis buffer, then combined with 2.5  µg of target-directed IgG, 

and incubated at 4°C for 20 minutes with agitation. A control without antibody 
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was also prepared.

The cell lysate was then centrifuged at 16.1x103 rcf for 20 minutes at 4°C, 

and the supernatant collected. Samples of the supernatant were retained as 

loading controls, and the remainder of the protein combined with the protein A – 

agarose – antibody/control slurries. The mixtures were incubated for 18 hours at 

4°C with gentle agitation.

The agarose was then collected by centrifugation at 1000rcf for 60 seconds,

and rinsed with lysis buffer. This step was repeated four times. The loading 

control and precipitate samples were then combined with protein loading buffer 

and resolved by SDS-PAGE before being transferred for western blotting.

2.10. The decatenation assay

The decatenation assay is a quantitative method for measuring 

topoisomerase II activity in cellular extracts. As depicted in figure 2.4, its 

operating principle is the conversion of kinetoplast DNA (kDNA), which is a 

network of interlocking (catenated) plasmids from the mitochondria of 

Trypanosomal protozoa. The enzymatic action of topoisomerase II can decatenate 

kDNA into individual plasmid rings (pDNA)(Marini, Miller, & Englund, 1980). 

Because of its size, kDNA is restricted from entering agarose gels, meaning that gel

electrophoresis can be used to separate the plasmid DNA and kDNA. Subsequent 

band densitometry can be used to measure the proportions of catenated and 

decatenated DNA, allowing the enzyme activity to be calculated (Barker et al., 

2006).  

The decatenation assay was performed as described in (Deffie, Batra, & 

Goldenberg, 1989), with agarose gel electrophoresis and densitometry performed 
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as described in (Barker et al., 2006). 

HEK293T cells were seeded into 6cm dishes, one dish per experimental 

condition, and incubated overnight, before being transfected using Lipofectamine-

2000. Cells were then allowed to grow for another 24 hours before being 

trypsinised and collected by centrifugation at 300rcf for 5 minutes. The cells were 

washed once in 10 mL of PBS, and then resuspended in 10 mL of ice cold NB 

Buffer. NB Buffer consisted of 2mM sodium phosphate pH 7.5, 5 mM MgCl2, 150 

mM NaCl, and 1 mM EDTA, freshly supplemented with 0.5 mM DTT and 1x 

Complete protease inhibitor cocktail immediately prior to use. Cells were then 

spun down for 5 minutes at 300 rcf, and resuspended in 1 mL of ice-cold NB 

buffer. The cell membrane was disrupted by the addition of a further 9 mL of ice-

cold NB buffer, supplemented with 0.3 % NP-40. 

The nuclei were collected by centrifugation at 1000 rcf for 5 minutes, the 

supernatant discarded, and the pellet resuspended in 10 mL of NB buffer without 

NP-40. This step was performed twice, before the nuclei were spun down again 

and the supernatant removed. The pellet was then resuspended in 600 µL of NB 

buffer, supplemented to increase the NaCl concentration to 0.35 M, and incubated 

at 4°C for 30 minutes. The resulting mixture was centrifuged at 16.1x103rcf for 20 

minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was collected, and glycerol was added to a final 

concentration of 50 %. The resulting nuclear extracts were stored at -80°C.

The Biorad DC kit was used to measure the protein concentrations within 

the nuclear extracts as described in section 2.3. The least concentrated sample 

was identified, and the other samples were diluted with extract storage buffer (NB

buffer containing 0.175 M NaCl and 50% glycerol) to match this concentration. 
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A 5 x stop/loading buffer solution was prepared, consisting of 2.25 % SDS, 

50 % glycerol, and 0.25 mg/ mL bromophenol blue.

Reactions were performed in 0.2 mL PCR tubes with a reaction volume of 

20 µL. A 5 x reaction master mix was prepared containing 0.25 M Tris-HCl pH 8, 

60 mM KCl, 50 mM MgCl2, 5 mM EDTA, 150 mg/ mL BSA, with 7.5 mM ATP, 2.5 

mM DTT, and 44 ng/μL kinetoplast DNA (kDNA). Master mixes lacking either ATP 

or kDNA were also prepared as controls. Once prepared, the master mixes were 

incubated for 10 minutes on ice prior to use. The master mix was then combined 

with DI water and the nuclear extract, on ice. Controls were also prepared with 

the nuclear extract replaced with the extract storage buffer.

Reactions were started by heating the tubes to 30°C, and were incubated at 

this temperature until stopped by the addition of 5 µL of 5x stop/loading buffer. 

10 μL of each sample was then loaded onto a 15 cm long 1.5 % TAE-agarose gel, 

and electrophoresed at 100 V until the bromophenol dye front reached the bottom

of the gel. When loading gels, care was taken to ensure that samples were loaded 

symmetrically on the gel, meaning that the average distance between lanes and 

the edge of the gel was the same for each experimental condition. The gel was 

then stained in DI water containing 0.5 μg/mL ethidium bromide for 20 minutes, 

and destained in DI water for 20 minutes, before being photographed under UV 

illumination using a BioRad ChemiDoc XRS system. Care was taken to position the 

gel centrally on the imaging surface to ensure even illumination.

ImageJ (Schneider, Rasband, & Eliceiri, 2012) was used to plot the average 

pixel intensity of a horizontal cross section along each lane of the gel. Care was 

taken when taking these measurements to ensure that no artifacts were included 
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in the measurement area, and in some cases individual lanes were completely 

excluded. The densitometry plots were divided to separate the regions containing 

kDNA and plasmid DNA, and the area under each section of the curve was 

measured to quantify the DNA.
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Figure 2.4: The operating principle of the decatenation assay. (A) Kinetoplast
DNA is resolved into individual plasmids by topoisomerase II (B) Agarose gel
electrophoresis separates the high molecular weight kinetoplast DNA from the
individual plasmids. (C) Gel densitometry measures the proportion of DNA that
was converted, allowing quantification of topoisomerase II enzyme activity. 
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2.11 Immunofluorescence microscopy

2.11.1 Immunocytochemistry

Adherent cell lines were seeded at normal growth densities onto glass 

coverslips that had been sterilised with 70 % ethanol, rinsed with PBS, and placed 

in culture vessels. Experiments were typically performed in 6 or 12 well plates.

Following growth and/or treatment of the cells, the growth media was 

removed and replaced with 3.7 % paraformaldehyde in PBS, and incubated for 5 

minutes at room temperature. The paraformaldehyde solution was then removed 

and replaced with a -20°C mixture of 1:1 methanol and acetone. The cells were 

then incubated for at least 30 minutes at -20°C. In some cases cells were stored at 

-20°C for periods as long as one month.

The cells were then rinsed twice in TBST before blocking for one hour in 5 

% BSA in TBST at 4°C. Cells were then stained with primary antibodies in a 

humidified chamber overnight at 4°C. Two brief washes followed by three 10 

minute washed in TBST were then performed. Cells were then incubated with 

secondary antibodies for one hour at 4°C in a humidified chamber. In some cases 

when using multiple secondary antibodies, it was necessary to perform their 

staining steps sequentially in order to prevent cross –reaction.

Cells were stained with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole DAPI and rinsed 

twice with TBST and then once with DI water before being mounted with Mowiol 

mounting medium. Cells were stored overnight at 4°C prior to imaging, and were 

imaged with one week of mounting.

Mounted slides were imaged in three-dimensions by widefield 

deconvolution microscopy using a DeltaVision Elite system (GE Healthcare). When
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acquiring images intended for quantitative analysis, care was taken to ensure that 

consistent exposure settings were used across all samples. 

When performing staining with multiple fluorescent antibodies, samples 

stained with a single secondary antibody were prepared and examined to ensure 

signal bleed-through was not occurring. Samples were also prepared containing 

both primary antibodies and the individual secondary antibodies, and vice versa, 

to ensure that the secondary antibodies were binding only their intended targets.

2.11.2 Labelling of nascent RNA
In order to label nascent RNA, the Click-iT RNA AlexaFluor 488 labeling kit 

(Life Technologies) was used according to the manufacturer’s instructions. This 

kit involves the incorporation of an alkyne-containing nucleotide analogue into 

the RNA, which is then labeled by a specific reaction with an azide-conjugated 

fluorescent marker. 

Cells were seeded onto coverslips as described in section 2.11, and the 

media exchanged to contain 1 mM of 5-ethynl uridine (EU). The cells were then 

incubated for one hour under normal culture conditions. The cells were then fixed 

in 3.7 % para-formaldehyde at room temperature for 15 minutes, before the 

fixative removed and the cells washed with PBS. The cells were then 

permeabilised using 0.5 % Triton-X-100 in PBS for 15 minutes, before being 

washed again in PBS. The Click-iT reaction cocktail containing azide-conjugated 

AlexaFluor 488 was added to the cells, and incubated in the dark at room 

temperature for 30 minutes. The reaction mixture was then removed and the cells

rinsed with reaction rinse buffer.

The cells were then rinsed with PBS, and stained for hnRNPUL2 and DNA 
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as described in section 2.11.1, beginning at the blocking step of the protocol, and 

keeping the samples away from light throughout the process. Mounted samples 

were imaged as per usual. 

A control experiment in which the EU was omitted was also performed in 

order to confirm the specificity of the labeling reaction.

2.12 DNA-cellulose binding assay
DNA binding assays were performed using DNA-cellulose (Sigma-Aldrich) 

in a pull-down assay with cell lysates.

Centrifugation steps involving DNA cellulose were performed at 4°C for 2 

minutes at 300rcf.

HEK-293T cells (5x105 per plasmid) were transfected with pcDNA3-

hnRNPUL2 or pcDNA3, according to the protocol in section 3.4.1.

A lysis/binding buffer comprising 10mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 1mM EDTA, 

1mM DTT, and 0.1% NP-40, with freshly added 1x Complete protease inhibitor 

was prepared.  Calf-thymus DNA cellulose (Sigma-Aldrich) was combined 1:1 

(v/v) with 150 µL of lysis/binding buffer to produce a slurry which was then 

diluted to a total volume of 10 mL with lysis/binding buffer. The DNA cellulose 

was blocked by the addition of 10mg of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 

incubation overnight at 4°C with agitation. The mixture was then spun down and 

the DNA cellulose resuspended in 3 mL of fresh lysis/binding buffer.

Cells were then harvested, rinsed with PBS, and resuspended in 600 μL of 

lysis/binding buffer, before being spun down at 16.1x103  rcf for 30 minutes. 400 

µL of the resulting supernatant was then combined with 267 μL of DNA cellulose 

suspension. 400 μL of lysis/binding buffer alone was also combined with 267 μL 
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of DNA cellulose as a control.

The lysate/cellulose mixtures were incubated for one hour at 4°C with 

agitation, before four five minute and two ten minute washes, each with 700μL of 

lysis/binding buffer.

The protein was then eluted from the DNA cellulose using a sequence of 

elution conditions. The buffers used consisted of lysis/binding buffer with the 

addition of 100 mM, 250 mM, and then 500 mM NaCl, followed by lysis/binding 

buffer containing DNaseI. For each salt concentration, the DNA cellulose was 

pelleted and resuspended in 400 μL of the buffer, incubated for 30 minutes, then 

spun down and the supernatant retained, before the pellet was resuspended in the

next buffer. Following the salt elution steps, the cellulose was resuspended in the 

DNase I buffer for 90 minutes at 4°C with agitation. 

The elution fractions were resolved by SDS-PAGE and analysed by western 

blotting.

2.13 Flow cytometry
Unless otherwise stated, all centrifugation steps for flow cytometry 

experiments were performed at 300rcf for 5 minutes at room temperature.

2.13.1 Cell cycle analysis

Approximately 5x105 cells were harvested by trypsinisation and 

centrifuged, then resuspended in PBS and centrifuged again. The cell pellet was 

resuspended in 0.5 mL of PBS, to which 4.5 mL of ice-cold 1% para-formaldehyde 

in PBS was added drop-wise, whilst constantly mixing the cell suspension with a 

vortex agitator. The cell suspension was then incubated on ice for 15 minutes. The

cells were then spun down and resuspended in 0.5 mL of PBS, to which 4.5 mL of 
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ice-cold 70% ethanol in DI water was added. The cell suspension was then 

incubated overnight at -20°C. 

The cells were spun down and resuspended in PBS twice, before being 

spun down and resuspended in 100 μL of PI staining solution comprising 

100mg/mL of RNAse A and 5  µg/ mL of propidium iodide. The cells were then 

incubated in the dark for 30 minutes at room temperature.

Cells were analysed using a BD Accuri C6 flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, 

San Jose USA), using a 488nm laser with a 585/40 nm bandpass filter.

2.13.2 H2AX phosphorylation analysis.
H2AX phosphorylation was also assessed using the Muse H2AX Activation 

Dual Detection Kit (Merck Millipore, Darmstadt Germany). The manufacturer’s 

instructions were followed and cells were analysed using a Muse Cell Analyzer 

(Merck Millipore) for flow cytometry. The H2AX dual detection kit uses 

fluorescently labeled antibodies against phosphorylated and unphosphorylated 

H2AX within the cell, allowing the proportion of cells with elevated H2AX 

phosphorylation to be determined.

2.14 Software.

In addition to the application-specific utilisation of software described elsewhere, 

the following pieces of software were used. Numerical data was analysed using 

the R environment for statistical computing ( R Core Team, 2013), and plotted  

using ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009). Flow cytometry data was analysed and plotted 

using the FlowCore package (Ellis et al., 2014). Sequence alignment figures were 

prepared using Aline (Bond & Schuttelkopf ,2009).
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Chapter Three: Analysis of the 
hnRNPUL2 sequence and 
recombinant expression attempts.

The properties of a protein depend on its structure, which in turn depends on its 

sequence. The first goal of this part of the project was to use sequence analysis 

techniques to make predictions about the possible biological properties of 

hnRNPUL2, identifying domains within the protein likely to perform specific 

functions. Secondly, this information was incorporated into the design of 

truncated proteins with the goal of successful expression of soluble and 

biologically active recombinant protein, useful for structural and functional 

studies. There were two applications for which recombinant protein was desired 

within this project. Firstly, recombinant protein could have been used to 

reconstitute biological systems in vivo, allowing the interactions of hnRNPUL2 and

its putative binding partners to be definitively investigated, and the consequences 

of these interactions to be assessed. Secondly, recombinant protein could have  

been used in structural studies, allowing for the biological behaviour of the 

protein to be explained mechanistically.

Many mammalian proteins occur at very low abundance in their native 

cells and tissues. Milligram quantities of protein are required for protein 

crystallography, which means that an alternative expression system is often 

required for the production of these proteins.

The goal of recombinant protein expression is to provide access to useful 

quantities of pure and biologically active protein, representative of the protein in 
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its physiological state. This raises the question of how the conformation quality of 

recombinant proteins, defined as similarity to the in vivo structure, can be 

evaluated. Solubility is typically the main factor by which the value of a 

recombinant protein is evaluated. There are in fact two different aspects to 

consider when thinking about protein solubility in this context. 

Firstly, there is the fact that recombinant over-expression can result in 

misfolded proteins that aggregate due to exposed hydrophobic residues. Under 

physiological conditions, proteins are translated into an environment containing 

chaperones that facilitate “proper” folding (Hartl & Hayer-Hartl, 2002), and 

possibly also binding partners that interact with, and modulate the properties of, 

the protein (Travaglini-Allocatelli, Ivarsson, Jemth, & Gianni, 2009). The high 

levels of gene expression in recombinant systems disrupts the balance between 

the protein and its chaperones, and also results in an excess of the protein relative

to its normal binding partners. This is exacerbated when eukaryotic proteins are 

expressed in a bacterial expression system, since the chaperones behave 

differently, the normal suite of post-translational modifications is not present, and

the binding partners of the protein are completely absent. These factors can result

in a protein that has exposed hydrophobic residues due to misfolding and/or the 

lack of binding partners that normally shield hydrophobic residues from solvent 

contact. That is to say, recombinant protein expression often produces a protein in

which a departure from its native structure results in aggregation and insolubility.

Secondly, there is the fact that many proteins do not naturally exist in a 

soluble form in vivo. The insolubility of these proteins when expressed in a 

recombinant system is not the result of impaired folding or abnormally exposed 
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hydrophobic surface residues, but is rather an intrinsic property of the native 

protein. In such cases, creating a soluble form of the protein is in fact a departure 

from the in vivo properties of the protein.

Both of these factors need to be considered when designing a recombinant 

expression strategy. The misfolding problem can be addressed by co-expressing 

the recombinant protein together with chaperones (de Marco, 2007), or with 

known binding partners (Kurochkina & Mesyanzhinov, 1999). Lowering the 

expression temperature can also enhance recombinant protein solubility (Schein 

& Noteborn, 1988). Misfolding can also be addressed by denaturing and refolding 

the purified recombinant protein under controlled conditions to mimic the action 

of the native chaperones (Singh & Panda, 2005). 

One method for dealing with both intrinsic insolubility and misfolding is to 

express a truncated form of the protein. There is an upper limit of around 200 

amino acids for the ability of a polypeptide to form a globular structure (Lin & 

Zewail, 2012), meaning that most proteins above this length are assembled from 

multiple domains that fold and function independently, and which contain the 

biological functions of a protein in a modular fashion. By truncating a protein to 

express only those regions predicted to fold independently into globular 

structures, the solubility of the recombinant protein can be improved. If these 

regions correspond to a constituent domain or domains within the protein, then 

the structure and function of these domains can be evaluated.

Conserved domains can be identified within a sequence using multiple 

sequence alignments and hidden Markov models. The potential of a particular 

region to form ordered structures can also be determined, based on the likelihood 
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of stabilising interactions occurring between neighbouring residues, which can be 

discerned from the primary sequence (Dosztanyi, Csizmok, Tompa, & Simon, 

2005).

The solubility of recombinant proteins can be greatly improved by fusions 

with a smaller protein with high solubility. These solubility tags include such 

proteins as glutathione-S-transferase (GST), maltose binding protein, and NusA 

(Kapust & Waugh, 1999). These tags also facilitate purification, and can be 

removed by incorporating a specific protease site, such as the Tobacco Etch Virus 

(TEV) protease (Parks, Leuther, Howard, Johnston, & Dougherty, 1994). There is 

the risk however that cleavage of these tags from the purified protein will result in

aggregation.

The solubility of recombinant protein can also be drastically altered by 

buffer composition. Factors such as pH, salt concentration, and the presence of 

various additives can have a significant impact on solubility (Hamada, Arakawa, & 

Shiraki, 2009; Schein, 1990).

In this part of the project, sequence analysis was used to identify regions of

hnRNPUL2 likely to perform particular biological functions. Subsequently, a 

truncated version of the protein was designed, using this information together 

with predictions of disorder propensity to design a truncation likely to be both 

soluble and possessing of biological function. This truncated protein was fused 

with GST and expressed in E.coli, which produced an apparently soluble 

recombinant product. Subsequent dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments 

revealed that this recombinant product existed as soluble aggregates, leading to 

attempts to disperse these aggregates through the optimisation of buffer 
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conditions and by refolding of the partially purified protein.

 

3.1 Features of the hnRNPUL2 amino acid sequence
hnRNPUL2 is orthologous to, and has significant sequence similarities with,

heterogeneous ribonucleo-Protein-U (hnRNP-U), also known as Scaffold 

attachment factor A (SAF-A) , and heterogeneous ribonucleo-protein-U like 

protein one (hnRNPUL1). All three proteins have a well-conserved N-terminal 

SAF-A/B, Acinus and PIAS (SAP) domain, and central SPla and Ryanodine 

Receptor (SPRY) and Killer Toxin Insensitivity protein 12 (KTI12) domains 

(Figures 3.1 & 3.2).

The hnRNPUL2 SAP domain sequence was compared with SAP domains for

which NMR has been used to generate solution structures. Residues identified by 

NMR  as being involved in DNA binding were examined for conservation in 

hnRNPUL2. Each structure has DNA binding residues that are conserved in 

hnRNPUL2, and hnRNPUL2 does not lack any DNA binding residues that are 

conserved across all three structures (Figure 3.3). 

hnRNPUL2 was seen to have a predicted caspase-3 cleavage site, 

conforming to the canonical DEDE motif separating its SAP domain from the rest 

of the protein (Figure 3.2) (Wee, Tan, & Ranganathan, 2007). In addition, 

observation of the conformational bias surrounding this site revealed that it is 

embedded within a PEST region, which is a common feature of caspase cleavage 

sites (Belizario et al.,2008). 
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 Figure 3.1: hnRNPUL2 shares a domain architecture with hnRNP-U and
hnRNPUL1, with conserved SAP, SPRY, and KTI12 domains. hnRNP-U is
cleaved by caspase-3 at a non-canonical site (SALD), and hnRNPUL2 has a
consensus (DEDE) caspase-3 cleavage site at the equivalent location. hnRNP-U
and hnRNPUL1 have RNA binding activity conferred by multiple RGG repeats in
their C-termini, whereas hnRNPUL2 has only one. hnRNPUL2 instead has a
predicted pADR binding site in this region. 
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Figure 3.2: The hnRNPUL2 amino acid sequence, annotated with all known
features. 

Figure 3.3: Multiple sequence alignment of the SAP domain of Mouse
hnRNPUL2 against SAP family members collected from Pfam and the PDB.
The invariant glycine and lysine residues are marked with triangles. Residues
identified in published structures as being involved in binding DNA are marked
with black boxes. 
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Homology modelling was conducted for the hnRNPUL2 SPRY region using 

SwissModel (Biasini et al., 2014) with the SPRY domain containing SOCS box 

protein one (SSB-1) SPRY domain as a template. The resulting model had a well-

conserved β-sandwich structure (Figure 3.4). The SSB-1 and hnRNPUL2 

sequences differed in the regions responsible for mediating protein-protein 

interactions in SSB-1 (Masters et al., 2006) (Figure 3.4).

The KTI12 domain of hnRNPUL2 contains a consensus GxxxxGKT P-loop, 

which is present at residues 457 to 464 of hnRNPUL2 (Figure 3.2). The region 

surrounding this site was found to have sufficient similarity to T4 polynucleotide 

kinase phosphatase, for which a crystal structure exists, to permit homology 

modelling. Homology modelling was conducted using SwissModel (Biasini et al., 

2014) with T4 polynucleotide kinase as a template (Wang et al., 2002) (Figure 

3.5). 

hnRNPUL2 differs from hnRNPUL1 and hnRNP-U in its C-terminal region, 

where hnRNP-U and hnRNPUL1 both have RGG boxes with eight and five RGG 

repeats respectively, whereas hnRNPUL2 has only a single RGG repeat (Figure 

3.6). Furthermore, a canonical pADR binding motif is present within this region of 

hnRNPUL2, but not hnRNPUL1 or hnRNP-U (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the SSB1 and hnRNPUL2 SPRY domains.(A)
Homology modelling of the hnRNPUL2 SPRY domain based on SSB1, with the β-
sandwich structure visible. (B) Sequence alignment of the SSB1 and hnRNPUL2
SPRY domains. Regions responsible for mediating protein-protein interactions in
SSB1 are marked by orange boxes. 

Figure 3.5: Homology model of the KTI12 region of hnRNPUL2 based on T4
polynucleotide kinase. The P-loop is labeled in orange. 
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the C-termini of hnRNPUL2, hnRNPUL1, and
hnRNP-U.  The RGG repeats are marked with orange boxes, and the consensus
pADR binding site is marked with a blue box. 
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3.2 Design and expression of a recombinant hnRNPUL2 protein
The IUPred server (Dosztanyi, Csizmok, Tompa, & Simon, 2005) identified 

a region between residues 260 and 610, which contains the SPRY and KTI12 

domains, as being likely to fold independently into a globular structure (Figure 

3.7). Based on this information, along with knowledge of the domain boundaries 

as described in Section 3.1, a region of the gene corresponding to residues 222 to 

629 (inclusive) was cloned by PCR into the pETM-30 expression vector as 

described in Section 2.2.1.10, creating a recombinant protein with an N-terminal 

6xHis-GST-TEV fusion (Figure 3.8). 

When expressed in C41(DE3) E.coli, some of the expressed protein was 

soluble. However, the majority of the recombinant protein was still observed in 

the insoluble fraction (Figure 3.9).

 A number of other truncations were designed, and the synthesis of their 

constructs proceeded in parallel. The construct described above was the first to be

prepared, and since it demonstrated some degree of solubility, a decision was 

made to proceed without exploring the other versions.
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Figure 3.7: IUPRed server (Dosztanyi et al., 2005) output for hnRNPUL2. The
red line represents a moving average of the propensity for disorder across the
amino acids in the sequence. Regions with an average score below 0.5 were
predicted to form globular domains and are represented by blue bars. The server
predicted globular domains  in the regions spanning between residues 260 and
610, and  between 680 and 742. 

Figure 3.8: Features incorporated into the truncated protein. The domain
structure of hnRNPUL2 (top) is compared to the subfragment (residues 222 to
629).
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Figure 3.9: The recombinant fusion protein was partially soluble. Lanes from
a Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE (7%) gel containing the insoluble and soluble
fractions of IPTG induced pETM30-hnRNPUL2-SPRY-EVIL-transformed C41(DE3) 
E. coli. The protein ladder came from the same gel. The expected protein size was
66kDa (white arrow), but the protein resolved at approximately 56kDa (black
arrow). 
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Figure 3.10 FPLC purification of the recombinant 6xHis-GST-TEV-
hnRNPUL2-SPRY-KTI12 from induced Bl21(DE3) lysate. (A)FPLC profile for
the IMAC purification of the protein.  The buffer composition was 50mM Tris-HCl
pH 8.1, 150mM NaCl with the Imidazole concentration  transitioning from 20mM
(Buffer A) to 400mM (Buffer B) as depicted over the course of the experiment. (B)
Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE (7%) gel containing elution fractions from the IMAC
purification of recombinant  The gel also contains the initial unbound flow
through. The protein size marker came from the same gel. 
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Figure 3.11:  Incubation with TEV did not result in observable cleavage of
the recombinant protein. This figure depicts a coomassie-stained 7% SDS-PAGE
gel used to resolve TEV digest and no-TEV control reactions containing IMAC-
purified recombinant 6xHis-GST-TEV-hnRNPUL2-SPRY-KTI12. The black arrow
indicates the expected size (40kDa) of the digested protein, while the white arrow
indicates the undigested protein. 
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3.3 Purification of recombinant His-GST-TEV-hnRNPUL2-SPRY-
KTI12

Immobilised metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) purification of 

recombinant protein was performed as described in Section 2.3.2 (Figure 3.10), 

and produced fractions enriched in recombinant 6xHis-GST-TEV-hnRNPUL2-

SPRY-KTI12 (Figure 3.11).  As can be seen, these fractions did contain 

contaminating bacterial proteins and/or degradation products from the 

recombinant protein, but the vast majority of protein in these fractions was the 

full length recombinant product. The total protein yield, as estimate by UV 

absorption, was as high as 11mg of protein from 1L of bacterial culture.

Approximately 5 mg of IMAC eluate protein was digested with TEV, 

according to the protocol in Section 2.3. A control sample was also prepared, in 

which the TEV was omitted. Following the reaction, the samples were resolved by 

SDS-PAGE, but no evidence of TEV cleavage was observed (Figure 3.12). 

Following DLS results obtained as described in Section 3.4, the purification 

and digestion protocols were repeated using buffers of pH 8.9. Again, no cleavage 

was observed. 

 

3.4 Analysis of protein aggregation using dynamic light scattering

Dynamic light scattering was used to evaluate buffer conditions with the 

goal of improving protein solubility. Samples were prepared for DLS and analysed 

according to the protocol described in Section 2.3.5

  Firstly, analysis of the protein when suspended in the original elution 

buffer was performed, which revealed the presence of particles 30nm in diameter 

(Figure 3.12). As a control, lyophilized lysozyme (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA), 
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was resuspended in the original elution buffer. This provided an example of a 

soluble, monodisperse protein, with a particle diameter of 4.6 nm observed 

(Figure 3.12).

Secondly, the effect of buffer pH on mean aggregate size was evaluated. The

smallest particle sizes observed were 41 nm, at pH 8.9, and 45 nm at pH 6.1. Low 

pH resulted in larger particles, with the maximum of 1250 nm being observed at 

pH 5.1 (Figure 3.14). These pH experiments were conducted with buffers 

containing 150 mM NaCl, with 50 mM citric acid (pH 4.1) or 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 

5.1 and above).

Thirdly, the effects of various additives on particle size were investigated 

with the goal of identifying buffer conditions that could fully solubilise the protein.

Nonionic surfactants (0.1 %v/v Triton-X-100), chelating agents (50 mM EDTA), 

amphiphilic polymers (1 %v/v PEG-400), denaturing agents (0.5 M Urea), and 

sulfate and chloride salts (0.5 M MgSO4, 0.5 M LiCl2) were all evaluated. None of 

the trialed additives reduced particle size over the original buffer, as measured by 

DLS (Figure 3.14).

When preparing samples in order to investigate the effect of 0.5 M ZnSO4, it

was observed that the addition of this salt immediately caused a visible 

precipitate to form. To investigate this further, the effect of ZnCl2, NiCl2, and 

MgSO4 were investigated, at concentrations ranging from 0.5 M to 20 mM. Elution 

buffer was used as a protein-free control to confirm that it was in fact the protein 

precipitating. Precipitation was observed when the recombinant protein was 

combined with as little as 20 mM ZnS04, ZnCl2 or NiCl2, but not with MgSO4. The 
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precipitation could not be reversed by the addition of 50 mM EDTA, but was 

prevented when the metal ions were chelated with 50 mM EDTA prior to being 

combined with the protein.
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Figure 3.12: Dynamic light scattering analysis of lysozyme and hnRNPUL2-
SPRY-KTI12 fragment-enriched elution fractions. These analyses revealed that
the recombinant protein was forming 30nm wide aggregates. Lysozyme monomer
was used as a control to represent a soluble monodisperse protein. 

Figure 3.13: DLS analysis of the effect of buffer pH on particle size in the
hnRNPUL2-SPRY-KTI12 fragment-enriched elution fractions. The buffers
each contained 150mM NaCl. 50mM citric acid was used for the pH 4.1 buffer, and
50mM Tris-HCl was used for the pH 5.1 through 8.9 buffers. 
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Figure 3.14: DLS analysis of the effect of buffer additives on particle size in
the hnRNPUL2-SPRY-KTI12 fragment-enriched elution fractions. The elution
buffer composition was 50mM Tris-HCl pH 8.1, 150mM NaCl, which was
supplemented with various additives as described. 
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3.5 Attempted refolding of hnRNPUL2
Due to the inability to cleave the recombinant protein with TEV, along with 

the apparent lack of avenues to improvement of solubility being revealed by DLS, 

an attempt to refold the protein was made. As described in the protocol in Section 

3.3.4, 8 M urea was used to denature the protein, with the protein then being 

bound to an IMAC column prior to a gradient to 0 M urea being applied. Following 

a return to non-denaturing buffer conditions, the protein was observed to elute 

from the column in an uncontrolled manner (Figure 3.15).

Figure 3.15: FPLC profile for the attempted on-column refolding of
recombinant 6xHis-GST-TEV-hnRNPUL2-SPRY-KTI12. T h e b u f f e r
compositions were 100mM NaCl, 50mM Tris-HCl pH 8.1, 25mM Imadizole,0.01%
(v/v) Triton X-100, with 8M urea (Buffer A) or 0M Urea (Buffer B). The
uncontrolled elution of the protein can be seen to begin as the urea concentration
approaches zero.
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3.6 Discussion
The experiments described in this chapter involved the evaluation of the 

hnRNPUL2 amino-acid sequence, which revealed possible biological properties for

different regions of the protein. This analysis also informed the design of a 

truncation protein, leading to the production and analysis of a partially soluble 

recombinant protein in E. coli.

3.6.1 Inference of biological functions from the hnRNPUL2 amino 
acid sequence

Many molecules within the nucleus exhibit spatial organisation. For 

example, specific chromatin loci occupy particular locations in space within the 

nucleus (Goetze et al., 2007). This localisation appears to be mediated by 

attachment of the chromatin to a rigid proteinaceous network-like structure 

(Marshall et al., 1997), referred to as the nuclear matrix. Regions of DNA with an 

AT-rich bias known as matrix attachment regions (MARs) facilitate the binding of 

chromatin to the nuclear matrix (Martens, Verlaan, Kalkhoven, Dorsman, & 

Zantema, 2002).

The SAP domain was originally identified as a region of hnRNP-U 

responsible for binding to the MARs of chromatin (Gohring, Schwab, Nicotera, 

Leist, & Fackelmayer, 1997). Subsequently, this region was identified as a 35-

residue domain conserved in a number of nuclear proteins(Aravind & Koonin, 

2000). Proteins containing the SAP domain perform a variety of functions, 

including SUMO conjugation(Takahashi & Kikuchi, 2005), RNA splicing(Iida, 

Kawaguchi, & Nakayama, 2006), chromatin organisation (Verbakel, Carmeliet, & 

Engelborghs, 2011), and apoptotic chromatin condensation(Sahara et al., 1999). 

In one case, the SAP domain itself has been demonstrated to bind to p53 in 
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addition to SARs (Kahyo, Nishida, & Yasuda, 2001). Finally, the SAP domain is also 

seen in two different DNA damage binding proteins, Ku70 (Hu, Pluth, & Cucinotta, 

2012) and PARP2 (Altmeyer, Messner, Hassa, Fey, & Hottiger, 2009).

hnRNP-U is capable of inducing chromatin remodelling in the vicinity of 

MARs by recruiting the histone acetyltransferease p300. It was reported that 

increased local acetylation occurred at and around MARs to which p300 was 

recruited (Martens et al., 2002).

hnRNP-U is also capable of sequestering the glucocorticoid receptor 

transcription factor onto the nuclear matrix in order to regulate gene expression. 

Overexpression of hnRNP-U was able to inhibit glucocorticoid receptor mediated 

transcription (Eggert et al., 1997).

hnRNPUL1 is capable of modulating transcription, and was found to inhibit

basal transcription from both cellular and viral promoters, with the N-terminal 

SAP domain being required for this function (Kzhyshkowska, Rusch, Wolf, & 

Dobner, 2003). It was also found to be capable of enhancing expression from the 

glucocorticoid-dependent promoter in the absence of activating ligands 

(Kzhyshkowska et al., 2003). It was found that the ability of hnRNPUL1 to 

modulate transcription was mediated by its interaction with the histone binding 

protein BRD7 (Kzhyshkowska et al., 2003).

The solution structure of the SAP domain has been solved using NMR for a 

number of proteins. These revealed an archetypal structure comprising a four-

helix bundle with two pairs of alpha helices joined by two crossover loops in an 

up-down-extended loop-down-up topology (Devany, Kappes, Chen, Markovitz, & 

Matsuo, 2008; Okubo et al., 2004; Suzuki et al., 2009). DNA binding is probably 
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facilitated by a binding surface at the N-termini of the second and third alpha 

helices, due to the positive charge imparted by conserved basic residues combined

with the helix dipole effects (Suzuki et al., 2009).

Multiple sequence alignment of SAP domains from various proteins 

revealed “a bipartite distribution of strongly conserved hydrophobic, polar and 

bulky amino acids separated by a region that contains an invariant glycine 

(Aravind & Koonin, 2000). Including hnRNPUL2 in these alignments revealed that 

it too shared these features (Figure 3.3). Each structure included in this alignment 

had unique DNA binding residues, but a lysine proximal to the invariant glycine 

was consistently involved in all structures, and was also conserved in hnRNPUL2 

(Figure 3.3). It therefore seemed likely that hnRNPUL2 would possess the ability 

to bind chromatin within the scaffold attachment regions.

The predicted DEDE caspase-3 cleavage site within hnRNPUL2 occurs at 

the same location as a SALD motif within hnRNP-U which is known to be cleaved 

by caspase-3 during apoptosis, despite not conforming to the typical caspase-3 

cleavage site motif (Kipp, Schwab, Przybylski, Nicotera, & Fackelmayer, 2000). 

Both the hnRNP-U SALD cleavage site and the hnRNPUL2 DEDE predicted cleavage

site are embedded within PEST regions. These are regions enriched in proline, 

glutamic acid, aspartic acid, serene, and threonine, which are thought to facilitate 

ubiquitin-mediated proteasomal degradation of protein fragments produced by 

caspase cleavage (Belizario, Alves, Garay-Malpartida, & Occhiucci, 2008). This 

suggests that hnRNPUL2 might be subject to cleavage by caspase-3 during 

apoptotic cleavage.

The SPRY domain has previously been implicated in other proteins in 
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mediating protein-protein interactions. It comprises a β-sandwich, consisting of 

two layers of anti-parallel β-sheets. Protein interactions are mediated by the loops

between these sheets, which vary considerably between proteins (Woo, Suh, Park,

& Oh, 2006). Alignment of the SPRY domain sequences of the homology model 

template SSB-1 and hnRNPUL2 revealed divergence in many of the loops 

identified as mediating binding in SSB-1(Masters et al., 2006) (Figure 3.5). This is 

to be expected if hnRNPUL2 has differing binding partners to SSB-1, and suggests 

that these regions of hnRNPUL2 are potentially involved in mediating protein 

interactions. 

The homology model produced using T4 polynucleotide kinase for the 

hnRNPUL2 KTI12 region had an apparently accessible P-loop active site (Figure 

3.6). This is a motif conserved across a variety of ATP- binding and hydrolysing 

enzymes (Walker, Saraste, Runswick, & Gay, 1982), meaning that the possession 

of an ATPase function by hnRNPUL2 is feasible.

As described in chapter one, pADR conjugation serves to recruit DNA 

repair proteins to DNA damage sites, but it also plays roles in regulating 

transcription and other nuclear functions (Schreiber, Dantzer, Ame, & de Murcia, 

2006).  Three protein motifs have been identified with the ability to bind pADR. 

The macro domain and the PAR-binding zinc finger have been found to bind pADR

(Egloff et al., 2006) (Li et al., 2010), however these are found in a relatively small 

number of proteins (Gagne et al., 2008). The third, unnamed motif has been 

identified using site directed mutagenesis (Pleschke, Kleczkowska, Strohm, & 

Althaus, 2000), and subsequent proteomic and in silico analyses have identified 

this motif within a large number of DNA damage response proteins, with proteins 
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involved in RNA metabolism and chromatin remodeling also being represented 

(Gagne et al., 2008). 

The differences in the C-termini of hnRNPUL2 and that of its purported 

binding partner hnRNPUL1 suggest that hnRNPUL1 is responsible for the 

recruitment of the two proteins to the nascent RNA, while the consensus pADR 

binding site within hnRNPUL2 might be responsible for recruiting the proteins to 

sites of DNA damage, where hnRNPUL1 then provides Nbs1 binding activity as 

described in Section 1.1.4.6.

 

3.6.2 The recombinant hnRNPUL2 truncation protein was not 
useful, despite being soluble.

It was surprising that C41(DE3) produced soluble recombinant protein, 

since the ability of this E. coli strain to endure the toxicity of recombinant proteins

is thought to be the result of it sequestering recombinant proteins as insoluble 

inclusion bodies (Miroux & Walker, 1996). 

Inclusion bodies are formed by the aggregation of recombinant proteins 

during expression. These are insoluble particles that can be collected from 

suspension by centrifugation at speeds as low as 10,000rcf (Wang, 2009). These 

particles contain misfolded or partially folded protein, and it is thought that they 

arise via two mechanisms. Firstly, as described earlier, the high level of expression

of recombinant proteins can exceed the capacity of chaperone proteins to prevent 

aggregation of the nascent polypeptides (Ventura, 2005). Secondly, a small 

number of misfolded protein molecules can nucleate the aggregation of their 

folded or partially folded soluble counterparts (Carrio, Gonzalez-Montalban, Vera, 

Villaverde, & Ventura, 2005; Speed, Morshead, Wang, & King, 1997).
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It appears that the recombinant 6xHis-GST-TEV-hnRNPUL2-SPRY-KTI12 

protein, while not forming inclusion bodies, was forming soluble aggregates that 

occluded the TEV cleavage site. This is an example of the solubility of a 

recombinant protein product being insufficient to ascertain its conformational 

quality, an issue raised previously in the literature (Gonzalez-Montalban, Garcia-

Fruitos, & Villaverde, 2007). These kinds of soluble aggregates have been 

described as having heterogeneous conformations and biological activities 

(Martinez-Alonso, Gonzalez-Montalban, Garcia-Fruitos, & Villaverde, 2008), which

undermines the value of the recombinant protein for structural studies. 

Additionally, in the absence of a way to assess the preservation of native biological

properties in the recombinant hnRNPUL2-SPRY-KTI12 protein (i.e. hnRNPUL2-

SPRY-KTI12 does not have a characteristic biochemical activity that can be 

quantitatively assayed), the functional integrity of the recombinant protein cannot

be evaluated, rendering it unsuitable for use in functional assays such as 

investigating its effect on topoisomerase II activity.

Given that misfolding appears to be the underlying cause for the 

aggregation of the protein, future studies could benefit from the use of eukaryotic 

expression hosts. Expression in yeast or insect cells could produce a useful 

recombinant protein product, since, as described in the introduction to this 

chapter, differences in the protein synthesis process and the intracellular 

environment can cause misfolding when eukaryotic proteins are expressed in 

bacteria.
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3.7 Summary
In this chapter, sequence analysis of hnRNPUL2 suggested that it might 

possess the ability to bind chromatin, pADR, and proteins, that it might have an 

ATPase activity, and that it might be subject to cleavage by caspase-3 during 

apoptosis.

With the goal of investigating the structure and function of hnRNPUL2, a 

subregion of the protein was expressed in E.coli as an N-terminal 6xHis-GST-TEV 

fusion. This protein was partially purified using IMAC, but was completely 

resistant to TEV cleavage.

Dynamic light scattering determined that the protein was forming soluble 

aggregates. Further DLS experiments were conducted in an effort to identify 

buffer conditions that could disrupt these aggregates, but no significant particle 

size decrease was achieved.

On-column refolding was attempted using urea denaturation. This was 

unsuccessful because the protein eluted from the IMAC column in an uncontrolled 

fashion.

For these reasons, attempts to produce recombinant hnRNPUL2 using a 

bacterial system were unsuccessful. However, the analysis of the hnRNPUL2 

protein sequence led to new and meaningful hypotheses regarding its function. 

Future attempts to produce recombinant hnRNPUL2 could utilise a eukaryotic 

expression system such as yeast or insect cells, which is more likely to produce 

correctly folded protein.
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Chapter Four: hnRNPUL2 associates 
with topoisomerase II and the 
chromatin.

            

This chapter concerns the connections between hnRNPUL2, topoisomerase II, the 

chromatin, and the nascent RNA. It also explores the biological implications of 

these interactions for the cell. The work described in this chapter led to the 

identification of a role for hnRNPUL2 in regulating the management of DNA 

topology by topoisomerase II.

             As described in chapter one, a putative interaction between hnRNPUL2 and

topoisomerase II had been identified in earlier work. Additionally, sequence 

analysis as described in the previous chapter raised the possibility of a chromatin 

binding activity for the protein. Finally, as described earlier, topoisomerase II is 

required for transcription by RNA polymerase II, and there are reports of 

hnRNPUL2 colocalising with nascent RNA (Polo et al., 2012). The research 

objectives of this chapter therefore fell into two categories; the investigation of 

the interaction between hnRNPUL2 and topoisoimerase II, and exploring 

connections between hnRNPUL2 and transcription. A combination of co-

immunoprecipitation, DNA binding, immunofluorescence microscopy, and 

enzyme activity assays were used to address this goal.

            These investigations also made extensive use of three-dimensional 

widefield deconvolution fluorescence microscopy. Initially, quantitative analyses 

were directed manually, using maximum intensity projections of the images. 

However, this approach was considered unsatisfactory, due to the loss of 
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information caused by the 2D projection, and by the small sample size it 

permitted. An automated and high-throughput method for representing 3D wide-

field fluorescence microscopy images of nuclei as a collection of numerical 

attributes that capture relevant biological information was desired. This process 

allows for images to be interpreted in a quantitative and reproducible way, 

thereby providing access to a variety of statistical techniques, and removing the 

inherent subjectivity of manual image interpretation. While there are good tools 

available for performing multi-cell (Carpenter et al., 2006) and 3D analyses 

(Kankaanpaa et al., 2012), no tools could be identified that were capable of 

conducting multi-cell 3D analyses in an automated way. The goal of this part of the

project was therefore extended to include the implementation of a method for 

conducting these types of analyses on three-dimensional images to produce 

single-cell measurements across cell populations. 

This chapter therefore describes the investigation of the interactions and 

biological significance of hnRNPUL2 with the chromatin and topoisomerase II. 

Furthermore, it details attempts to investigate the link between hnRNPUL2 and 

transcription.

 

4.1 hnRNPUL2 interacts with topoisomerase II  α

Co-immunoprecipitation of topoisomerase IIα and hnRNPUL2 was 

performed by co-transfecting HEK-293T cells with pT104 and pcDNA3-

hnRNPUL2. The pT104 plasmid comprises full-length topoisomerase IIα inserted 

in-frame into pEGFP, producing an N-terminal GFP fusion gene (Mo, Ameiss, & 

Beck, 1998). Immunoprecipitation was performed using the Ab290 anti-GFP 
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polyclonal antibody. As shown in figure 4.1, immunoprecipitation of GFP-

topoisomerase IIα resulted in the co-precipitation of hnRNPUL2. 
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Figure 4.1: The interaction between hnRNPUL2 and topoisomerase IIα was
confirmed by co-immunoprecipitation. Cells were transfected with pcDNA3-
hnRNPUL2 and either pEGFP or pEGFP-Topo2α, and precipitated with anti-GFP.
Western blotting was then performed against Topo2α and hnRNPUL2

Figure 4.2: hnRNPUL2 bound to DNA cellulose, and eluted in two fractions.
Lysates from pcDNA3-hnRNPUL2 transfected cells were incubated with DNA-
cellulose, and the DNA cellulose was washed with increasing stringent buffers.
Elution bands can be seen in the 100mM NaCl eluate and in the eluate following
DNase I treatment. The hnRNPUL2 content of the lysate is shown in the input lane.
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4.2 hnRNPUL2 binds chromatin
Calf-thymus DNA-cellulose was used to test the DNA binding activity of 

hnRNPUL2 predicted in chapter three. It was found that hnRNPUL2 bound to the 

DNA, and eluted in two stages (Figure 4.2). The first elution fraction occurred in 

the presence of 100mM NaCl. Subsequent increases in NaCl concentration up to 

500mM did not produce any further hnRNPUL2 elution. This was followed by 

treatment with DNase I, which produced the second elution fraction, which 

contained the majority of the hnRNPUL2. 

 

4.3 Observation of the  localisation of hnRNPUL2 and 
topoisomerase II over the cell cycle

Having demonstrated the ability of hnRNPUL2 to bind topoisomerase II 

and the chromatin, endogenous hnRNPUL2 and topoisomerase II were observed 

in NIH3T3 cells using immunofluorescence microscopy. The AK5 antibody was 

used, which detects both isoforms of topoisomerase II. As shown in figure 4.3, 

substantial variation in morphology was observed in unsynchronised cell 

populations. 

When NIH3T3 cells were synchronised, cell cycle dependent patterns of 

hnRNPUL2 and topoisomerase II were observed, with an apparent correlation 

with chromatin condensation status (synchronisation was confirmed by 

propidium iodide staining and flow cytometry (Figure 4.4)). As shown in figure 

4.5, the two proteins were observed to transition from a punctate, 

heterochromatin-associated distribution to a diffuse, euchromatin-associated 

distribution, before briefly returning to colocalise with heterochromatin puncta 

shortly prior to cell division. During anaphase and telophase the two proteins 
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were observed to localise within the chromosome interstices.

Quantitative analysis of hnRNPUL2, topoisomerase II, and heterochromatin

colocalisation in these images was performed using the JaCoP plugin for ImageJ 

(Bolte & Cordelieres, 2006). Both the Pearson’s method for measuring spatial 

correlation and the Mander’s method for measuring colocalising proportions were

used. It was observed that the maximum proportion of total cellular hnRNPUL2 

colocalising with topoisomerase II was 82%, while up to 97% of total cellular 

topoisomerase II was observed to colocalise with hnRNPUL2 (Figure 4.6). 

Additionally, when the correlations between the colocalisation metrics were 

investigated as shown in figure 4.7, strong correlations were observed between 

the colocalisation of hnRNPUL2 and Topoisomerase II, and their individual 

colocalisation with the heterochromatin.
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Figure 4.3 : Images representing archetypes of the three main patterns of
morphology that were observed for endogenous hnRNPUL2 and
topoisomerase II in interphase NIH3T3 nuclei. (A) Punctate hnRNPUL2 and
topoisomerase II colocalised together with heterochromatin, with fibrous
hnRNPUL2 processes extending from the puncta. (B) Diffuse hnRNPUL2 and
topoisomerase II colocalised with euchromatin. (C) hnRNPUL2 excluded from
heterochromatin associated topoisomerase II puncta. 
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Figure 4.4: Confirmation of cell cycle arrest by flow cytometry. Cell cycle
analysis by propidium iodide staining and flow cytometry confirmed that (A)
asynchronous NIH3T3 became (B) synchronised in G0/G1 arrest by serum
withdrawal and contact inhibition. 
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Figure 4.5: Immunofluorescence microscopy of endogenous hnRNPUL2 and
topoisomerase II in synchronised NIH3T3 cells. Cells were fixed at the
indicated number of hours following release from cell-cycle arrest. 
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Figure 4.6: Quantification of colocalisation between hnRNPUL2,
topoisomerase II, and DNA in synchronised cell time series images. Variation
of colocalisation metrics over the time series depicted in figure 4.5 are shown. The
raw data for each cell is depicted, with most time points featuring only one or two
cells.
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Figure 4.7: The colocalisation of hnRNPUL2 and topoisomerase II correlated
with their individual colocalisations with the chromatin. This figure depicts a
correlation matrix representing the Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the
colocalisation metrics depicted in figure 4.6. Black boxes mark the correlation
coefficients demonstrating the correlation between the individual colocalisation
metrics of hnRNPUL2 and topoisomerase II with the condensed DNA. 
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4.4 Preparation of hnRNPUL2 knockdown cell lines.
In order to examine the effects of hnRNPUL2 on topoisomerase II, the ability to 

perturb hnRNPUL2 expression was desired. Cells stably expressing shRNAmirs 

directed against hnRNPUL2 were prepared using the LMP shRNAmir constructs 

described earlier. The expression of hnRNPUL2 was then evaluated using qPCR.

As shown in figure 4.8, β-actin was used as a reference gene and 

differential expression levels of hnRNPUL2 were calculated using the ΔΔ-Ct 

method (Pfaffl, 2001). Efficiencies of amplification of β-actin and hnRNPUL2 were 

calculated to be 1.86 and 1.89 respectively. The ΔCt values between empty-LMP 

vector control and the hnRNPUL2 1647 shRNAmir construct were 2.64 and 1.29 

for hnRNPUL2 and β-actin respectively, which, combined with the calculated 

efficiencies gave a relative expression level of 44.2% in the knockdown cell line 

relative to the control, with a 95% confidence interval for this value spanning 

from 38% to 50%.

4.5 The effect of hnRNPUL2 on topoisomerase II activity.
The decatenation assay was used to assess the effect of hnRNPUL2 

expression on topoisomerase II activity in cell extracts. Initially, the quantities of 

nuclear extract were titrated in 30 minute long reactions, to identify the amount 

of protein that would convert approximately half of the kDNA. It was found that 

150ng of protein extract produced appropriate amounts of decatenation in these 

reactions. Subsequent experiments were performed as a time series using 150ng 

of protein in each reaction.

Overexpression of hnRNPUL2 produced a slight increase in decatenation 
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activity, although this increase was not statistically significant (Figures 4.9A & C). 

The decatenation activity in lysates prepared from hnRNPUL2 knockdown cells 

was significantly lower than in those prepared from empty-vector control cells 

(Figures 4.9B & D). Two complete replicates were performed for each 

decatenation experiment and their combined data is depicted in Figures 4.9C and 

4.9 D.
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Figure 4.8: qPCR validation of hnRNPUL2 knockdown. Efficiency curves were
calculated for β-actin (A)  and hnRNPUL2 (B). The expression of hnRNPUL2 in the
knockdown cell line was calculated to be 44% of that in the control cell line (C).
The error bar represents a 95% confidence interval. 
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Figure 4.9: The decatenation assay for the measurement of topoisomerase II
activity determined the effect of hnRNPUL2 expression on enzyme activity.
(A) and (B) represent examples of agarose gels used for quantifying the
proportions of kinetoplast (kDNA) and plasmid (pDNA) DNA in decatenation
reaction mixtures. (C) and (D ) represent the mean ratios of kDNA and pDNA
within each lane of each cohort, with error bars representing 95% confidence
intervals. 
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4.6 hnRNPUL2 was not observed within the nucleoli.
In an attempt to observe the suspected colocalisation of hnRNPUL2 with 

sites of active RNA polymerase II transcription, the Click-IT Plus EdU Imaging Kit 

(Life Technologies) was used to label nascent RNA for fluorescence microscopy, 

and the labelled samples were then stained for endogenous hnRNPUL1. The 

recommended fixation methods for the labeling reaction differed from the normal 

protocol used for staining hnRNPUL2, with the secondary methanol:acetone 

fixation and permeabilisation step being omitted. This resulted in less 

preservation of the finer structures when compared with other imaging 

experiments (e.g. Figure 4.3). However, the distribution of the protein appeared to

be faithfully represented. This experiment did not meet its goal of observing the 

spatial relationship between hnRNPUL2 and polymerase II transcription sites, 

since the labelling reaction did not appear to target these sites. Instead, the 

labeled RNA occurred in punctate nuclear bodies, which appeared to be nucleoli. 

This experiment therefore lead to the incidental observation that hnRNPUL2 is 

apparently excluded from the nucleoli (Figure 4.10). 
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Figure 4.10: Click-IT labelling of RNA in NIH3T3 cells revealed the exclusion
of hnRNPUL2 from the nucleoli. hnRNPUL2 was stained less intensely within
the nucleoli compared to the surrounding nucleoplasm. 
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4.7 Development of quantitative methods for analysing 3D 
fluorescence microscopy images.

The ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012) application programming interface was

used to write a prototype Scala (Odersky & Rompf, 2014) application to address 

the goal of quantitatively analysing 3D immunofluorescence images. This 

program, with the working title of Z-image-stack-analyser (Zisa), accepts spatially 

calibrated three-channel z-stack tiff images and returns quantitative descriptions 

of each nucleus within the image. This allowed for the population statistics for 

various image parameters to be estimated, ensuring a representative description 

of the cell population is made. It also examined the full 3D image stack of each cell,

meaning that the data collected by the 3D imaging system is fully utilised. 

The steps taken by Zisa in analysing an image are depicted in figure 4.11. 

The first step performed by the application is to identify the locations of nuclei 

within each slice of the image using the ImageJ blob-detection algorithm, with the 

watershed algorithm being used to separate adjacent or overlapping nuclei 

(Vincent & Soille, 1991). It then registers these locations across the z-slices to 

define each nucleus in three dimensions. 
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 Figure 4.11: The processing steps performed by the Zisa application. 
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Figure 4.12: Performance of the Zisa autofocus algorithm for a single
nucleus. The slices are depicted with white boxes surrounding those slices
considered to be in focus (A). The intensity variance as determined by the  mean
image intensity of the Sobel-filtered blue channel is depicted for each slice with
the 85% threshold line shown in red (B). 
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The next step is to identify which slices of each nucleus are in focus. 

Because a field of view can contain multiple nuclei, which may vary in height and 

focus, it is necessary to identify for each nucleus which slices are sufficiently 

focused. This was achieved using a method based on the Tenenbaum algorithm for

autofocusing (Tenenbaum, 1971). The program used the ImageJ Sobel filter (Duda

& Hart, 1973) to detect edges within each slice of the blue (i.e. DAPI stained DNA) 

channel of the nucleus. The mean intensity of each Sobel-transformed slice was 

then measured, and those slices with intensities within 15% of the nucleus 

maximum were considered to be in focus. The performance of this autofocus 

method is depicted in figure 4.12. As an additional measure to ensure the quality 

of these first two steps, the nuclei and their retained slices are displayed on the 

screen, allowing for the user to ensure the appropriateness of the chosen nuclei 

and slices.

Following the identification of the nuclei and their constituent focused 

slices, background subtraction was performed using rolling ball subtraction 

(Sternberg, 1983), before the actual analysis of the nuclei images was performed. 

Practically any analytical image processing technique could be applied at this 

stage, but relatively simple methods were used during this project. In the future, 

more complex and state-of-the-art methods could be implemented. All parameters

estimated using Zisa were calculated on a per cell basis, with population means 

and confidence intervals being prepared subsequently.

One of the parameters examined by the program is colocalisation. 

Colocalisation is a complicated and contentious subject, and is discussed in detail 

in appendix one. In the Zisa prototype, colocalisation was measured both by the 
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Pearson correlation coefficient, and by the Mander’s coefficients. When using the 

Mander’s coefficient, the mean intensity for each channel over non-zero pixels was

used to set the threshold, with the threshold being independently calculated for 

each slice of each cell. The performance of the colocalisation metrics was 

evaluated by using Zisa to process a synthetic dataset containing known levels of 

colocalisation (Zinchuk, Y., & Grossenbacher-Zinchuk) (Figure 4.13). It was found 

that Pearson’s correlation coefficient was accurate to within 1%. The mean-

thresholded Mander’s method also produced a linear response with good, albeit 

lesser, sensitivity (Figure 4.13). In practice, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient 

was used to estimate the extent of colocalisation, and the Mander’s coefficients 

were used to estimate the proportions of each protein involved in this 

colocalisation, with the relative change in these values being compared between 

samples.

The ImageJ particle analyser feature was also used by the program to 

measure the number and average size of punctate objects within each cell, using a 

balanced histogram method to distinguish objects from the background (Ridler & 

Calvard, 
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Figure 4.13: Performance of the Zisa colocalisation methods evaluated
against a synthetic benchmark dataset. 
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1978). The ImageJ particle analyser was also used to determine the mean area 
across the slices for each nucleus.

Zisa allows explanatory variables to be incorporated, and returns a 

comma-separated-values (CSV) file containing these variables along with the 

results, with one row being used for each nucleus. This application is therefore 

intended for comparative studies, evaluating changes in populations of cells in 

response to some experimental variable. The source code of this program is 

available at https://github.com/jlln/Zisa for viewing and download, and is also 

printed in appendix two. Images intended for use with this program can be 

captured using any available level of magnification, providing that the image is 

spatially calibrated, but in practice the 40x objective lens was used exclusively to 

maximize the number of cells that could be analysed and to ensure consistency 

across samples.

            Zisa was used for all subsequent microscopy experiments, and allowed for 

more accurate and informative interpretation of the images produced. It was used 

successfully both in this chapter, as described in Section 4.8, and extensively in 

chapter five.

4.8   α  -Amanitin treatment alters the distributions of hnRNPUL2 
and Topoisomerase II.

Following the unsuccessful attempt described in 4.6 to co-stain hnRNPUL2 

and sites of RNA polymerase II activity, the connection between hnRNPUL2, 

topoisomerase II, and transcription was explored using the RNA polymerase II 

inhibitor  α-amanitin. It was hypothesised that inhibition of transcription would 

induce changes in the distributions of hnRNPUl2 and topoisomerase II, and 

possibly reveal if their association was transcription dependent.
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Treatment of asynchronous NIH3T3 cells with 40m M of α-amanitin or a 

DMSO-only control for 3 hours was followed by immunofluorescence microscopy 

with staining against endogenous hnRNPUL2 and topoisomerase II (Figure 4.14A).

These images showed that α-amanitin treatment caused a loss of the large 

heterochromatin-associated topoisomerase II puncta from the interior of the 

nucleus. However, the smaller heterochromatin-associated topoisomerase II 

puncta on the exterior of the nucleus were apparently preserved.

Quantitative image analysis was performed using Zisa revealed that 

compared with the control cells, the cells treated with α-amanitin had significantly

altered distributions of hnRNPUL2 and topoisomerase. Both proteins 

demonstrated a smaller number of puncta (Figure 4.14 B & C). The degree of 

spatial correlation between hnRNPUL2 and topoisomerase II was also slightly 

increased (Figure 4.14 D). There was no detectable difference in the colocalisation

between the DNA and either of the proteins.
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Figure 4.14: α-Amanitin treatment caused hnRNPUL2 and topoisomerase II
to adopt more diffuse distributions. Immunofluorescence microscopy revelaed
changes in the distributions of both proteins(A). Quantitative image analysis using
Zisa suggested reductions in the number of hnRNPUL2 (B) and Topoisomerase II
(C) punctate objects, as well as increases in  the spatial correlation between the
two proteins (D). 
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4.9 Discussion
 The experiments described in this chapter investigated the roles of 

hnRNPUL2 within normal nuclear metabolism, demonstrating chromatin-binding 

activities along with apparent regulatory interactions with topoisomerase II, and 

observed its localisation together with these molecules over the course of the cell 

cycle. Additionally, a novel platform for the automated analysis of widefield 

fluorescence microscopy was developed and used to assess the effect of α-

amanitin on hnRNPUL2 morphology.

hnRNPUL2 interacts with Topoisomerase IIα     and its expression level 
influences Topoisomerase II activity.

The interaction between hnRNPUL2 and topoisomerase II was confirmed 

for the topoisomerase II α isoform. However, as can be seen in figure 4.1, the 

quantities of hnRNPUL2 and topoisomerase IIα were not stoichiometric, with a 

relatively small amount of topoisomerase IIα able to pull down a large amount of 

hnRNPUL2. One explanation for this observation could be that the overexpressed 

hnRNPUL2 is linked into complexes containing large amounts of the protein. For 

example, a single RNA molecule or region of DNA could potentially bind a large 

number of hnRNPUL2 molecules. Pulling down any one of these bound molecules 

would result in all of the molecules precipitating.

Subsequent investigations revealed that perturbations to the level of 

hnRNPUL2 expression could alter the activity of topoisomerase II enzymes within 

cell lysates. The apparent difference in effect size between elevated and reduced 

expression could be a result of the biological system naturally operating close to a 

saturation point for hnRNPUL2, limiting the effect of increasing the hnRNPUL2 

concentration.
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hnRNPUL2 was observed to colocalise with both isoforms of Topoisomerase 
II within regions of condensed chromatin.

The AK5 antibody used in the immunocytochemistry of topoisomerase II 

recognizes both isoforms, which complicates the interpretation of the 

immunofluorescence images. The changes in topoisomerase II morphology 

observed over time in synchronised cells are therefore likely to represent changes

in both the relative abundance and distribution of the two isoforms. NIH3T3 cells 

are known to express approximately three times more of the β-isoform than the α-

isoform during cell cycle arrest, whereas the reverse is true during active cell 

growth. (Woessner et al., 1990). During cell cycle arrest and during interphase the

β-isoform accumulates at the chromocenters, which are large puncta in the 

interior of mice nuclei, consisting of AT-rich perinucleolar heterochromatin 

(Cowell, Papageorgiou, Padget, Watters, & Austin, 2011). This is consistent with 

the patterns of localisation observed 10 hours following release from cell cycle 

arrest. It is also known that catalytically active topoisomerase IIα localises in a 

diffuse pattern throughout the nucleus (Cowell et al., 2011), such as that seen at 

18 hours in figure 4.5. Topoisomerase IIα also accumulates during late replication 

of the heterochromatin, with the location of these bodies being biased towards the

nuclear periphery (Agostinho et al., 2004). This is consistent with the morphology 

observed at 20 hours in figure 4.5. It can therefore be said that hnRNPUL2 

appeared to colocalise with topoisomerase IIα in the nucleoplasm and at 

replicating heterochromatin, as well as with the b-isoform at chromocenters. 

However, there were also patterns of morphology in which hnRNPUL2 was 

excluded from topoisomerase II puncta (Figure 4.4C), suggesting that the 

mechanisms determining the localisation of the two proteins are independent.
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Analysis of the quantitative colocalisation data produced using JaCoP 

revealed two main observations, although the small sample size means that these 

results are not conclusive. Firstly almost all of the topoisomerase II was able to 

colocalise with hnRNPUL2, but there was always a portion of hnRNPUL2 that did 

not colocalise with topoisomerase II. This pattern was also observed for the 

colocalisation of hnRNPUL2 with the heterochromatin. These observations could 

be either due to a natural excess of hnRNPUL2 saturating available binding sites 

within the region of colocalisation, or due to competition to recruit hnRNPUL2 

from other areas of the nucleus.  A natural excess of hnRNPUL2 relative to 

topoisomerase II could explain the limited effect of overexpressing hnRNPUL2 on 

topoisomerase II activity.

The second observation was that the colocalisation of hnRNPUL2 and 

topoisomerase II was observed more frequently in the presence of condensed 

chromatin. This suggests that hnRNPUL2 might promote some topoisomerase II 

dependent process involving the heterochromatin.

hnRNPUL2 is not recruited to the nucleoli, but its localisation is influenced 
by transcription.

The relationship between hnRNPUL2 and transcription was investigated 

by using the Click-IT EdU RNA imaging kit. It was unfortunate that the Click-IT 

labeling reaction appeared to exclusively label the nucleoli rather than nascent 

hnRNA. This could be due to the relatively low proliferation rates of the NIH3T3 

cells that were used, or it could potentially be an inherent bias of the EdU labeling 

process, although no reports of such a bias were found in the literature. What this 

experiment did reveal was that hnRNPUL2 was not recruited to the nucleoli, since 

the labeled regions stained with hnRNPUL2 at a substantially lower intensity than 
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the surrounding nucleoplasm. This is entirely unsurprising, since the nucleoli are 

mostly devoid of chromatin, and hnRNPUL2 was demonstrated to be chromatin – 

associated.

In order to assess any possible link between hnRNPUL2 and transcription, 

the effect of α-amanitin was investigated. α-amanitin is an amatoxin that inhibits 

transcription by RNA polymerases II and III, meaning that it prevents the 

synthesis of the hnRNA and disrupts the nucleoli (Kedinger & Simard, 1974).

This treatment with α-amanitin reduced the sizes of the nucleoli and 

topoisomerase II puncta from the nuclear interior. However, the heterochromatin-

associated topoisomerase II puncta at the periphery of the nuclei were retained, 

and it is thought that these could represent sites of heterochromatin replication. 

hnRNPUL2 was excluded from many of these puncta in both untreated and α-

amanitin treated cells.

Multi-cell statistics as measured using Zisa suggested that that number of 

defined hnRNPUL2 and topoisomerase II puncta were both reduced in α-amanitin 

treated cells (Figures 4.14 B & C), providing a definite indication for the 

localisation of hnRNPUL2 being influenced by active transcription. Additionally, 

the spatial correlation between the two proteins was slightly elevated (Figure 

4.14 D). This is most likely due to random overlap resulting from the more 

dispersed distributions adopted by the two proteins, but it could also be due to 

the proteins being released from other structures (e.g. nucleoli in the case of 

topoisomerase II and nascent mRNA in the case of hnRNPUL2), freeing the 

proteins to associate with each other.
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Summary

            The results described in this chapter revealed that hnRNPUL2 interacts 

with the chromatin and topoisomerase II. Furthermore, hnRNPUL2 dynamically 

colocalises with these molecules over the course of the cell cycle, and in fact 

regulates topoisomerase II enzyme activity. Additionally, evidence of a 

transcription-dependent mechanism for hnRNPUL2 localisation was identified. 

Therefore, while the precise nature of its function is unclear, hnRNPUL2 has an 

apparent role in the regulation of DNA topology, with a probable connection to 

transcription.
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Chapter   Five. The role of hnRNPUL2 in
the DNA damage response

In this chapter, investigations into the role of hnRNPUL2 in the DNA damage 

response are described. These experiments revealed that hnRNPUL2 plays a far 

more extensive role in the DNA damage response than had previously been 

reported. 

Initially, based on the effect of hnRNPUL2 on topoisomerase II activity (as 

detailed in the previous chapter), it was thought that hnRNPUL2 expression levels 

might influence the potency of the chemotherapeutic drug etoposide. Etoposide is 

known as a topoisomerase II “poison”, because it blocks the religation step of the 

enzyme’s catalytic cycle, leading to an accumulation of double-stranded DNA 

breakages that result in cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. Since sensitivity to 

etoposide is influenced by cellular topoisomerase II catalytic activity (Olive, 

Durand, Banath, & Evans, 1991), it was thought that hnRNPUL2 expression might 

correlate with etoposide sensitivity. Surprisingly, hnRNPUL2 expression was in 

fact inversely correlated with sensitivity to etoposide.

This finding, combined with the publication of a report describing a role for

hnRNPUL2 in homology mediated DNA repair (Polo et al., 2012), prompted an 

effort to investigate if the effect of hnRNPUL2 on etoposide sensitivity was in fact 

mediated via changes in double-stranded DNA repair.  The final goals of this 

chapter were therefore to investigate the effect of hnRNPUL2 on the overall 

cellular kinetics of double-strand breakage repair, and to use immunofluorescence

microscopy to observe changes in hnRNPUL2 morphology in response to the 

induction of DNA damage.
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            The results described in this chapter identify novel roles for hnRNPUL2, 

both as a positive regulator of double stranded DNA damage repair, and as a 

regulatory target of the DNA damage response.

5.1 hnRNPUL2 expression influences proliferation rates in the 
presence of etoposide.

            The ability of hnRNPUL2 expression to influence sensitivity to etoposide 

was assessed by measuring the proliferation rates of cells with perturbed 

hnRNPUL2 expression in the presence of etoposide.

HEK-293T cells were transiently transfected with pcDNA3-hnRNPUL2 or 

empty pcDNA3, with three wells of a six well plate being used for each plasmid. 

After 24 hours, the cells were trypsinised and reseeded into 96 well plate wells, 

and treated with 0,10, or 20 mM of etoposide for 48 hours. The relative 

proliferation rates of these cells were then evaluated using the MTT assay. As 

shown in figure 5.1A, when compared to the empty vector control, the cells 

overexpressing hnRNPUL2 sustained higher proliferation rates in the presence of 

etoposide.

The shRNAmir knockdown cell line and the LMP empty vector contro line 

described in section 4.4 were each seeded into 96 well plate wells and grown for 

48 hours in the presence of 0, 5, 10, or 20 mM of etoposide. The relative 

proliferation rates of these cells were then measured using the WST1 assay. As 

shown in figure 5.1B, when compared to the hnRNPUL2 knockdown cell line, the 

empty-vector control cell line sustained higher proliferation rates in the presence 

of etoposide.l 
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Figure 5.1 : Perturbation of hnRNPUL2 expression altered the ability of
HEK293T cells to proliferate in the presence of etoposide. Overexpression of
hnRNPUL2 resulted in higher proliferation rates (A), while shRNAmir-mediated
knockdown cells demonstrated impaired proliferation (B). Error bars represent
95% confidence intervals.
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5.2 hnRNPUL2 ovexpression increases      the rate of double-strand 
break repair as measured by H2AX phosphorylation.

            Flow cytometric assessment of H2AX phosphorylation was used to monitor 

the accumulation and repair of DNA damage during bleomycin treatment, 

comparing wild type and hnRNPUL2-transfected cells. Bleomycin was chosen 

because it induces double-strand breakages without the involvement of 

topoisomerase II. Instead, it reacts directly with the DNA to induce strand 

breakage (Hecht, 2000).

NIH3T3 cells were transfected using lipofectamine either with pcDNA3 or 

with pcDNA3-hnRNPUL2, using three wells of a six well plate each. After 24 hours,

the cells were trypsinised, with each well being used to seed two wells of a six well

plate, giving a total of six wells for each plasmid that was transfected. Of these six 

wells, two wells each were assigned to the untreated, treated, and recovery 

groups. Bleomycin was added to cultures in the treated and recovery groups to a 

concentration of 20mg/mL, and the cells incubated for two hours under normal 

culture conditions. After two hours, the media in the recovery group was 

exchanged with fresh DMEM + 10% FBS, and the cells in the untreated and treated

groups were trypsinised and fixed according to the protocol provided with the 

Muse H2AX dual detection kit. Once fixed, the cells were stored on ice prior to 

staining. After a further two hours, the cells in the recovery group were also 

harvested and fixed.

The Muse H2AX dual detection kit was used to stain the cells as described 

in section 2.13.2, with a portion of the cells being used for single staining controls 

in order to calibrate the Muse device and set gates for cells with and without 

elevated H2AX phosphorylation, according to the protocol provided with the kit. 
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The raw data from this experiment, together with the gating that was used, are 

shown in figure 5.2. The gated results were considered to conform to a binomial 

distribution (i.e. a given cell either had elevated H2AX phosphorylation, or it did 

not), allowing the Clopper Pearson method to be used to estimate confidence 

intervals for the proportions of activated cells.

Cell populations overexpressing hnRNPUL2 had lower baseline levels of 

H2AX phosphorylation and accumulated less H2AX phosphorylation in response 

to bleomycin treatment (Figure 5.3A). When the relative rates of change in 

activated H2AX proportions for each cohort were calculated, it was found that 

cells overexpressing hnRNPUL2 had lower damage rates and higher recovery 

rates than the empty vector control, with the difference being greater between the

recovery rates than the damage rates (Figure 5.3B).
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Figure 5.2: hnRNPUL2 overexpression in NIH3T3 cells caused changes in
bleomycin-induced DNA damage accumulation and repair, as measured by
flow cytometric measurement of the levels of overall and phosphorylated
H 2 A X . The extent of H2AX phosphorylation was lower in hnRNPUL2
overexpressing cells prior to treatment (Untreated), after two hours of treatment
(Treated), and two hours after treatment ceased (Recovery). The gates depicted
were used to define cell populations with and without elevated H2AX
phosphorylation. 
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Figure 5.3: Cells overexpressing hnRNPUL2 repaired DNA damage more
quickly than control cells. Comparison of the cell populations depicted in figure
5.2 revealed that the number of cells with elevated H2AX phosphorylation was
significantly lower for cultures overexpressing hnRNPUL2 at all stages of
treatment and recovery (A). Comparison of the rates of change revealed that for
cells overexpressing hnRNPUL2 the damage rate was significantly lowered, and
the recovery rate was significantly elevated, with the effect size being larger for
the recovery rate (B). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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5.3 hnRNPUL2 levels increase in response to DNA damage, and 
hnRNPUL2 accumulates at a subset of γH2AX foci

Immunofluorescence microscopy was performed to observe the effect of 

DNA damage on the localisation of hnRNPUL2 and γH2AX. Asynchronous and 

actively dividing NIH3T3 cells were treated with bleomycin in a time series 

experiment, before being stained for endogenous hnRNPUL2 and γH2AX. An 

initial trial was performed using 20mg/mL of bleomycin, with samples being 

collected over four hours of treatment. As can be seen in figure 5.4, significant 

changes occurred in the morphology of hnRNPUL2, including in its colocalisation 

with γH2AX. 

In order to more accurately define these changes, a quantitative 

description of the images was required. The untreated and 2.5 hour samples of the

experiment were re-imaged, collecting a larger sample size suitable for analysis 

with Zisa. The analysis as shown in figure 5.5 revealed that γH2AX staining 

intensity was significantly increased, as was hnRNPUL2 staining intensity. The 

Pearson correlation coefficient between the two proteins was significantly 

decreased, however.

The dynamics of this change were further investigated in two subsequent 

time-series experiments, which were fully analysed using Zisa, one using a higher 

dosage (20μg/mL) of bleomycin, and one using a lower dosage (10μg/mL) 

(example images from this dataset are depicted in figure 5.6). A large number of 

images at 40x magnification were acquired for each time point in order to 

maximize sample size for quantitative analysis. Samples were taken prior to 

treatment and then at regular intervals,. The time points were varied between the 

two treatment regimes, based on the expectation that higher dosages would 
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produce faster changes, and with the goal of capturing as much meaningful 

information as possible while limiting the number of samples to a manageable 

quantity. The samples were processed for imaging as described in section 2.11.1. 

Quantitative analysis of these images was subsequently performed using 

Zisa (which is described in section 4.7). As shown in figures 5.7A & B, treatment 

with bleomycin induced a significant increase in histone H2AX phosphorylation 

intensity. It can also be seen that the higher bleomycin dosage induced a more 

rapid increase in γH2AX, as shown in figure 5.7. 

As can be seen in figures 5.8 hnRNPUL2 staining intensity also increases in 

response to bleomycin treatment, and, like γH2AX, the rate of increase was faster 

in cells receiving larger doses of bleomycin. However both treatment regimes 

produced peak levels of hnRNPUL2 between one and two hours after treatment 

began.

Colocalisation of hnRNPUL2 with γH2AX foci could be visually observed, 

with examples of overlapping puncta visible in figure 5.4 at most time points. 

However, there was considerable variation in the extent of colocalisation, both 

between cells and between γH2AX foci within individual cells. Population studies 

performed using Zisa revealed that treatment with bleomycin significantly alters 

the colocalisation metrics for hnRNPUL2 and γH2AX, and that the pattern of this 

change differs according to the dosage of bleomycin.  

The variation over time of the spatial correlation between hnRNPUL2 and 

γH2AX as measured by Pearson’s correlation coefficient differed considerably 

between the two treatment regimes. In cells receiving a higher dosage this value 

remained constant during the first 90 minutes of treatment, 
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Figure 5.4: hnRNPUL2 was visually observed to change morphology and
colocalise with a subset of γH2AX foci during the induction of DNA damage.
Endogenous hnRNPUL2 visualised in NIH3T3 cells treated with 20μg/mL
bleomycin was observed to partially colocalise with γH2AX foci. Example images
from untreated (UT) and cells treated for various durations are depicted. These
example images serve to illustrate the most radical changes in hnRNPUL2
morphology observed in the experiment, but do not represent the overall
population.
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then was statistically significantly increased during the recovery phase (Figure 

5.9). Cells receiving a lower dosage showed an overall downward trend for this 

value over the duration of treatment, without ever achieving a statistically 

significant difference, and then remained constant during the recovery stage 

(Figure 5.9). 

The proportion of γH2AX that was overlapping with hnRNPUL2 is 

significantly increased by both treatment regimes. The cells that received a higher 

dosage of bleomycin appeared to reach peak overlap later than those that received

a lower dosage (Figure 5.9). Furthermore, the value of maximum overlap was 

higher in cells that received a lower dosage. 

The proportion of hnRNPUL2 that was overlapping with γH2AX decreased 

from its starting value under both treatment regimes. However, they differed in 

that the decrease of this value occurred earlier in the cells receiving a higher 

dosage of bleomycin  compared to those receiving a lower dosage (Figure 5.9). 
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Figure 5.5: The induction of DNA damage caused both γH2AX and hnRNPUL2
to accumulate, but caused a drop in overall spatial correlation between the
two molecules. Quantitative imaging results following 2.5 hours of treatment of
NIH3T3 cells with 10 μg/mL of bleomycin revealed that (A) γH2AX staining
intensity was significantly increased across the cell population, as was (B)
hnRNPUL2 staining intensity, while the Pearson correlation coefficient (C)
between the two proteins was decreased. Error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals.
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Figure 5.6: DNA damage induction caused changes in the morphology of
endogenous hnRNPUL2. Example images from a time series of NIH3T3 cells
treated with 10μg/mL bleomycin are depicted. Media was exchanged at 4 hours to
remove bleomycin. 
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Figure 5.7A: Accumulation of hnRNPUL2 and γH2AX in response to
treatment with 20 μg/mL of bleomycin. The red dashed line indicates the start
of treatment, and the blue dashed line indicates the moment when media was
exchanged to remove the bleomycin. Values are calculated relative to the initial
measurement at zero hours. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
Figure continues on facing page.
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Figure 5.7B: Accumulation of hnRNPUL2 and γH2AX in response to
treatment with 10 μg/mL of bleomycin. The red dashed line indicates the start
of treatment, and the blue dashed line indicates the moment when media was
exchanged to remove the bleomycin. Values are calculated relative to the initial
measurement at zero hours. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 5.8: The rates of DNA damage and hnRNPUL2 accumulation are
proportional. Comparison of the two datasets depicted in figure 5.7 revealed
that, as expected, γH2AX accumulates more quickly with a higher bleomycin
dosage (left panel). The accumulation of hnRNPUL2 was also seen to occur more
quickly with a higher dosage (right panel). The shaded regions represent a 95%
confidence interval based on the interpolated data.
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Figure 5.9A: Changes in colocalisation metrics for hnRNPUL2 and γH2AX
during treatment with 20 μg/mL of bleomycin. The overall spatial correlation
between the two proteins increased (top panel), while the proportion of  γH2AX
overlapping hnRNPUL2 also increased slightly (middle panel), and the proportion
of hnRNPUL2 overlapping  γH2AX fell slightly  (bottom panel). Figure continues
on facing page.
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Figure 5.9B: Changes in colocalisation metrics for hnRNPUL2 and γH2AX
during treatment with 10 μg/mL of bleomycin. The overall spatial correlation
between the two proteins decreased, but not significantly (top panel), while the
proportion of  γH2AX overlapping hnRNPUL2 increased  (middle panel), and the
proportion of hnRNPUL2 overlapping  γH2AX fell slightly (bottom panel). 
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5.4 Discussion
            This chapter investigated the role of hnRNPUL2 in DNA damage repair, and 

demonstrated two novel properties of the protein in this context. Firstly, 

hnRNPUL2 expression was demonstrated to influence sensitivity to double-

strand-breakage inducing agents. Secondly, treatment with these agents was 

shown to induce an accumulation of hnRNPUL2 within the nucleus. These findings

point to a far more significant role for hnRNPUL2 in the DNA damage response 

than previously described in the literature.

hnRNPUL2 enhances DNA damage repair

The results described in sections 5.1 and 5.2 indicate that hnRNPUL2 

expression is inversely correlated with sensitivity to DNA double-strand breakage 

inducing agents. Since this effect occurred both with bleomycin and etoposide, it is

probably not due to hnRNPUL2-related changes in the activation of etoposide by 

topoisomerase II. Furthermore, observation of the effects of hnRNPUL2 

overexpression on the rates of damage accumulation and repair suggested that 

this effect is mediated by an enhancement of repair processes rather than an 

avoidance of damage being incurred. 

It is also important when considering these results to note the limitations 

of H2AX phosphorylation as a metric for DNA damage and repair. Under certain 

circumstances, H2AX phosphorylation can occur in the absence of DNA damage, 

including mitosis and serum starvation (Cleaver et al., 2011). An alternative 

approach would be to measure the damage to the DNA directly, for example by 

using the comet assay (Singh et al., 1988).
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hnRNPUL2 associates with γH2AX, and hnRNPUL2 levels increase in 
response to DNA damage

Immunofluorescence microscopy experiments, performed as a time series 

over the course of bleomycin administration, revealed that hnRNPUL2 formed 

puncta at a portion of γH2AX sites. Analysis of two of the time points in this 

original series using Zisa indicated that damage led to increased levels of γH2AX, 

as expected. Levels of hnRNPUL2 were also increased following damage, while the

spatial correlation between the two proteins was decreased. This decrease in 

correlation initially seemed paradoxical, given that hnRNPUL2 was expected to 

exert its effects at the sites of damage.

Two subsequent time series experiments confirmed that the levels of 

hnRNPUL2 increased following DNA damage, with the extent and rate of increase 

being proportional to the rate of DNA damage accumulation, and with peak levels 

being observed between one and two hours following the start of treatment.

The colocalisation of hnRNPUL2 with γH2AX therefore needs to be 

considered in the context of fluctuating hnRNPUL2 and γH2AX levels. It should 

also be observed that while the Pearson correlation coefficient is falling, the 

proportion of γH2AX overlapping with hnRNPUL2 rises. Conversely, the 

proportion of hnRNPUL2 overlapping with γH2AX falls. Taken together, these 

results that rising levels of hnRNPUL2 saturate the DNA damage sites in cells with 

moderate levels of DNA damage (ie the 10μg/mL bleomycin treatment group), 

causing the overall spatial correlation in these cells to decrease. In cells with more

extensive damage (ie the 20μg/mL treatment group), the larger number of 

damage sites results in greater potential for colocalisation, meaning that the 

spatial correlation increases.
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Summary

hnRNPUL2 appears to be involved in the double-stranded DNA breakage 

response. The expression levels of the protein were shown to influence sensitivity 

to double strand breakages, with overexpression enhancing the damage repair 

process. Furthermore, endogenous levels of hnRNPUL2 were shown to increase 

soon after DNA damage induction in a dose dependent fashion. hnRNPUL2 was 

therefore shown to participate in the DNA damage response, and to have a DNA – 

damage dependent regulatory mechanism controlling its nuclear abundance. 
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Chapter 6: General Discussion
While the exact function of hnRNPUL2 is yet to be revealed, the discoveries 

described in this thesis suggest an interesting role for the protein in linking the 

modulation of DNA topology by topoisomerase II with the cellular response to 

double stranded DNA breakages. Furthermore, hnRNPUL2 was shown to bind to 

the chromatin, and to be subject to the regulation of its intranuclear distribution 

by transcription. In addition to these biological findings, this project demonstrated

the potential for testing hypotheses using automated quantitative analysis of cell 

populations in 3D fluorescence microscopy images.

 

6.1 hnRNPUL2 is a regulator of topoisomerase II activity
            As described in chapter four, hnRNPUL2 interacts with topoisomerase IIα, 

and also probably with topoisomerase IIβ. Evidence of colocalisation with both 

isoforms was seen, with indications that the α-isoform colocalises with hnRNPUL2

at certain times on the euchromatin, and at other times at sites of late 

heterochromatin replication. There was also evidence that hnRNPUL2 colocalises 

with the β-isoform at the chromocenters. Based on these observations hnRNPUL2 

could potentially facilitate topoisomerase II activity at sites of both replication and

transcription, and interact with both isoforms of the enzyme.

It was found that hnRNPUL2 expression levels positively influenced 

topoisomerase II enzyme activity in cell extracts. However, in the absence of 

purified hnRNPUL2 with which to establish a reconstituted experimental system, 

it was not possible to identify if this effect was mediated by one or both of the 

topoisomerase II isoforms. The possibility should also be considered that the 
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varying topoisomerase II activity observed in response to changing hnRNPUL2 

expression levels was due to a corresponding change in topoisomerase II 

expression, rather than a protein-protein interaction mediated regulatory 

mechanism. The differences in effect size between the overexpression and 

knockdown of hnRNPUL2 suggests that under normal conditions, the mechanism 

by which hnRNPUL2 regulates topoisomerase II is close to its saturation point. 

The association of hnRNPUL2 with topoisomerase II should also be 

considered in the context of the hnRNPUL2 chromatin binding activity, which is 

most likely mediated by its SAP domain. In the literature, both the SAP domain 

and topoisomerase II have been reported to preferentially bind and operate at 

scaffold attachment regions. hnRNPUL2 might therefore promote the activity of 

topoisomerase II at these sites.

It is interesting that both hnRNPUL2 and hnRNP-U have the ability to 

regulate topoisomerase II activity, when, as described in chapter three, they differ 

in the C-terminal region responsible for this function in hnRNP-U. This difference, 

and the lack of apparent C-terminal RNA binding features in hnRNPUL2 is also 

interesting when the effect of α-amanitin is considered. The inhibition of 

transcription using α-amanitin caused changes in the distribution of hnRNPUL2 

and topoisomerase II. Like topoisomerase II, hnRNPUL2 was seen to adopt a more 

diffuse distribution upon transcriptional inhibition. This result could indicate that 

transcription-dependent localisation of topoisomerase II in turn influences the 

localisation of hnRNPUL2, or vice-versa. For example, hnRNPUL2 might be 

recruited to chromatin modified by transcription dependent processes, thereby 

promoting the activity of  topoisomerase II within these regions. One model of 
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such a system would be if the accumulation of tension within the chromatin 

enhances hnRNPUL2 binding, which would then serve to direct topoisomerase II 

to regions of the DNA with accumulated torsional strain. 

 Alternatively, hnRNPUL2 and topoisomerase II could be independently 

recruited to actively transcribed regions. This would be consistent with reports of 

the association of hnRNPUL 1 & 2 with the nascent RNA (Polo et al., 2012). In this 

case, hnRNPUL2 might be recruited to the nascent RNA by hnRNPUL1, which 

could bind RNA via its C-terminal RGG repeats. The possibility that hnRNPUL2 

binds RNA directly via some unidentified binding motif should also be considered.

 

6.2 The role of hnRNPUL2 in      the DNA damage response
The results obtained in chapter five indicate a substantial role for 

hnRNPUL2 in the DNA damage response, with the protein being both a positive 

regulator of double-stranded DNA breakage repair, and a regulatory target of the 

DNA damage response. Such a role would significantly exceed that which has been

previously described for the protein.

As described in chapter five, the expression level of hnRNPUL2 influenced 

sensitivity to double-strand-breakage inducing compounds, with this apparently 

being mediated by an increase in the damage repair rate. As described in chapter 

one, there are also indications of hnRNPUL2 interacting with damage repair-

associated proteins, including BLM, XPC, and TDG. The probable interaction of 

hnRNPUL2 with topoisomerase IIβ could also play a role, since as described, 

topoisomerase IIβ is involved in DNA damage repair. There is also the known role 

of the hnRNPUL2 proteins in enhancing BLM helicase recruitment and activation 
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during DNA repair, and this is one possible mechanism underlying its ability to 

enhance the DNA damage repair process. 

However, the significant change in repair efficiency induced by hnRNPUL2 

expression suggests that HR may not be solely responsible. Comparisons between 

HR and NHEJ in the literature indicate that NHEJ is used approximately 18 times 

more often than HR in actively dividing cells (Mao, Bozzella, Seluanov, & 

Gorbunova, 2008). Additionally, it is reported that HR takes at least seven hours, 

whereas NHEJ could be completed within as little as 30 minutes (Mao et al., 2008).

This is also consistent with earlier reports stating that hnRNPUL2 is recruited to 

sites of DNA damage at all stages of the cell cycle (Polo et al., 2012).

The presence of predicted pADR binding and caspase-3 cleavage sites 

within hnRNPUL2 are relevant to a possible function in DNA damage repair. 

Several DNA damage repair proteins, including PARP1 (Lazebnik, Kaufmann, 

Desnoyers, Poirier, & Earnshaw, 1994), DNA-PKcs (Casciola-Rosen, 1995; Song et 

al., 1996), and MDC1 (Solier & Pommier, 2011) are subject to cleavage by caspase-

3 during apoptosis. Similarly, pADR binding is a common feature of proteins 

recruited to sites of DNA damage, as described in chapter one. Since this feature is 

absent in hnRNPUL1, hnRNPUL2 could be responsible for recruiting both proteins

to sites of DNA damage. The rapid (<1 minute) recruitment of hnRNPUL 1 & 2 to 

sites of DNA damage described in earlier publications (Polo et al., 2012) is also 

consistent with a PARP/pADR dependent recruitment mechanism.

Observation of hnRNPUL2 staining intensity during the induction of 

double-stranded DNA breakages revealed that the levels of the protein increase in 

response to damage accumulation. Since the results indicating elevated 
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hnRNPUL2 levels following DNA damage were produced with only a single (and 

novel) technique, the possibility also cannot be discounted that this effect is an 

experimental artifact. However, working on the assumption that these results are 

valid, their implications can be discussed. The rapidity of this increase suggests a 

post-transcriptional or post-translational regulatory mechanism. Regulation of 

protein levels independently of transcription occurs for many DNA damage 

responsive genes (Jackman, Alamo, & Fornace, 1994; Reinhardt, Cannell, 

Morandell, & Yaffe, 2011). It has been suggested that since DNA damage 

potentially can impair transcription, modulating damage responses at these stages

ensures that the induction of damage responsive genes will not be compromised 

(McKay, 2014).

The consequences of hnRNPUL2 accumulation following DNA damage can 

be considered both in terms of its roles in DNA damage repair, and also its known 

roles in regulating Mlf1 localisation. As discussed in chapter one, the hnRNPUL1 & 

2 proteins have an established role in facilitating end resection in homology-

mediated repair. Additional putative interactions with TDG and XPC, as described 

in chapter one suggest that hnRNPUL2 could have roles in the BER and NER 

pathways. Finally, the discovery of regulatory interaction of hnRNPUL2 with 

topoisomerase II, combined with the roles of topoisomerase II in DNA damage 

repair described in chapter one, provides another link between hnRNPUL2 and 

DNA damage repair. The upregulation of hnRNPUL2 levels following DNA damage 

could therefore serve to enhance DNA damage repair. This theory is consistent 

with the results reported in chapter five, in which ectopic hnRNPUL2 

overexpression enhances the rate of DNA damage repair. Under this view, the 

ectopic overexpression of hnRNPUL2 provides a “head start” in responding to 
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DNA damage, enhancing the repair process by avoiding the normal latency 

involved in increasing hnRNPUL2 levels following damage induction. 

The consequences of damage-induced hnRNPUL2 accumulation could also 

relate to its effect on Mlf1. As described in chapter one, Mlf1 is capable of inducing 

cell cycle arrest by activating p53, and this effect is potentiated if Mlf1 localises to 

the nucleoplasm, but not the nucleolus. Since the overexpression of hnRNPUL2 

induces a redistribution of Mlf1 into the nucleus, it is possible that the damage-

induced accumulation of hnRNPUL2 causes a similar effect. The observation that 

hnRNPUL2 is apparently excluded from the nucleolus as described in chapter four 

supports this theory.

This would mean that the accumulation of hnRNPUL2 in response to DNA 

damage could recruit Mlf1 into the nucleus, leading to p53 activation and cell cycle

arrest. This raises the question as to how ectopic hnRNPUL2 overexpression 

caused higher sustained proliferation rates during the induction of DNA damage 

by etoposide, as described in chapter five. These experiments were performed in 

HEK-293T cells, which express the large T antigen of the SV40 virus, resulting in 

inactivation of the p53 pathway (Ali & DeCaprio, 2001; DuBridge et al., 1987).  

Overexpression of hnRNPUL2 in 293T cells could therefore enhance their ability 

to repair etoposide induced DNA damage without increasing DNA-damaged 

induced cell cycle arrest.

The role of hnRNPUL2 in the DNA damage response was also investigated 

by observing its colocalisation with γH2AX foci during damage induction and 

repair. Quantitative analysis and direct observation of colocalisation revealed 

significant changes in colocalisation over the course of bleomycin treatment, with 
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hnRNPUL2 recruitment to sites of DNA damage being observed. The mechanism 

for this recruitment is unknown, but the putative pADR binding site is the most 

likely candidate. These experiments also indicated that changes in γH2AX and 

hnRNPUL2 intensity often coincide with significant changes in the extent of 

colocalisation, supporting the notion that the damage induced accumulation of 

hnRNPUL2 could have a function within the DNA damage response. The 

chromatin and RNA binding activities of hnRNPUL2 might delay its mobilisation to

the damage sites, meaning that only a small proportion of hnRNPUL2 can be 

mobilised to the damaged regions prior to its damage-induced accumulation. This 

is consistent with earlier studies which reported that the inhibition of 

transcription drastically enhanced the mobilisation of hnRNPUL1 & 2 to damage 

sites (Polo et al., 2012).

The hnRNPUL2 - γH2AX colocalisation results described in this thesis differ

from those described in previous studies (Polo et al., 2012), which reported that 

hnRNPUL2 was primarily excluded from sites of damage, and, that when the 

protein was recruited to these sites, it subsequently dissociated within a few 

minutes. However, this could be explained by differences in experimental 

technique and design. Prior studies tracked ectopically expressed GFP-hnRNPUL2 

fusion proteins, typically in the 30 minutes following laser-induced damage. The 

experiments described here observed endogenous protein and γH2AX during 

bleomycin induced DNA damage, with observations being made over several 

hours, which could potentially explain the diverging results. 

6.3 Implications for the overall function of hnRNPUL2
The results obtained in this project indicate that hnRNPUL2 is involved in 

both the management of DNA topology by topoisomerase II and the DNA damage 
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response. hnRNPUL2 therefore appears to have a function that interlinks these 

two systems.  There are many observations in the literature that  circumstantially 

connect these two systems. As described in chapter one, topoisomerase II is 

known to associate with sites of replication and transcription  (Agostinho et al., 

2004; Mondal & Parvin, 2001). The single sided breakages arising from stalled 

replication forks are predominantly repaired by HR (Arnaudeau, Lundin, & 

Helleday, 2001). There is also evidence that active transcription start sites have 

increased damage rates (Seo et al., 2012). Topoisomerase II is therefore active at 

sites prone to DNA damage. Evidence in the literature is however limited 

regarding the functional links between topoisomerase II and the DNA damage 

response. The results presented here suggest that hnRNPUL2 has a function that 

links these two systems, and suggest several hypotheses as to how this could 

occur.  The association of hnRNPUL2 with topoisomerase II might serve both to 

regulate topoisomerase II activity, and also to expedite the repair of the so-called 

fragile sites associated with topoisomerase II activity. Another possibility to 

consider is reports of the involvement of topoisomerase IIβ in several DNA 

damage repair pathways, as described in chapter one. The association of 

hnRNPUL2 with topoisomerase II could therefore facilitate the participation of 

topoisomerase II in DNA repair. Finally, hnRNPUL2 might facilitate the 

participation of topoiosmerase II in the DNA damage induced chromatin 

remodeling described in chapter one.

6.4 The value of quantitative image analysis 
Many of the conclusions drawn from the data produced in these 

experiments relied on the ability to quantitatively describe immunofluorescence 

images. The quantitative methods developed during this project provided two 
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main outcomes. The first outcome is eliminating subjectivity in the interpretation 

of microscopy images.  The second outcome was ensuring representativeness, or 

the confidence that a measurement truly describes a sample. By examining every 

focused slice of a 3D image of a cell, one can be confident that the calculated 

metric is representative of the entire cell. Similarly, by examining a large number 

of individual cells from each sample, one can achieve confidence that the overall 

result is representative of the population. This combination of objective analysis 

and representativeness provided a powerful tool for extending the ability of 

widefield immunofluorescence microscopy to address biological questions.

6.5 Future Directions
Like most investigations of biology, the work described in this thesis raises 

more questions than answers, and opens several lines of inquiry worthy of future 

pursuit.

The accumulation of hnRNPUL2 in response to DNA damage should be 

confirmed using a secondary technique, and it should be discerned if this 

accumulation of hnRNPUL2 causes Mlf1 to be redistributed into the nucleus, 

leading to p53 activation. Additionally, the mechanism of this accumulation could 

be investigated using inhibitors of proteolysis, translation, and transcription.

The repair mechanisms enhanced by hnRNPUL2 overexpression should be 

identified. Reporter assays (Mao et al., 2008), or mutant cell lines with 

individually compromised repair pathways could be used for this purpose.

The function of the predicted pADR binding site within hnRNPUL2 should 

also be confirmed. Colocalisation between hnRNPUL2 and pADR could be 
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confirmed using immunofluorescence microscopy. Site directed mutagenesis 

could also be conducted at this site, and its effect on the ability of hnRNPUL2 to 

enhance DNA repair assessed. PARP inhibitors could also be used for this purpose.

The effect of removing the N-terminal SAP domain could also be investigated, 

confirming that this domain confers DNA binding activity and discerning its role in

controlling the distribution and functions of hnRNPUL2.

Finally, the putative interactions of hnRNPUL2 with topoisomerase IIβ XPC,

TDG, and RPL41 should also be investigated.

 

6.6 Summary
The work described in this thesis has revealed that hnRNPUL2 is a 

chromatin-binding, transcription-associated regulator of topoisomerase II and 

both a participant in, and target of, the DNA damage response.

Specifically, hnRNPUL2 was shown to interact with, colocalise with, and 

positively regulate the activity of, topoisomerase II. hnRNPUL2 overexpression 

was also shown to enhance DNA damage repair, over timescales indicating that 

NHEJ was enhanced. This expands from the previously reported role of hnRNPUL2

in HR mediated repair. Damage induced accumulation of hnRNPUL2 was also 

observed, indicating that it is a regulatory target of the DNA damage response.

While the precise role of hnRNPUL2 remains unclear, these results raise 

the possibility that it serves in a unique role to link the management of DNA 

topology with DNA damage repair.
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Appendix One: Colocalisation
Colocalisation remains a controversial topic in the literature, and there is no 

universally agreed upon best practice for its measurement. The best method for a 

particular experiment actually depends on the biological question being 

addressed. Colocalisation is a manifestation of underlying biological mechanisms 

causing two molecules to exist in close proximity to each other. In reality, two 

molecules cannot occupy the same space, but limitations in sample preparation 

and optical systems mean that spatial overlap will be observed (Bolte & 

Cordelieres, 2006). The term colocalisation actually refers to two different 

attributes; the spatial overlap between two proteins, and the spatial correlation of 

the intensity of their fluorescence signals. 

Depending on the biology of the proteins, spatial overlap can occur in the 

absence of spatial intensity correlation. For example, if two molecules interact 

directly, or if they share a binding partner, then it would be expected that not only 

would they overlap spatially, but that their intensities within the regions of 

overlap would also be spatially correlated. An alternative situation is where two 

molecules do not interact, and do not share binding partners, but instead occupy 

the same cellular compartment. In such a situation, the extent of spatial overlap 

could be high, but the spatial intensity correlation within the overlapping region 

would be low.

One of the most widely used methods to evaluate colocalisation is the 

overall spatial correlation, typically measured using Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient. Its value reflects both the extent of spatial overlap between the 

proteins, and the degree of spatial intensity correlation within the overlapping 
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regions. This measurement is applied to pixel intensity values (excluding pixels 

where both channels have a value of zero) and returns a symmetrical 

measurement for the two molecules between -1 (where the molecules are 

mutually excluded) and 1 (where the molecules are perfectly correlated by both 

localisation and intensity) (E. M. Manders, Stap, Brakenhoff, van Driel, & Aten, 

1992). 

An alternative measurement of colocalisation is known as the Mander’s 

overlap coefficient, which provides measures of spatial co-occurrence between 

molecules.  This method requires binary thresholding of the image to classify 

pixels as either background or as objects. Once objects are identified, the 

proportion of each molecule overlapping with the other molecule is calculated, 

giving a value between 0 (no overlap) and 1 (complete overlap) (E. M. M. Manders,

Verbeek, & Aten, 1993). Because the abundances of the two molecules will not be 

equal, this method is asymmetrical, and returns a separate value for each 

molecule. Because the intensity information is discarded, this measure reflects 

only the spatial overlap of the two molecules, with the spatial intensity correlation

having no influence.  The choice of thresholding method must be considered when

using the Mander’s method. For maximum reproducibility and throughput, an 

automated thresholding method must be used (Costes et al., 2004). 

Both measurements of colocalisation have weaknesses that must be considered. 

The Mander’s colocalisation method ignores low intensity pixels, and is less 

responsive to changes in colocalisation than Pearson’s correlation coefficient 

(Adler & Parmryd, 2010). Also, both methods are sensitive to background noise, 

meaning that background subtraction must be performed prior to analysis (Adler &
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Parmryd, 2010).
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Appendix Two: Zisa source code
// THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
// INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, 
// FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. 
// IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, 
// DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, 
// ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS
// IN THE SOFTWARE.

// This app is based around the ImageJ Java library. 
// Schneider, C.A., Rasband, W.S., Eliceiri, K.W. "NIH Image to ImageJ: 25 years of 
//image analysis". Nature Methods 9, 671-675, 2012.

// There are lots of functions that aren't currently used. Their definitions still 
//exist but they are never called.

import ij._
import ij.ImagePlus
import ij.IJ
import ij.plugin.ChannelSplitter
import ij.plugin.frame.RoiManager
import ij.measure.ResultsTable
import ij.plugin.filter.ParticleAnalyzer
import ij.WindowManager
import scala.collection.mutable.ArrayBuffer
import scala.collection.mutable.ListBuffer
import ij.plugin.filter.Analyzer
import scala.runtime.ScalaRunTime._
import com.github.tototoshi.csv._
import java.io._
import scala.collection.JavaConversions._
import ij.gui.WaitForUserDialog
import ij.process.ByteProcessor
import scala.util.Random.nextInt

object ISA {

  case class 
NucleiSlice(slice:Int,x_centre:Double,y_centre:Double,roi:ij.gui.Roi,area:Double)
  case class Nuclei(slices:ListBuffer[NucleiSlice])
  case class 
ProcessedRoi(slice:Int,x_centre:Double,y_centre:Double,roi:ij.gui.Roi,area:Double)

  def getListOfSubDirectories(directoryName: String): Array[String] = {
      return (new File(directoryName)).listFiles.filter(_.isDirectory).map(_.getName)
  }
  def getListOfFilesInSubDirectory(directoryName: String): Array[String] = {
      return (new 
File(directoryName)).listFiles.map(_.getName).filter(_.contains(".tif"))
  }
  def mean[T](item:Traversable[T])(implicit n:Numeric[T]) = {
    n.toDouble(item.sum) / item.size.toDouble
  }

  def variance[T](items:Traversable[T])(implicit n:Numeric[T]) : Double = {
    val itemMean = mean(items)
    val count = items.size
    val sumOfSquares = items.foldLeft(0.0d)((total,item)=>{
      val itemDbl = n.toDouble(item)
      val square = math.pow(itemDbl - itemMean,2)
      total + square
      })
    sumOfSquares / count.toDouble
  }

  def standardDeviation[T](items:Traversable[T])(implicit n:Numeric[T]) : Double = {

    scala.math.sqrt(variance(items))

  }

  def standardScores[T](items:Traversable[T])(implicit n:Numeric[T]) : 
Traversable[Double] = {
    val sample_mean = mean(items)
    val sample_standard_deviation = standardDeviation(items)
    val z_scores = items map (x => (n.toDouble(x)-
sample_mean)/sample_standard_deviation)
    return z_scores
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  }
  

  def subtractBackground(image:ij.ImagePlus,radius:Int):ImagePlus={
      for (i<-(1 until image.getStackSize)){
        image.setSlice(i)
        val str = "rolling="+radius.toString+" , slice"
        IJ.run(image,"Subtract Background...",str)
        }

      return image

    }

    def mergeNuclei(nuclei:ListBuffer[Nuclei],ro_i:ProcessedRoi):ListBuffer[Nuclei]={
    val slice = ro_i.slice
    val area = ro_i.area
    val radius = (scala.math.sqrt(area)/3.14156)
    val area_upper_limit = area*1.3
    val area_lower_limit = area*0.7
    val x = ro_i.x_centre
    val y = ro_i.y_centre
    for (n<-nuclei)
    {
      val last_slice = n.slices.last
      if (last_slice.x_centre > (x-radius) & last_slice.x_centre < (x+radius) 
        & last_slice.y_centre>(y-radius) & last_slice.y_centre < (y+radius) )
      {
        
n.slices.append(NucleiSlice(ro_i.slice,ro_i.x_centre,ro_i.y_centre,ro_i.roi,ro_i.area))
        return nuclei
      }
      
    }
    val new_nucleus = 
Nuclei(ListBuffer(NucleiSlice(ro_i.slice,ro_i.x_centre,ro_i.y_centre,ro_i.roi,ro_i.area
)))
    var new_nuclei:ListBuffer[Nuclei]=nuclei
    new_nuclei.append(new_nucleus)

    return new_nuclei  
      }

    // Identifies focussed slices within the cell/nucleus.
    def nucleiFocusser(nuclei:Nuclei,edge_mask:ij.ImagePlus):Nuclei = {
        var variance_results = new ResultsTable()
        val measurements = ij.measure.Measurements.MEAN+ij.measure.Measurements.AREA
        val analyzer= new Analyzer(edge_mask,measurements,variance_results)
        for (s<-nuclei.slices){
          edge_mask.setSlice(s.slice)
          edge_mask.setRoi(s.roi)
          analyzer.measure()
        }
        val variance_values1 = 
variance_results.getColumn(variance_results.getColumnIndex("Mean"))
        val variance_values=variance_values1.map(x => x*x)
        val area_values = 
variance_results.getColumn(variance_results.getColumnIndex("Area"))
        
        val mean_area = mean(area_values)
        val variance_threshold = 0.8*variance_values.max        
        
        val retained_slices = for ((s,i)<-nuclei.slices.zipWithIndex if 
(variance_values(i)>variance_threshold & area_values(i)>mean_area*0.7)) yield s
        
        return new Nuclei(retained_slices)
      }

    // Identifies the bounding box encompassing the cell throughout the z stack.
    def getNucleiBoundaries(nuclei:Nuclei):ij.gui.Roi={
      val start_x = for (s<-nuclei.slices) yield s.roi.getBounds().x
      val x=start_x.min
      val start_y = for(s<-nuclei.slices) yield s.roi.getBounds().y
      val y= start_y.max
      val widths = for (s<-nuclei.slices) yield s.roi.getBounds().width
      val w = widths.max
      val heights = for (s<-nuclei.slices) yield s.roi.getBounds().height
      val h = heights.max
      val bounds = new ij.gui.Roi(x,y,w,h)
      return bounds
      }
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    // Thresholded colocalization
    def applyThreshold(pixels:Seq[Int],threshold:Int):(Array[Int])={

      val thresholded_pixels = for (p<-pixels)
                    yield{
                      if (p>threshold)
                      1
                      else
                      0
                    }
      return thresholded_pixels.toArray
    }
    // Overlaps
    // Calculate nucleus mean values
    def overlapWrapper(channel_a:Seq[Array[Int]],channel_b:Seq[Array[Int]]):
(Double,Double)={
      val overlaps = channel_a.zip(channel_b) map {case (a,b) => 
overlapCoefficient(a,b)}
      val (o1,o2)= overlaps.unzip
      val mo1 = mean(o1)
      val mo2 = mean(o2)
      return (mo1,mo2)

    }

    def overlapCoefficient(pixels_a:Array[Int],pixels_b:Array[Int]):(Double,Double)={
      val intersection_array = pixels_a.zip(pixels_b) map {case(a,b)=>a+b}
      val intersections_count = (intersection_array.filter(x => x==2)).length
      val pixel_a_count = (pixels_a.filter(x => x==1)).length
      val pixel_b_count =(pixels_b.filter(x => x==1)).length
      val pixel_a_overlapping_fraction = intersections_count.toDouble/pixel_a_count
      val pixel_b_overlapping_fraction = intersections_count.toDouble/pixel_b_count
      return(pixel_a_overlapping_fraction,pixel_b_overlapping_fraction)
    }

    // Costes implementation
    // Regression A=bX+C
    def orthogonalRegression(pixels_a:Seq[Int],pixels_b:Seq[Int]):(Double,Double)={
      val line_a = regression(pixels_a,pixels_b)
      val line_b = regression(pixels_b,pixels_a)
      val m_a = line_a._1
      val c_a = line_a._2
      val m_b = 1/line_b._1
      val c_b = line_b._2/line_b._1
      val m = (m_a+m_b)/2
      val c = (c_a+c_b)/2
      return (m,c)

    }

    def regression(pixels_a:Seq[Int],pixels_b:Seq[Int]):(Double,Double)={
      val m_A = mean(pixels_a)
      val m_B = mean(pixels_b)
      val s_A = standardDeviation(pixels_a)
      val s_B = standardDeviation(pixels_b)
      val r = pearsonsCorrelationCoefficient(pixels_a,pixels_b)
      val m = r*(s_A/s_B)
      val c = m_A - m*m_B
      return (m,c)

    }

    // For ranking the pixels by intensity
    def rankSort(pixels:Seq[Int]):Seq[Int]={
      val sorted_pixels = pixels.sorted
      val unique_sorted_pixels = pixels.sorted.distinct
      val pixel_ranks = pixels.map(p=>unique_sorted_pixels.indexOf(p))
      return pixel_ranks
    }
    
    // All the nuclei in the image
    def 
costesFullImageWrapper(channel_a:List[List[Array[Int]]],channel_b:List[List[Array[Int]]
]):(List[List[Array[Int]]],List[List[Array[Int]]])={
      println("Finding threshold using Coste's method...")
      val zipped_channels = channel_a.zip(channel_b)
      val zipped_processed_channels = zipped_channels map {case 
(a,b)=>costesNuclearWrapper(a,b)}
      val (a_thresholded,b_thresholded) = zipped_processed_channels.unzip
      return (a_thresholded,b_thresholded)

    }
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    // Single Nucleus
    def costesNuclearWrapper(channel_a:List[Array[Int]],channel_b:List[Array[Int]]):
(List[Array[Int]],List[Array[Int]])={
      val zipped_channels = channel_a.zip(channel_b)
      val zipped_processed_channels = zipped_channels map {case 
(a,b)=>costesWrapper(a,b)}
      val (a_thresholded,b_thresholded) = zipped_processed_channels.unzip
      return (a_thresholded,b_thresholded)

    }

    
    // Single slice of a nucleus
    def costesWrapper(pixels_a:Seq[Int],pixels_b:Seq[Int]):(Array[Int],Array[Int])={
      val rankings_a = rankSort(pixels_a)
      val rankings_b = rankSort(pixels_b)
      val lm = orthogonalRegression(pixels_b,pixels_a)
      val lm_gradient = lm._1
      val lm_intercept = lm._2
      val threshold = doCostes(pixels_a,pixels_b,rankings_a,0,lm_gradient,lm_intercept)
      val threshold_a = rankings_a(threshold)
      val threshold_b =rankings_b(threshold)
      val pixels_a_thresholded = applyThreshold(pixels_a,threshold_a)
      val pixels_b_thresholded = applyThreshold(pixels_b,threshold_b)
      return (pixels_a_thresholded,pixels_b_thresholded)

      

    }
  // Method used in the costes process
    def 
pearsonsCalculator(indices:Seq[Int],pixels_a:Seq[Int],pixels_b:Seq[Int]):Double={
      val included_a = indices.map(i=>pixels_a(i))
      val included_b = indices.map(i=>pixels_b(i))
      val pcc = pearsonsCorrelationCoefficient(included_a,included_b)
      return pcc
    }
    // The recursive costes function
    def 
doCostes(pixels_a:Seq[Int],pixels_b:Seq[Int],rankings_a:Seq[Int],cutoff_rank:Int,lm_gra
dient:Double,lm_intercept:Double):Int={
      val ranked_cutoff = rankings_a.max - cutoff_rank
      val threshold_index = rankings_a.indexOf(ranked_cutoff)
      
      if (ranked_cutoff == 0){
        return cutoff_rank
      }
      val threshold_a = pixels_a(threshold_index)
      val threshold_b = lm_gradient*threshold_a + lm_intercept
      
      val retained_a = for ((p,i)<-pixels_a.zipWithIndex if (p > threshold_a)) yield i
      val retained_b = for ((p,i)<-pixels_b.zipWithIndex if (p > threshold_b)) yield i
      val pcc = retained_a.length - retained_b.length match {
        case x if x < 0 => pearsonsCalculator(retained_b,pixels_a,pixels_b)
        case _ => pearsonsCalculator(retained_a,pixels_a,pixels_b)

      }
      
      if (pcc*pcc>0.0225){
        doCostes(pixels_a,pixels_b,rankings_a,cutoff_rank+1,lm_gradient,lm_intercept)
      }else{
        return cutoff_rank
      }

      
    }

    // MeanThresholdedManders
    def meanManders(pixels_a:Array[Int],pixels_b:Array[Int]):Double={
      val mean_a = mean(pixels_a)
      val mean_b = mean(pixels_b)
      
      val thresholded_pixels_a = for (p<-pixels_a)
                    yield{
                      if (p>mean_a)
                      1
                      else
                      0
                    }
      val thresholded_pixels_b = for (p<-pixels_b)
                    yield{
                      if (p>mean_b)
                      1
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                      else
                      0
                    }

    val matches = thresholded_pixels_a.zip(thresholded_pixels_b) map {case (a,b)=>a+b}
    val match_count = matches.filter(x=> x==2).length
    val score_a_on_b = match_count.toDouble/thresholded_pixels_a.sum
    return score_a_on_b
    }

    def 
meanMandersSliceWrapper(channel_a:List[Array[Int]],channel_b:List[Array[Int]]):Double={
      val per_slice_results = channel_a.zip(channel_b) map {case (a,b) => 
meanManders(a,b)}
      val nuclei_mean = mean(per_slice_results)
      return nuclei_mean
    }
    
    def 
meanMandersNuclearWrapper(channel_a:List[List[Array[Int]]],channel_b:List[List[Array[In
t]]]):List[Double]={
      val zipped_nuclei = channel_a.zip(channel_b)
      val results = zipped_nuclei map {case (a,b)=>meanMandersSliceWrapper(a,b)}
      return results
    }
    
    

    // Gets the pixel values for the passed channel within the passed nuclei. 
//Returnslist of Int arrays.
    def getNucleiPixels(image:ij.ImagePlus,nuclei:Nuclei,mask:List[Array[Int]] = 
null):List[Array[Int]]={
      
      val boundaries = getNucleiBoundaries(nuclei)
      val pixel_array_by_slice = for (s<-nuclei.slices) yield {
        image.setSlice(s.slice)
        
        image.setRoi(boundaries)
        val cropped_image = image.getProcessor.crop()
        
        val pixels_array1:Array[Short] = 
cropped_image.getPixels().asInstanceOf[Array[Short]]
        val pixels_array = pixels_array1 map {x=>x.toInt}

        pixels_array
        }
      val masked_pixel_array = mask match {
        case null => pixel_array_by_slice
        case _ => pixel_array_by_slice zip (mask) map {case (p,m) => p zip(m) map {case
(pp,mm) => (if (mm >0 ) pp else 0)}}
      }
      return pixel_array_by_slice.toList
      }

    def maskNuclei(blue:ImagePlus):(List[Nuclei],ImagePlus)={
    val nuclei_mask=blue.duplicate()
    nuclei_mask.getChannelProcessor().resetMinAndMax()
    val calibration = blue.getCalibration()
    calibration.setUnit("micron")
    val outlier_radius = calibration.getRawX(4.8)
    val blur_sigma = calibration.getRawX(1)
    val outlier_search_string = "radius="+outlier_radius+" threshold=50 which=Dark 
stack"
    IJ.run(nuclei_mask,"Gaussian Blur...", "sigma="+blur_sigma+" stack")
    IJ.run(nuclei_mask,"Make Binary", "method=RenyiEntropy background=Default 
calculate")
    IJ.run(nuclei_mask,"Fill Holes", "stack")
    IJ.run(nuclei_mask,"Remove Outliers...", outlier_search_string);
    IJ.run(nuclei_mask,"Dilate","stack")
    IJ.run(nuclei_mask,"Watershed", "stack")

    var roim= new RoiManager()
    var results= new ResultsTable()
    val pa = new ParticleAnalyzer(ParticleAnalyzer.ADD_TO_MANAGER,
    
ij.measure.Measurements.MEAN+ij.measure.Measurements.CENTROID+ij.measure.Measurements.A
REA,
    results,
    1000,5000000,
    0,1.0)
    for (i<-(0 until nuclei_mask.getStackSize())){
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      nuclei_mask.setSliceWithoutUpdate(i + 1)
      pa.analyze(nuclei_mask)
      nuclei_mask.show()
      
      }

    val rm=roim.getRoisAsArray()
    val slice_list= for (roi<-rm) yield roi.getName().split("-")(0).toInt
    val roi_and_slice = (rm.zip(slice_list)).sortBy(_._2)  

    val x_centres = results.getColumn(results.getColumnIndex("X")).toList
    val y_centres = results.getColumn(results.getColumnIndex("Y")).toList
    val areas = results.getColumn(results.getColumnIndex("Area")).toList
    val processed_roi = ((((slice_list zip x_centres) zip y_centres) zip rm) zip areas)
map {
          case ((((s,x),y),r),sr) => ProcessedRoi(s,x,y,r,sr)
          }
        var nuclei:ListBuffer[Nuclei]=ListBuffer()
    for (r <- processed_roi){
      nuclei=mergeNuclei(nuclei,r)
      }
    val edge_mask = blue.duplicate()
        IJ.run(edge_mask, "Find Edges","stack")
        
        val focussed_nuclei = (for (n<-nuclei) yield 
nucleiFocusser(n,edge_mask)).filter(x=> x.slices.length !=0)
        println("Nuclei identified")
        return (focussed_nuclei.toList,nuclei_mask)
    }

  def visualCheck(image:ij.ImagePlus,nuclei:List[Nuclei]){
      
        for (n<-nuclei){
          val boundaries = getNucleiBoundaries(n)
      for (s<-n.slices){
        image.setSlice(s.slice)

        image.setRoi(boundaries)
        val cropped_image = image.getProcessor.crop()
        val preview_image = new ij.ImagePlus("i",cropped_image)
        preview_image.getChannelProcessor().resetMinAndMax()
        preview_image.show()
        Thread.sleep(100)
        WindowManager.closeAllWindows()
        }
          }
      }

      // For now, due to lack of Java knowledge needed to interface the imageJ API with
//Scala, only the middle slice of each nuclei is examined for object stats.
    def makeObjectMask(image:ij.ImagePlus,nuclei:Nuclei):ImagePlus = { 
      val boundaries = getNucleiBoundaries(nuclei)
      val middle_slice = math.floor(image.getStackSize()/2)
      image.setSlice(middle_slice.toInt)
      image.setRoi(boundaries)
      val cropped_image = image.getProcessor.crop()
    val object_mask=subtractBackground(new ImagePlus("",cropped_image),10)
    IJ.run(object_mask,"Make Binary", "method=Default background=Default calculate")
    return object_mask
    }

    def makeObjectMasks(image:ij.ImagePlus,nuclei:List[Nuclei]):List[ImagePlus]={ 
      val masks = nuclei.map (n=> makeObjectMask(image,n))
      WindowManager.closeAllWindows()
      return masks
      }

    def pearsonsCorrelationCoefficient[T]
(items_a:Traversable[T],items_b:Traversable[T])(implicit n:Numeric[T]): Double = {

    val N = items_a.size
    val z_scores_a = standardScores(items_a)
    val z_scores_b = standardScores(items_b)
    val r_value = ( (z_scores_a.toList.zip(z_scores_b.toList) map {case (za,zb) => 
za*zb}).sum/(N) )
    return r_value
    }

// Process all the slices in the cell
  def pearsonsIntermediateWrapper(a:List[Array[Int]],b:List[Array[Int]]):Double={
    val zipped_slices = a.zip(b)
    val r_values = zipped_slices map {case (a,b) => 
pearsonsCorrelationCoefficient(a,b)}
    val m = mean(r_values)
    m match{
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      case x if x.isNaN => return 0
      case y => return y
    }
    }

  def 
pearsonsNonZeroIntermediateWrapper(a:List[Array[Int]],b:List[Array[Int]]):Double={
    val zipped_slices = a.zip(b)
    val r_values = zipped_slices map {case (a,b) => 
pearsonsNonZeroPixelCorrelation(a,b)}
    val m = mean(r_values)
    m match{
      case x if x.isNaN => return 0
      case y => return y
    }
    }

  def pearsonsNonZeroPixelCorrelation(items_a:Array[Int],items_b:Array[Int]): Double = 
{
    val a_threshold = 1
    val b_threshold = 1
    val items_a_nz = items_a.map (x=>(if (x > a_threshold) 1 else 0))
    val items_b_nz = items_b.map (x=>(if (x > b_threshold) 1 else 0))
    val intersections = items_a_nz.zip(items_b_nz) map {case (a,b)=>a+b}
    val intersection_indices = intersections.zipWithIndex.filter(x => x._1 > 1) map 
{case (z,i) =>i}
    val nz_items_a = intersection_indices.map (i=>items_a(i))
    val nz_items_b = intersection_indices.map (i=>items_b(i))
    val N = nz_items_a.size
    val z_scores_a = standardScores(nz_items_a)
    val z_scores_b = standardScores(nz_items_b)
    val r_value = ( (z_scores_a.toList.zip(z_scores_b.toList) map {case (za,zb) => 
za*zb}).sum/(N) )
    return r_value
  }

    // Process all the cells in the image
  def 
pearsonsWrapper(channel_a:List[List[Array[Int]]],channel_b:List[List[Array[Int]]]):List
[Double] = {
    val zipped_nuclei = channel_a.zip(channel_b)
    val r_values = zipped_nuclei map {case(a:List[Array[Int]],b:List[Array[Int]]) 
=>pearsonsIntermediateWrapper(a,b) }
    return r_values
    }

  def 
random_image_translator(channel_a:List[Array[Int]],channel_b:List[Array[Int]],width:Int
,height:Int,mask:List[Array[Int]]):Double={
    
    val slices_by_rows = for(s<-channel_a) yield s.toList.grouped(width).toList
    val mask_slices_by_rows = for (s<-mask) yield s.toList.grouped(width).toList
    

    val dx=nextInt(width)
    val dy=nextInt(height)
    val x_translated_slices_by_rows = for (s<-slices_by_rows) yield 
s.map(r=>r.slice(dx,r.length)++r.slice(0,dx))
    val x_translated_mask_slices_by_rows = for (s<-mask_slices_by_rows) yield 
s.map(r=>r.slice(dx,r.length)
      ++r.slice(0,dx))
    val flattened_xy_translated_slices = for (s<-x_translated_slices_by_rows) yield 
(s.slice(dy,s.length)
      ++s.slice(0,dy)).flatten.toArray
    val flattened_xy_translated_mask_slices:List[Array[Int]] = for (s<-
x_translated_mask_slices_by_rows) yield (s.slice(dy,s.length)+
+s.slice(0,dy)).flatten.toArray
    val zipped_mask_slices:List[Array[(Int,Int)]] = for ((ts,s)<-
flattened_xy_translated_mask_slices.zip(mask)) yield ts.zip(s)
    val intersections:List[Array[Int]] = for (s<-zipped_mask_slices) yield s.map {case 
(a,b) => a+b}
    
    val intersection_indices = for (s<-intersections) yield s.zipWithIndex filter {case
(v,i) => v== 510} map {case (value,index) => index }
    val retained_a = for ((s_a,s_m)<-channel_a.zip(intersection_indices)) yield s_m.map
(i=>s_a(i))
    val retained_b = for ((s_b,s_m)<-channel_b.zip(intersection_indices)) yield 
(s_m).map (i=>s_b(i))
    val pcc = pearsonsIntermediateWrapper(retained_a,retained_b)
    return pcc
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  }

  // Randomly xy displaces the pixels of a single nucleus stack, with the pixels 
wrapping to the opposite end of the image.
  def 
randomizerWrapper(channel_a:List[Array[Int]],channel_b:List[Array[Int]],width:Int,maski
ng_channel:List[Array[Int]]):Double={
    println("Testing significance...")
    val length = channel_a(0).length
    val height = length/width
    val original_pcc = pearsonsIntermediateWrapper(channel_a,channel_b)
    val pccs = (1 until 500).par map {_ => 
random_image_translator(channel_a,channel_b,width,height,masking_channel)}
    val below_threshold = pccs.filter (x=> x.abs < original_pcc.abs)
    val p_value = below_threshold.length.toDouble/500
    println(p_value)
    return p_value
  }

    // Significance Testing. Wrapper accepts a list of nuclei, each comprising a list 
of slices, each of which is an array of shorts.
    // Also accepts a list of image widths. Returns a list, which consists of a list of
the PCC values obtained for each nucleus over 500 iterations of 
    // the constrained displacement algorithm.
  def randomizationTestingWrapper(channel_a:List[List[Array[Int]]],
    channel_b:List[List[Array[Int]]],
    widths:List[Int],
    masking_channel:List[List[Array[Int]]]):List[Double]={
    val inputs = ((channel_a,channel_b,widths).zipped,masking_channel).zipped
    val p_values=inputs map {case((a,b,w),m)=>randomizerWrapper(a,b,w,m)}
    return p_values.toList
  }

  
  def measureNucleusIntensity(channel:ImagePlus,nucleus:Nuclei):Double = {
    val measurements=ij.measure.Measurements.MEAN
        var results= new ResultsTable()
        val analyzer = new Analyzer(channel, measurements, results)
        for (s<-nucleus.slices){
          channel.setSlice(s.slice)
          channel.setRoi(s.roi)
          analyzer.measure()
        }
        val intensities = results.getColumn(results.getColumnIndex("Mean"))
        return mean(intensities)

  }

  def measureNucleiIntensities(channel:ImagePlus,nuclei:List[Nuclei]):List[Double]={
    val intensities = nuclei map {x=> measureNucleusIntensity(channel,x)}
    return intensities

  }

  //For the analysis of subnuclear objects.
  def object_mask_analyzer(object_mask:ImagePlus):(Int,Float,Float)={
    var roim= new RoiManager()
    var results= new ResultsTable()
    val pa = new ParticleAnalyzer(ParticleAnalyzer.ADD_TO_MANAGER,
    
ij.measure.Measurements.MEAN+ij.measure.Measurements.CENTROID+ij.measure.Measurements.A
REA,
    results,
    15,5000000,
    0,1.0)
    for (i<-(0 until object_mask.getStackSize())){
      object_mask.setSliceWithoutUpdate(i + 1)
      pa.analyze(object_mask)
      }
    val areas = results.getColumn(results.getColumnIndex("Area")).toList
    val object_count = areas.length
    val mean_object_area = mean(areas).toFloat
    val object_area_sd = standardDeviation(areas).toFloat
    return (object_count,mean_object_area,object_area_sd)
  }

  //For the determination of mean nucleus slice area
  def getNucleusMeanArea(nucleus:Nuclei):Float={
    val areas = for (s<-nucleus.slices) yield s.area
    return mean(areas).toFloat
  }
  
  def processImageFile(filepath:String,csv_writer:CSVWriter,explanatory_value:String){
    val opener = new ij.io.Opener()
    val image:ImagePlus = opener.openImage(filepath)
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    println("Finding nuclei and focusing...")
    
    val channels:Array[ImagePlus]=ChannelSplitter.split(image)
    val blue = channels(2)
    val green = subtractBackground(channels(1),15)
    val red = subtractBackground(channels(0),15)
    val (focussed_nuclei,nuclei_mask) = maskNuclei(blue)
    val mask_float = new ij.ImagePlus("mask", 
nuclei_mask.getProcessor().convertToShort(false))
    val mask_pixels = focussed_nuclei map (x=>getNucleiPixels(mask_float,x))
    visualCheck(blue,focussed_nuclei)
    println("Analysing...")
    val green_masks = makeObjectMasks(green,focussed_nuclei)
    val red_masks = makeObjectMasks(red,focussed_nuclei)
    
    val blue_pixels = focussed_nuclei.zipWithIndex map {case (x,i) => 
getNucleiPixels(blue,x,mask_pixels(i))}
    val green_pixels = focussed_nuclei.zipWithIndex map {case (x,i) => 
getNucleiPixels(green,x,mask_pixels(i))}
    val red_pixels = focussed_nuclei.zipWithIndex map {case (x,i) => 
getNucleiPixels(red,x,mask_pixels(i))}

    val image_widths = focussed_nuclei map 
(x=>getNucleiBoundaries(x).getBounds().width)
    val coloc_p_values = 
randomizationTestingWrapper(green_pixels,red_pixels,image_widths,mask_pixels)

    val nucleus_areas = focussed_nuclei.map(n=>getNucleusMeanArea(n))
  
    val green_objects = green_masks.map(x => object_mask_analyzer(x))
    val 
(green_object_count,green_object_mean_area,green_object_sd_area)=green_objects.unzip3
    val red_objects = red_masks.map(x => object_mask_analyzer(x))
    val (red_object_count,red_object_mean_area,red_object_sd_area)=red_objects.unzip3
    

    
    
    val mrog = meanMandersNuclearWrapper(red_pixels,green_pixels)
    val mgor = meanMandersNuclearWrapper(green_pixels,red_pixels)
    val rg_r_values = pearsonsWrapper(green_pixels,red_pixels) 
    val bg_r_values = pearsonsWrapper(blue_pixels,green_pixels) 
    val rb_r_values = pearsonsWrapper(blue_pixels,red_pixels) 
    
    val green_intensities = measureNucleiIntensities(green,focussed_nuclei) 
    val red_intensities = measureNucleiIntensities(red,focussed_nuclei)

    val rows = for (i <-nucleus_areas.indices) yield 
(List(explanatory_value,nucleus_areas(i)
      
,green_intensities(i),red_intensities(i),rg_r_values(i),bg_r_values(i),rb_r_values(i)
      ,red_object_count(i),red_object_mean_area(i),green_object_count(i),
      green_object_mean_area(i),mgor(i),mrog(i),coloc_p_values(i)))
    for (r<-rows){
      println(r)
      csv_writer.writeRow(r)
    WindowManager.closeAllWindows()
    }
    
    
    

    }

  

  def main(args: Array[String]){
    // val top_directory = "/Users/work/Documents/h2ax_time_series_2/"

    val top_directory = new ij.io.DirectoryChooser("Choose 
Directory").getDirectory().toString
    val output_file = top_directory+"ZisaAnalysis.csv"
    val csv_writer = CSVWriter.open(output_file,append=false)
    csv_writer.writeRow(Seq("ExplanatoryValue","Nucleus 
Area","GreenIntensity","RedIntensity",
      
"GreenRedPearson","GreenBluePearson","RedBluePearson","RedObjectCount","RedObjectMeanAr
ea",
      
"GreenObjectCount","GreenObjectMeanArea","MeanThresholdOverlapGOR","MeanThresholdOverla
pROG",
      "ColocPValue"))
    
    
    for (subdirectory_name <- getListOfSubDirectories(top_directory)){
      
      for (file<-getListOfFilesInSubDirectory(top_directory+subdirectory_name)){
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        println(top_directory+subdirectory_name+"/"+file)
        
processImageFile(top_directory+subdirectory_name+"/"+file,csv_writer,subdirectory_name)
        }
      }

    }

}
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